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The regular spring millinery openings
this year although somewhat later than
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every taste could be satisfied.
The designs were exclusive and original—
of their own conception—including all the
latest styles, colors and fabrics, combined
with taste ami skill. The line of exclusive
sortment

and original designs is to be kept up through
the season, and the opening day appearance
will prevail at their store throughout the
season.

Two very attractive windows are seen iu
the store of the Misses Ellis, aud they are
On a
hut an index to the display inside.
base of white crepe studded with dowers
ami ornaments, with a background of India
silk ami lace, stood three very handsome

pedestals. They were iu amaranth,
turquoise blue aud black, the bi le one being
iu moUSSeliue de s He, and copied after a
The other window
Parisian importation.
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Pheuix Lodge, F.
will be held next Moi:d:i\ evening.

regular meeting

M

of

Waldo [.edge, 1 Q. O F., will attend
divine service at the Uni verbalist church
next Sunday forenoon, tint being the nearest Sunday to the anniversary of the Order.
T'
anniversary will not be publicly oberved otherwise.
Rebekah Lodge, I. O. O. F has
received and accepted an invitation to assist
in instituting a Rebekah Lodge in Monroe
Friday evening, April 28th. The degree
Aurora

‘tali' of Aurora
on

the

new

Lodge

will work the

degree

members.

A committee consisting of M. W. Welch,
C. Whitney, D Ii. McAudless and C. M.
Perkins has been appointed by Tarratine
Tribe, I O. R. M., to make arrangements
for entertaining the Great Council of Maine,
which holds its eleventh aunual session in
this city next Thursday. The arrangements
for entertaining the Great Chiefs and other
A.

nearly complete, and were remeeting of the Tribe Monday
The Great Chiefs and visitors
evening
will assemble a’ Knights of Pythias Hall
visitors

ported
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at the
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when the wall

before there
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side-walk opposite including
ladies.
Providentially all seemed to go inside at the right, time and nobody was in
the

on

many

One of the
range of the. falling bric ks.
school teams passed the building just before
the crash and another had almost reached
the spot. Mayor Poor and Alderman Rankin
were

best

in the square near hy discussing the
of disposing of the1 ruins, when

means

this wall

fell.

Soon after

a

tire alarm

was

hook and ladder men were
i callf-d out to
put up more supports to the
dangerous walls. Nothing further was done
until Tuesday morning, when Morrison &
i McDonald began taking down what remain
sounded and the

ed of the walls.
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Kimball’s knockabout has had the
rudder and centreboard hung and is ready
for the rigger and sailmaker.
About 200

Saturday

particulars. These seemed to fill
the bill for a boat easy to row, specially

yet

for

landing in very shoal water, and
comfortable

perhaps,
speedy sail boat—just the tiling for use on
or
the
bay
ponds. An order w as sent
a

roomy,

and.

our

for

and

one

the boat arrived here last week.

Following are the dimensions: 12 feet long,
4 feet, 4 inches beam, depth 18 inches. 2d
inches wide at stern. She has two thwarts,
double kneed, forward decking with mast

hole, seat in stern with backboard, milder,
tiller, rowlocks, etc. The material is as follows: Oak topstreak,bottom-board, transom,
timbers, gunwales and thwarts; hackmatack stem, breasthook and knees: clear
cedar planking; copper fastening; finished
and varnish. The sail is cross
cut in the latest style and rigged with a
sprit, but a gatT may be used instead, if desired.
The spars are very neat and the

bright

in oil

workmanship throughout
Tuttle and

of

the best.

sou of Belfast arrived on
schr. Garland, Capt. Allen, Monday. Mr.
Tuttle’s sou Frank has rented the Simpson
store and brought with him a stock of jewelers’ supplies, etc., and comes well recommended as a watchmaker and jeweler.[Deer
Isle and Stonington Press.
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f her postNorth Brooksville is proud
master, Wm. L'iiieburner,whe, though eighty
years old, has missed attending to the du<
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adapted
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f thirteen yo.;*

iu Houltou, wlm-li began Tuesday
This is his last assignment «'• r the \-nr l.sys
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Herreshoff yard, and says that the crew
Isle will arrive at Bristol in about
two mouths. The new craft will be named
Columbia.
from Deer

Glidden, Freedom, to A. B. Sparrow,;
Knox.
Rosanna Calderwood,
to Willard A. Calderwood, do. ;
land and buildings iu Lincolnville. Louisiana Knowlton, Morrill, to Helen A. Knowlton, do.; land in Morrill. Alvin T. and
Helen A. Knowlton, Morrill, to Horace P.
Knowlton et al., do.; land in Morrill. Waiter T. Edmunds, Burnham, to Willie P. Basford et als., Detroit; land and buildings in
Burnham.
Elizabeth R. Cunningham, Belfast, to Horace 1> Smalley et al., do.; laud
and buildings iu Belfast.
Wm. P. Farns-

Thompson

alter an

Judge Fogler

the

Win.

when

has been employed in Kastp- rt
winter, and will go t> Bidueford

at

pounds of lead was run on the bottom of the
centreboard, and she will have some inside

t.

west

years ago.
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fast

C. O. Iselin is rnuoti pleased with the

progress made

here for the

He left

The cabin of the Decrow yacht Glide has
been remodeled, provided with ail the modern conveniences, and finished it: Mack waiThe v ork was
uut., cherry and cypress.
done by S. G. Small.

do.; land in
Lincolnville,

A party of young people of this town went
of keen regret to the host of
friends of Mr. aud Mrs. to Haverhill last night and were the guests
of
Murray Luce at liis new home on Mill
Brackett, in this section, that the
street. Cards and social amusements were
Grand Lodge saw tit to make a
change in
e
of Grand Secretary
The affairs of enjoyed, Mr. Luce entertaining his friends
",
06
been so ably conducted by very pleasantly. [Merrimac Correspondence
2,™
Mr. Brackett that it was
thought that this Haverhill, Mass,, Gazette, April 8.
met alone would
appeal to the members of
tne Order, to
J. O. Whitcomb, 1900, has left the Univerthe sacrifices he
of
say nothing
but tbtt8e thin88 appealed in sity of Maine for a few weeks to teach in the
vain.
[Springdale Advocate.
high school at Orrington.
Cood

wert

follows

as

The

Unity.

Carter

*u
tud s.-n H.r
rescind amendment, 1 to i
of Dorchester, Mass., att-md-d the fi
2, and to add a new section, 0, to 1
of her uncle, 1 »a.niel Lam-

sec.

day morning.

land in

Lou and Blanche

Misses

...

ants pay the plaintiff $100.
The amount
sued for was $10,000
R F. and J. R. Dunton for plaintiff. M. Delian for defendant.
At the opening of court Wednesday morning both juries were discharged until Thurs-

do.;

Bangor

There are live in-\v yachts build ;i.g at d.it- |
s,VVebst tv Staples
^
;
ferent places for sunnuer residents at Dark fast a few
:
»,«■
days the a- v.v
Harbor.
the death of his
c -us:n.
Mrs
B-.r‘
M.
W. H. Bray has begun work on Mr.
Batchelder.
Groesehner’s steam yachts Idnlette and ;
Warren Jacks.m Berry
.'
:l
-k and,
Guenevere and both w ill be put in first class j turned home M» tel
ft.-- sy-o.d o,_ tlo
ay.
condition.
\Cwinter with his grand-parvi
...
rs
Capt. Roix will socii launch the Kdua ; VV. C. Jackson.
and is to have a fisherman's rig this year, |
A. C. Haskell of Dover. K
ring
doing away with topmast and gafftopsail | his niece, Mrs. John Carr f F. ist B- ’a.st-

defend-

worth, Islesboro, to Maggie F. Thomas, do.;
land in Islesboro. Ella A. Paul, Belfast, to
W. H. Bowden, Boston; laud in Belfast. (8
deeds). Charles Stone, Troy, to Eben Stone,

|

Deuio and
at the

j

warrant*by

Dr. and Mrs. Geo. W. F:Hd of
Bar Harbor last week’.

Frank Bowen of Amberg. Wis is
visiting
his uncle, A. F. Bowen
He has been av,,\
r< n. Belfast nine years.

to report

erations of the trio:
A Belfast man who lias been interested in
Horace Marden of Freedom,Charles Yoinjg
The following transfers in real estate were boats and yachts for something ov m half a
of Athens, and
Dighton Knox of Oakland,
who have just been released from the
jail at I recorded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds, century receLtly saw in The Rudder, tinBeitast after serving a sentence for horse
for the week ending April 19, 1899:
Antilla j well known yachting magazine, au adverstealing, are desperate characters and have
Sherman, Camden, to Clias. French, Worces- tisement <>f a yacht tender and sailing
been the terrors of the whole of that
part of
the town of China which borders on Waldo
ter,Mass. ; land and buildings in Lincolnville. i dinghy combined, built by Henry A. Davidcounty, aud where they have been carrying Hannah J. Thompson, Morrill, to Rilla son of Calais, designer of the fast yachts
on extensive
thieving operations. Last SepBlaisdell, do.; land and buildings in Morrill. Tacoma, Murk', Anita and others, and
tember the barn of Harriet J.
of Ala horse stolen therenight the barn of Waldron
Bibby, also of Albion, was entered and a
harness taken therefrom. Suspicion at once
rested on these fellows and the case was
placed in the hands of Deputy Sheriff Clias.
W. Jones of China. It was but a
short
time before the officer had the
necessary evidence against the men, but the men were not
to be found.
In the meantime they were
arrested on a Waldo county
the
sheriff from that county and have
just finished their sentences there.
The three pleaded guilty to the
larceny of
the horses. To the other
charges they all
pleaded nut guilty. Young asked for counvva*ve<J examination and was held in
$50o. The other two afterwards retracted
their plea of not
guilty and pleaded guilty
aud were held in the same sum.
The prisoners were takeu
to| Augusta jail, and as they
were unable to secure bonds for
any sum
will stand committed till the
opening of the
September term of court.
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for trial of the

Durgin

j

Brooks,

The sloop Marjorie, Roberts brothers of
grand jury reported yesterday after- Reading, Mass., owners, is fitting out for
mg
Aug.ista
three horse
She i- to have a new iron rudnoon, having found 20 indictments, which the season.
thieves, Ma.den, Young and Knox. A dis- j are not
der post an 1 new wire rigging. Iler cabin,
yet made public.
Patch from Waterville to the Bangor Daily
finished throughout in natural oak, pine and
News has the following in regard to the
opblack walnut, has been painted.
Transfers in keal Estate.

j

for Boston

afternoon.

January
jury was

The

Boston,

tor

C. J. Hall and daughter M
Somes’ Sound last Friday

to

Mrs.

Yachts and

ordered to go Madison Tuesday and view
tlie. mill and machinery in which the accident occurred, but the order was countermanded before the train

Mrs.T. B. Dmsmore left yesterday
short visit in Boston.

Mrs.
!

eutive committee.

E.

tried at the

Burrington,

G.

thanks was passed to the Maine
Central Railroad Co., the Boston
Bangor
S. S. Co., t.h- captain of steamer Silver Star,
and Mrs. F. C porter, field s-er-tary, for
favors, etc.
Adjourned, subject to the call of the xe

Philbrick vs. the
Manufacturing Investment Co of Madison,
fm- personal damages in
machinery has been

settled.

committee

and

A vote of

Blanchard, Bangor; W. S. Townsend,
Newport; Walter Hussey, Waterville; Rewel
Robinson, Camden; Clias. Woodward, Banof

a

Geo. A. Bailey left Monday
other cities, on business.

mittee.

A. L.

case

a

and

voted to

was

2,

details

were drawn as traverse
jurors
present at the opening of the Court,

gor.
1 he

Monday from

George Jones left. Monday
where he has employment.

meeting.

Voted

and were sworn.
The following attorneys from other counties were present the first
day : J. W. Mason,
Pittsfield ; Joseph Williamson, Jr., Augusta ;

Fairbanks; therefore,

A. D.

a

Swan, Dr. J
Mills, Mrs. G. H

1. of

during the

Bragg, foreman,

Belfast

in

was

Mr. and
for

nomina-

The Executive Committee shall have power
to rill any vacancy which may occur aiming
tin* officers ot the Association, at a special
meeting called for that purpose.

Frankfort.
All who

were

of

Geo. S.

art.

Montville; M. J. Nelson, Palermo; J. H.
Page, Jackson.
SL’i'kkn cm hr AKiEs.
Fred Perkins, Win
terport; Edwin C. Pike, Searsport
William
F
Sherman, Liberty; James H. West,

Morning Light Grange, Monroe, has adoptfollowing resolutions of respect:
Whereas, It has pleased our Divine Mas-

referred to
B.

It.

terms.

P.

was

W.

art.

the traverse jurors.
John

the matter

next

G. Hammonds, Searsport; Charles G. Hemenway, Searsmont; E. K
Leonard, Knox;
C- U. Max he id, Belfast; \V. SAlehuren,

ed the.

bion was entered and
from.
The same

A. S. Jackson returned
short visit in Rockland.

cuusisung 01 iurs. u. A. riNG. Damon and Miss Mary

sisting
Mrs. E

[)> Ite.st
\N iiliam GareeJon, Burnham; Richard Greer, Belmont; Clarendon H.
Gross,
Pros pert: Samuel J. Guriie\
Waldo; John

>py be sent to tic bereaved family and one
the local paper for publication.
.a miie R. Ham
) Com
Emma Hamlin,
on
A. J Webb,
Res.

to

John S. Heald of Portland
last Friday on business.

They reported the following list, of Portland a few days last week.
officers, who were unanimously elected:
Mrs. Anna Adams <>f Boston is
visiting htf
President, Mrs. E. A. D. Burrington,Belfast; her
mother, Mrs. C. F Morison.
vice presidents, Dr. John G. Brooks, Belfast;
Miss Inez Crawford is visiting her brothei
Hon. Wm. B. Swan, Belfast, Judge J. W.
W. C. Crawford, in Allston, Mass.
Symonds, Portland; Judge W. P. WhiteMr. and Mrs. A. E. (dark spent.
house, Augusta; Rev. Geo. S. Mills, Belfast;
Sunday
Secretaries, Mrs. M. J. Gammons, Belfast; and Monday with friends iu Rockland
Ree. Secretary, Mrs. Georgia Pulsifer PorMrs. James C. Fisher of Lawrence, Mass,
ter, Old Town ; Corresponding Secretary, is goiug to Europe for an extended stay.
Mrs. Florence C.
Porter, Caribou; Field
Chas. h. Swift went to Boston on business
Sec’y; Treasurer, C. W. Wescott, Belfast. Tuesday, and will visit the Horse
Show
Members of Board o' Managers for three
B. P Hazeltine returned to Boston
yesyears, Mrs. M. J. Gamuians, Belfast: Mrs.
terday from a three days visit in Belfast
A. A. Howes, Belfast : Mrs. Anna F. OsHarold T. Sibley returned to Dartmouth
borne, Pittsfield; Mrs. Sarah F. Hamilton,
Saco; Mrs. A. 0. Paul, Ft. Fairfield; Mrs. College Monday, after his spring vacation.
Capt. John VV. Ferguson and family have
G. G. Winslow, Belfast: Mrs. Ralph Morse,
returned to Belfast from Cliftondale, Mass
Stockton Springs.
The President, Mrs. E. A. D. Burrington,
Mrs. S. J. Freeman of York
Me., arrived
read her report, which was accepted. She
Saturday to visit her daughter, Mrs. W. R
first referred feelingly to the death of Mrs.
Howard.
H. P. Thompson, who was a faithful worker
Hugh D. McLelian, Principal of the Belfor the Home. The Home,she said, has been fast High school.
*pv!:r •-> f-'V l.iju in post'-n
fortunate in having no deaths or serious ill- the past week.
ness among the inmates, although scarlet
Mrs. B. B Foster and son William
Q. of
fever has been quite prevalent in the city at
Portland are visiting Mr. and Mrs William
times. During the year U girls have been
H. Quimby.
received into tlie home; 12 nave been furMrs. S C. Strout accompanied her has
nished with good homes; and but 2 have
J
been returned and not yet provided with husband, Judge Strout, on his visit to Belfast, to hold court.
homes outside.

Kec.

DFsbon
William H. Blodgett, M .'riii,
George W Chap s, Belfast, W. IF GiiapNorth port ; Frank Clark, Freedom;
inui.
Leonard
Clark, Winterport
Charles 1
( rocker, Stockton
Springs: Frank
roshy,
l iiity ; James C Durham, Belfast: Isaacs.
Elliot, Lro\ Sanford Emery, Monroe.: Joel
W. Fernald, Fmcolnville,
Skoi.M' Ji i:v,
MeKille C Hill, foreman,

to

The Journal mentioned last week the reiease from jail here and the subsequent tak-

were

on

Mrs. F. C. Pendleton lias gone to New
York to visit friends.

year.

Stenographer, A. H Whitman, Portland.
Chaplain, Rev. A. A. Smith, Belfast.
Sheriff. Samuel G. Norton, Belfast.
Crier, F. N. Vose, Thorndike.
Jvputy
Sheriffs, Hiram
McAlister,

flicted.
Resolved, That, nur charter be draped in
mourning for thirty days. Also that these
resolutions he placed on our records and a

he it
Resolved, That in the death of our worthy
brother the order lias lost a true and faithful friend, and while we. regret his removal
we shall ever cherish pleasant memories of

Wood
tious.

.J.

on

J. R. Mears was in Portsmouth, N. H
business last week.

Lt was voted to set aside $100 for the official work of the President for the coming

attendance:
Judge, Sewall C. Strom, Portland.
Clerk, Tileston Wadlin, Belfast.

port.

response by B. F. Foster; topic,
expenses of the board of Agricui-

ter in His
our midst

Mrs.

It was proposed to amend Ait. 1, sec.
County Attorney, Ellery Bowden, Winter- the by-laws, relating to membership,

our associations with one whose influence
Canton Pallas. P. M., I. O.O. F., has elect- was ever for the
right.
ed the following officers for the ensuing year: j
Resolved, That while we deeply sympathize with his stricken family,
may al! the
L.
T.
Shales:
Commandant,
Lieutenant, R. ties which lead lies veil ward he so
strengthC. Leonard; Ensign, Clias. M. Craig: Clerk,
ened that it may be an unbroken
fainiiy in
J. S. Davidson
Accountant, John A. Fogg. that life which awaits us all, and may the
of
Ids
Christian
life
knowledge
example and
They will be installed May 12th.
the hope of the hereafter ever cheer their
A Rebekah Lodge, I. O. O. F.. will be in- hearts.
Resolved, That Morning Light Grange
stituted in Monroe, Friday April 28th, by
•irape their charter in mourning for thirty
Grand Master Albro E Chase, assisted by days, a
copy of these resolutions he spread
R G. Dyer as Grand Secretary and Samuel
upon our records, a copy sent, to the family,
also to the local paper tor publication.
Grand
as
Adams
Master.
Aurora
Deputy
Lydia W.
Woodman,)
Lodge of this city will attend, by invitation
Belle J. Palmer,
/-Committee
and its degree team will confer the degree.
T. Durham,
)
Past. Grand Master A. F. Estey of MasThe Horse Thieves in Augusta Jail.
sachusetts will probably be present.
It

will be called Loyal Lodge, Nu.VJ.

glotno

ground Hy- the run. Strange to
not damaged beyond
cracking
The hydrant in front of the |

foil, and but

Whereas our lieavi-cly Father m his infinite wisdom has seen lii To call our dear sister, \ andelia Ii >gan, a loved and worthy
member of Hillside G range., to the hea .-nl v
home and Tc» the bghl and gladness of
better world, therefore, he. :t
Resolved. Thai whib we deeply fee! ur
loss we bow in humb’e submission to the
div lie ii ill of our Father
Resolved, That we extend to the bereaved
husband and son and entire family oer lovheartfelt sympathy, and commend
ing.
tie-in to the care of Him who alone is able to
comfort and console the sorrowing and af-

in

anti outside

g

h

*ar

;

was

t-xcessiye according to th. benefits derived from if."’ to be opened by J. G. HardBurnham: Merton G. Nortou, messenger,
The remainder ol the program is to be j Belfast; George A. Jackson,
ing
Searsuiont;
furnished by Sebastii ook (irange.
Frank G. Norton, Palermo: Jere. Bowen,
Hillside Grange, East Thorndike, has Monroe.
The grand jury is the s huh as at the Sepadopted the follow:ug resolutions of respect:

to

siik

he

it

cuuiumaee

bury,

on

Everett S. Carter went to Bath last Fridaybusiness.

$117.04. Of the $100 voted last year for the
use of the President she has used but $75.
Mrs. Burrington read "Notes from the
Field Secretary,” Mrs. Florence C. Porter.
The following extract sums up in brief the
work of the Home:

/v

building was broken off about % feet below
the surface of the ground.
A large number

t'.ire

ful and
-ren

!

to the

came,

say
the

Murry;

“Ar-

other beauti-

walls struck the electric poles
disarrange fora time the work-

ing of the te:<-phones in the neighborhood,
ar
lamp in Custom House square

good of tin- order; noon recess;
by clour; address of welcome by N.

rues:.-

to

as

and the

in.irks for

in

The

hard

Boston

in

on

child.”
s<>

C. Marshall is

L. T. Shales went to Boston
Tuesday
business.

“The question is frequently asked, “Is
there not, difficulty in tinning homes for
these children?”
There are really more
good homes open to these children than
there are desirable children fitted to go into
these homes, ills the business of the society to find the right home for the right

stone and

novelty
royal

Hon. Win.
business.

thejyear, $1,110 44 ; total $1,397.88 Paid out
during the year $1280.22; balance on hand

green leaves.
Another was a pretty
little hat. covered with
turquoise blue tulle
in rolls. Cue hat in
golf blue had a high
front, with tiny ruchiug. A new feature iu
coiiars 1ms a white slurred bow
fastened ,u
front
Mrs. Chase's show oases contained
an almost
bewildering assortment, of

A

personal.

during

and

ette

Home.

The annual meeting of the Children’s Aid
Sotdety of Maine was held at the Girls’
Home on Nortbport avenue,
Tuesday afternoon, April 18th. The President, Mrs. E. A.
II. Burriugton, presided, and in the absence
of Mrs. Gammons, the
secretary, Mrs. G. G.
Winslow served in that capacity.
The report of C. W. Wescott, the
treasurer,
showed that there was on hand at the
beginning of the year $234.92: balance in
the building fund, $52.50; received

automobile red, while violets
were most used iu flowers.
Among
attractive liats was one with a

filled with children s hats and bonnets
Engel, Bangor: in pretty shapes and dehcate materials
Augusta.
The interior of the. store was a feast to the Wednesday evening, from whence, they will
i be esi c-i r.ed to Belfast Opera House by a ••ouiin Prospect.
eye of the lover of the beautiful ami artistic
Above the I mittee from Tarratine Tribe, and the Bel
in millinery and fancy goods.
! counter on the left hung rolls of silk and I fast Band. An address of welcome will be
-p* ii lent of the Rock
I'm Waliiohoro corresj velvet ribbons in ali the new ami fashion- given by Mayor Poor, ami a response by an
n claims to have
a
A. P. Oalder ■>{ Boston,
officer of the order.
t hat town.
We have j able shades, as well as the ever popular
!
Great Sachem, and W. E. St. John of
m s, which were the
Standard colors. On the opposite side were Past
Cummiug’s grand-j
Portland, Great Chief of Records, will be.
of gloves, fancy artificial
•mtfather. Mr. C. uses a | the show cases
and address the meeting. The Belpresent
;
laces,
tulle,
belonged to his grand- flowers, liberty silks, muslins,
will Jfurnisii music during the
Mian PX) years old.
We toilet articles, etc
Among the more, notice- fast Baud
j
oui. upon which she j
evening. Thursday will be devoted to the
hats were a white Manila draped vv itli
able
wool-card and all of
business meeting of the Great Council and
a rosette of liberty
’1
things too numerous cerise corded silk, with
The delegates and others will probably leave
1
<iiso has many such relsilk and a cluster of red roses and an attrach small
by a special train in the evening.
mug known to
tive. Leghorn trimmed with lemon chiffon
■' was
given her by her
of
vioa
bunch
I he State Tax Called For
Wiley of St. George, aud straw, surmounted by
,'M"■'rry ol Mrs. W.’s great- lets, and ornamented with fancy glass pins
considered a great curiAugusta, April 14. State Treasurer F. M.
There were also numerous neat blacks and
b" pie call to see it.
has issued the warrants for the astrimmed in the
Simpson
attractive
shapes
in
blues,
Miss Maude Ellis, sessment and collection of the State tax for
Shepherd Withdraws.
most fashionable styles.
the year 1899 to the sheriffs of the State,
aud
a member of the firm, is the milliner,
’r
U
Hon. H. L. Shepwho in turn, will deliver them to the muthe goods shown speak volumes for her
1
iij
letter to the Rockland
nicipal officers. The amount of taxes is
;l ok-hs his withdrawal from taste aud skill.
$907,950.98, in addition to the poll tax of
Mrs. II. P. Chase's attractive snow win"'■'•ere*. "! rhe Republican nomination
ie on each poll, a tax of 2 8 4 mills on the
second district.
streets
Church
and
of
Main
corner
the
j
dow at
dollar of the present valuation.
It was elegantly drapAll towns are to pay their assessments by
was admired by all.
of Chelsea, Mass ., is
and
January
1, 1900. If not, paid then they are
white
and
lace,
f,,nK arrived here in response ed with violet chiffon
notified and unless paid within 00 days the
J .ib,..,. jouncing the critical illness contained two handsome large white hats
property is attached. All towns not paying
Rane, but she did not
J} iu ti-'n. anieJ
loose the right to receive the school fund
t0 be with him in his last trimmed with gauze in some of the latest
This from the State treasury.
and most attractive combinations.
mi

Ruins Left by

PEIRCE

new

■

v

were

very prettily arranged and enlivened
by just
enough floral display of azaleas,
pussy willows, delicate vines, etc., to produce a
charm,ng effect. More that fifty nice trimmed bats and bonnets were iu
the opening,
and all were sold. The
prevailing color here

'■

gets was

THE

••

Grand

the

M'.ars

'•

one

window but faintly
portrays the splendid
assortment and display of art to
he found in
the millinery rooms above.

material, including gold, silver, jet, rhinebronze. A very large use is made
of gauze and other thin
I immensely successful ami is a highly attracmaterials and, in
tive feature to visitors at the store.
It occu- accordance with the
latest Parisian style,
pies the centre of the store with two loug «ontrasts of bright and delicate colors
pre
counters connected at, the front, and with a
\u:l. the neutral combinations
The John l'eirc hock, which was debeing generalhigh bronze rail above, from which depends ly avoided. The work of this
establishment stroyed by lire February loth, leaving only
a delicate lace drapery dotted with Mowers,
has an established
on the ground
reputation which is not, the four walls, ami one store
foliage, wings and other accessories of the only fully kept
in the cut, is being
up but added to at each Moor standing, as shown
art.
The
counters
and
shelves of successive
millinery
taken down
The high wind of Monday
opening.
this department are filled with a large assortwork of demolition
-wrs. it. is.
establishment afternoon began the
Cunningham's
j
ment of handsome hats in the newest designs
and the greater part of one side and one end
in The Journal
was deservedly a
building
j
and up-to-date shades and materials.
Here centre of
About 1 o’clock the Franklin street
attraction and her sales were (fell.
are
seen all the new forms of aigrettes, j
end. began to sway, and soon fell with a
Here we find evidences of close at
large.
plumes, wings aud other forms of feather | tention on the part of Mrs.
rash, some of the material falling inward
Cunningham and
work
the many-colored roses, the violets,
This took the wall
her milliner. Miss Dora M. Casey, to the de- and some outward.
hyacinths and lilies <»f the valley ; the popu- mands of the trade and to the information down to the top of the first story, and left
lar mousseline de soie; tlie new braids of
gained as to the latest styles and shades in what remained bulging outward badly.
straw; the combinations of chiffon, lace, vogue at the great
metropolitan openings, Luckily no one was injured. Tin? owner of
velvet, ribbon and other standard materials; which they attended. The newest shades of the building then employed men to put adin all the modern shades from the gorgeous
fuchsia, violet and purple, the new reds and ditional supports to the walls next the Salautomobile red through all the gradations hi ties are seen, as well as the standard and inond house, ami they had barely got their
work finished when, at
15 o'clock, the
to the light clear shades of coral and shell
ever popular blacks and browns.
Pansies,
pink, and the almost numberless shadings of loses and violets are in great favor as flow- Church street wali fell into the street, except
the northerly corner and a small portion of
The hats ers, and aigrettes,
greens, blins, browns and greys.
angel wings and birds of
the lower story at the south end.
and bonnets of this establishment are bought
In the
paradise plumes in feather ornamentation.
ready trimmed from the artist milliners and Liberty silks in rainbow colors, nice ribbons fall of this wall it was almost miraculous
importers of New York, and are of the must in fancy and solid colors are much used. that no one was hurt The bricks fell in a so id
approved design, fine workmanship, superior The show window exhibited skill and taste mass nearly across the street, and a large
quality, and of artistic appearance. The in the millinery work and the arrangement number hit the doors of the stores opposite.
fact that last fail's opening met with a of the decorations. The foundation was of Some loose bricks were thrown down Beaver
phenomenal sale, ami more than two hun- heliotrope satin and chiffon, and the drapery street as far as F. H. Mathews’ fish market
amt rolled to the doors of the Belfast National
dred trimmed hats and bonnets have been of white lace and
fancy s;!k ribbons. The
disposed of thus far this spring, shows that | three hats shown were beauties—a round
News of the (Ranges.
the millinery department at Burkett's is hat, trimmed with
angel wings, turquoise
|
ippreciated by the ladies
blue and black, with rhim stone ornaments
Granite Grange, North Searsport, will
J
\Y Ferguson *Y Co. have one of the
and forget-me-nots; a black Milan trimmed celebrate its 7th
anniversary April 25th with
iiandsomest displays ever seen in their store,
heavily at the front, with a large Alsatian a harvest feast. Seventy-rive new hooks
which is equivalent to placing it among the
how caught with a steel buckle, and broad
have been added to the library.
i>est to be found anywhere.
In their upper fancy ribbon in black and
purple shades;
Waldo County Grange will meet with
window, ou a mat of tinsel crepe, was an and a little bonnet in black and white, with
Sebasticook Grange, Burnham, next Tuesirtistic arrangement of Mowers, ornaments
aigrettes, rosettes and maline net., black day,
April 25th, with the following program ;
Hid other pretty and necessary
adjuncts vo'lets, white satin jet ornaments and velvet,
exercises; conferring fifth degree;
Opening
>f the imllinerv art
The attraction-' of this
ties.
A w ading hat was a fancy straw with
report of granges: appointment of commitwindow were a pretty little pansy bonnet in
broad ribbon trimming and jet uruameuts,
tee. on time and place for next
meeting; releliotrope and yellow, and a pansy hat m finished at the hack

•FI>eep
1 in- Maple Sugar
•.

visit to

a

ment, established last autumn, is proving

Maine

Meeting

uni
F

1

i-i

of

nning more and more
to assume a
metropolitan aspect as the
years go by, and is keeping well up in the
march of \ regress.
The millinery depart-

alifornia
adc .poem)

1

1

ilu-

No

after

in

.County Cnrre-

!ie>

goods.

shades

Secret Secie.News ot the
A ugusta Jail..
i'
•!
Kea. K<II. .ats.. l’el

-I

i

busy part

to any one of them; for the very best materials in all the latest stales and seasonable

Shepherd

\t

j

the

A

opening day, when
the stores were crowded with customers, all
square, one inch
o<
week, ami 25 I eager to get the best and most becoming

graphic Surve\

i'i

a

during

insertion.

■

later date.

representative of The
Journal visited each id the establishments

nee. $2.01 > a year.
!"i' three months.

I >:n

u

openings.

ties of

his office

year, ami

that

hut

was

one

day

th

u

pa-t

March

Guy W. McAlister

has been reeoiiime:ule<

the postmaster geuer a 1 forappoii n.-i*-n! an
postmaster of Bm ksport, in place id the
to

present iucumheiit. C. C. Homer,
have served -1 years, on the 1st :! i\

1

w

■

a

1'

Juiu

ol

next.
new editors of the Cadet, pul*.slice;
the I’nive s y of Maine, incl i* Thi
students from Waldo .■•unity
Wait?
N

The

at

Cargill, lUfo, I.. 1 o rt; : Joseph (». Wh/. :i i
BKM), Morrill ; Wales K.Bartlett, ldl. Moat
vi lie.
C Sibley, Miss M
Frances Howes went

Mrs. A.
Miss

Sc.

E

Bust

to

u

n

las*,

week, the latter to join her gramlparents
B
Mr. and Mrs. G
Hazeitine, returning
> :
with them by Monday evenings trail
and Mrs. Ha/ -nine.have h.en

ville, Florida,

an

f

1

Juvk.M’U-

1 Fortress M-mroe

Mrs. E. P. Alexander of Be I hist a«.dressed

Institute of Juvenile Workers at Lewislast Thursday afternoon, making an
appropriate and interesting speech, and delivered a prose selection on Genius whirl,
tl.e

ton

very favorably received and highly complimented, Mrs. Alexander is superinteu.

was

dent of

the Belfast Juvenile Temnle.

Prof. L. C

Bateman of Auburn, who is at
writes home enthusiastic

Loomis, Nebraska,

his success in lecturing in that secHe writes to an Auburn friend : “Am
This is a big bonanza.
It is i*
very busy.
far better business for me here than in tin
east.
The people turn out eu masse. I shall
make more money in the west than I have
made for years This is a vast and very profitable field for me throughout the whole section.”
letters of

tion.

CIVILIZATION.

to

the

world,

have by some false step,
unavoidable under the circumNo. 2.
stances, fallen into disrepute. In sneakTo the Editor of Tue Journal: ing of the population in feudal times, the
There is even in the barbarous nature au serfs were not considered. The proprieinstinctive love of a more elevated stand- tors developed the idea of duty, fidelity
and loyalty toward each other, but only
ard than their ow n,
although their nature
abhors the self restraint necessary to its consulted their own wishes in dealing
attainment. Hence it requires generations with the serfs. There were attempts to
orgauize the feudal system. A tribunal
to develop the
necessary change of nature had to be
organized for every trial, an
to adapt the barbaric nature to civilization.
Ciicumstances or surroundings army formed for every war, a reveuue
affect the nature of man but not to their raised every time money was needed.
taxes aud tribunals were special, not
full extent in a single generation.
Scat- Army
The possessor of a fief was
tered among the ruins of the Roman permanent.
civilization w find an instinctive love of sovereign within his domain. When his
called him to attend parliament
the civilization which
the> were incapable sovereign
he met there men invested with authority
of
adopting or even of appreciating to its like himself. If he
was dissatisfied with
full extent
The barbarians or their anthe decisions of parliament he called on
cestors had witnessed
something of the his
to aid him in resistance.
neighbors
splendors of Roman civilization ar its
overthrow. They felt a desire to bring it Hence force was the usual guaiantee of
Must Bear Signature of
rights under the feudal system.
back.
The federative system, which leaves
though the Christian church had been local
government in the hands of local au•conquered by the barbarians, it couquered
its conquerors, not by the sword like the thorities and takes to tlie general government
so much as is necessary to genMohammedan’s, but by its elevating and eral only
society, requires a greater maturity of
refined influence.
One indication of a
See Foe-Simile Wrapper Below.
morality and civilization than exreviving civilization was the formulation reason,
isted at that time.
Feudalism failed in
of laws.
In the south where Roman
Tory small and as easy
its
to organize a federative syssociety had not been so thoroughly de- tem attempt
to takeasiogar.
of government, but it developed some
stroyed, these laws had been modeled
individual characters and some elevated
after the old Romau laws.
FOR HEADACHE.
Among the ideas. The resistance
practiced was perbarbarians the Romans were judged by
FOR DIZZINESS.
not legal.
resistance
acts
sonal,
Legal
Roman laws, the Franks by the Riprarian
under the direction of public reason.
FOR RIUOUSNESS.
code, each people having its separate law,
The glory of civilization is to render the
FOR TORPID LIVER.
chough dwelling together iu the same
of personal resistance useless.
territory and under the same government. principle
FOR CONSTIPATION.
This
had
been banished from the
principle
This was called personal legislation.
In
Roman community but was re-installed
FOR SALLOW SKIN.
Spain the Church piedominated, and here
again by feudalism.
FOR
THE COMPLEXION
we find the fir t real or territorial
legislaThe first sparks of modern poetry and
MATURE,
OEIWUVS MUST HAVE
i"ii
Instead of men’s lives being valued
literature originated in baronial halls.
fwely
ts Cents
tccording to ruik, all men's lives were of Some writers have
hots
attempted to represent
equal value it the eye of the law. Iu- feudalism as
the golden age, but they failCURE SICK HEADACHE.
st.-.d t.f the ordeal or trial by battle,
ed t » consider its opposition to general
we find
proofs established by witnesses order or
liberty.
as ii
civilized society.
Thus before the
There are those who can not speak the civil laws, preservation and dissemination
■bAiavu-nh1 invasion Spain, under the leaderword feudalism without a feeling of dis- of ancient lore; and to these we may add
ship of the Church, was one of the
They see only the misery inflicted her efforts for the suppression of violence.
leading nations; <>f the world. We have gust. the
upon
great mass of society but fail to During the early days of moral and in51°ti ed the various civilizing influences,
see the individual characters
which are tellectual progress, the church was the
V instinctive love of
goodness, though being developed capable of organizing a chief promoter, hence all progress was
he ’-'nditious it
abhorred
be
imposes may
better state of society.
The individual essentially theological. Everything was
>y the debased nature, the relics of civilin German society and any sys- viewed from a religious standpoint. Bacon
ization scattered broadcast by the Roman prevailed
tem of Germanic origin would naturally
and Descartes were the first to take the
Empire, and the activity of the Christian advance the individual.
This
We shall find human mind outside of theology.
eh inch.
Now appears a native genius
other elements of society true to their orig- religious influence has given to modern
a I a hie
<>f swaying the minds of men.
inal principles.
extent
civilization
an
and
not
to
The elements of civilizabe
vaiiety
Mb was the task of
staying the Saracenic tion have been enumerated as the munici- found in the ancient world. We are not
invasion from the south and the barbaric
to
a
introduced
of
namere
shadow
descended
pal system,
only
every department
i;
as!..n
from tie
north.
Charlemagne from the Roman Empire, the feudal
sys- ture but to all its hidden mysteries or
e i'
men into
every part of bis dominions tem, a chaos from barbarism,
essence.
a
spiritual
Among the ancient
monarchy
pr<.ve the condition of the people
mere
the church, which Greeks the religious element was exname, and
au<i hoei convened the parliaments of the
alone possessed vigor.
The church as an cluded.
They concerned themselves only
i.np de Mars toi the same purpose, lie
and independent society formed with the present interests of man.
In
•uiided .schools, collected libraries and organized
the connecting link between the people government, the chuich adopted two sysm > w e i fuvojs ; o the church.
Allred the and their rulers.
tems, neither of which is adapted to the
diti a similar work iu England.
condition of civilized man.
The church
Religion embraces not only tbe relation
'll*-.ugh Charlemagne's Empire was j
its origin under the Homan Empire,
took
to God
but the relation of
-sliaricifd and the church failed u Spain, of man
hence
it
imbibed
much
of
its
tyranny as
man to man.
•bd a:i r:.e
Though morality may be well as its culture.
ives of civilization in
Italy \
e *e.uM;.
mdition of society was be-i claimed to exist independent of religion, it
It also inherited the principles of theoInvasions have points out to us the sphere of religion ci
ag -la iaady elevated.
These principles of empire or
acy.
been he. keb, wandering life is abandon- from which it was borrowed.
Government is the natural outgrow li of theocracy prevailed in all its institutions
ed Abb ; I ’llation becomes fixed.
T ie
and laws.
Religion being a restraint or
Leadn
Teg
the outward life, assumes a ! society whether religious or civil.
authority it is liable, in the name of
noiv f• x* o f'.aractei.
Man began to feel ers will be sought among the most skillful.
The function of government is to Divinity, to assume a despotic nature in
to a; ;;.*«• a me iit to that home which he now
1* required
discover truth or what is best tor the peo- opposition to human liberty.
aiculated ;• leave to his children.
ages for the church to discover that liber-Little states were formed according to ple, place it before them and eonviuee
is
a
without
which
man cancondition,
The strongest govern- ty
■. lie
apaeiry of men. Feudalism, the first them of its value
not be morally governed.
By forgetting
*'*cial organizaiti n of Europe was of ment acts by the moral sentiment of the
that individual
must be preserved
fiernianic
Religious gov- in the midst of liberty
;:_iu and left the people free; people and not. by foice.
submission to Divine law,
ernment does not differ essentially in its
* vinstfi
;!u mseives into small cmtuutiipower and individual liberty
principles from civil government. The religious
*tes a
-.riling to individual taste.
We have
word caste is sometimes falsely applied to have often suffered together.
'M
1;«1
\. the church, and free
cities, the Christian
In ancient nations glanced ever the beneficial effects of the
•'M a iptx-u themselves to this feudal
clergy
form, castes were
church upon individual character and its
hereditary. While privileged
•'•'it uggied against it.
Feudalism was
We
classes tyrannized over the; world, the false principles of civil governemut.
:,|T me fii-’
step from barbarism. Whatchurch alone admitted all upon equal will now review some of the incidents in
•v. ;
pi egn-s we make, it is achieved by
the
of
the
church.
Theodosius
history
t oms.
Castes are always immobile while
uv ♦ ssive
q-s whiefi must be endured,
the church is always driven forward by at the end of the fourth century subdued
iowi-wr i.:
mu. the labor
In a
may be.
the
Allan
heresy and abolished the worThe constant progress was
',,;n 11 aft!
we have deliued civilization i an impulse.
doubtless due to placing all positions ship of iuois throughout the Roman
t(‘ b.
14
of
the
individual
development
world.
Now that, paganism was subdued,
ward oi social, condition. I within the reach of tbe most worthy.
The church was the popular and the most new pagans and heretics appeared and the
a
s’•■"•tii-' tlie ettect of events
upon
Roman empire was no more.
Municipal
With all
.his git-iK m•:• u ct, we shall he taken far j accessible society of the times.
j its good qualities at least two detrimental government and absolute power were
I*t< tSr i.'ts of moral
philosophv. We i
cherished
as all that lemained of the emmust
keep constantly in mind an ideal principles crept into the church. The pire. When the barbarian
kings were
of reason have been denied, but
uab- <>f society and an ideal man.
This i rights
the rule could not be enforced any more converted they were invited to become
..i hi --vi n Larder to define than civilize,iRoman
The
church
wished to
empeiors.
'■
doubtless each individual reader than the principle of democracy could be
; eliminated from
place them in power that she might share
ha*' ai; ideal of his own.
society. Though man their
power, but it was impossible to
never accepted a precept unless
tne nas passed when all
approved
reforms 1
bis reason, that eery guaiaian of the mould a Roman empire out of barbarians.
iu-a
seek ’he aid of fanaticism.
We ; by
human sou has been impaired and dwarf- Kven the Homan language disappeared
’oust now seek facts as well as
principles, : ed
aiid all became buried in barbarism.
through inauention.
ruth a- wed as necessity.
The human
j
Another bad principle, which was al- Barbarians entered the church and be!ms lit if
-mm
only progressed, but social
taine
bishops and priests. Gregory of
•v -i :us
by many good men, was
an now stand the
light of truth, ways disputed
the right of persecuting heresy or inter- Tours gave an account of several bishops
m : when pi.ictice and
theory are placed f
who
adopted barbarian life and became
erring with the
bhbv
tinliberty of human
comparison excites
thought.
lie it as e Lew Imre it should chiefs of marauding hands without quitueit-use -uragemeut nor disgust.
ting their bishoprics.
nut be supposed that a had principle viti•M.
tiu*•* grandeur
proceeds fi-un the ! ates
I lie separation of spiritual and teman institution.
There is iu all things
•on i
ai. x, ausioi, belongs to ir.
When
and the establisment of
oaroaris'i! javt place to i'eualism, poets : a pi-'found mixture of good and evil poral [lowers
monastic orders were the two principal
bd i-ist
ans alike dec! a red the
struggling with mu lt other, never conr.q of
events of the barbaric period.
revt-r
w
•■!
at hai.-h
conquered. Human na- religious
T.ch-ry «m ail >idcs quering.
At lirst work did not belong to the clerical
.*»eej:14’•
-I'.scien ■>-.
<i. but it \va- simply uuo neve- reaches to the extreme of bod\
but in the sixth century the seclud'« d in*
!'-• uLimatc units.
1'huugh there was an atAltliougii : good "iin evil.
the church to suppress reason ed life of the monastery was found to
Vl
(,i
feudal tempt
•"fiby pat on
and personal liberty, they Lave here won possess great power over the barbarian im’•
i" not
giu- uj. Ii.ii dist.inagination and monastic life became very
their
brightest laurels.
Tbi-u
line ; .a.
< hurclies
became
popular. There was an attempt under
"'ir|'
.ti4
In consequence of the fall of Rome and
vassals.
Cu n-s
i-came
Charlemagne to revive the Roman empire.
•’ is>al«.
r,i>
Mii11\ a fi-udal suze- the invasion of the barbarians, the church The
popes derived permanent advantage
11!
d the hope of bei
its
of
asserted
independence
temporal fr »m this alliance of church and state.
owing a 1
■'huii’li Jh".i-i idi nr u is lied ‘he power.
From its arguments against the After his death Church and State fell
into
Th
t’acy
jo iuciples of yoke of force the spirit of free inquiry chaos to be revived again under feudalism.
stil cher- and individual liberty received a powerAfter the ties of the hie archy had
-do
f.u in.s weie not always teu- ful stimulus.
Independence being estab- become weakened by the love of independh
h’A change in tite mode of lished, she next sought temporal authorence, there was an attempt to establish
v
w
I.-.* a change in the nature of the i
ity. This claim was strengthened by the national churches. But this attempt was
fact that the church possessed all the in- followed
whether u is -t change 4>f diet,
by greater isolation of the
i mate or changi of habitation. i telligence of the age and the people
urged bishops, prelates and abbots. The loosed
the
of
her
to
assume
reins
government.
1.14-ring population, win moved |
ness of morals occasioned by this isolaAbout
We have noticed something of the in- tion caused the better
>unti\ in masses or settled in I
portion of the peos,-attereo
ve:
the country in terior nature of the church and its relaple and clergy to wish to establish some
ea
s
!es
to the
tions
Noi ial goveinmeut
we
temporal
government,
j.asses j
authority which might impose wholesome
::“|i
the
ties t.» : he couutry.
The ba- \ will now consider its relations to the peo- restraint on the others. Such was
Gregory
0-. ai court takes the
The separation of the governors
place of the nation- i ple.
VII, though he has not received credit for
*-■ assembly.
I he feudal system consists from the people iu the early days of the the work lie did.
Like Charlemagne and
4
n "n.
vassals, slaves and priest. church would seem to be an evil, but it Peter the Great, he was a reformer of the
h>
was doubtless a necessary evil on account
d was in a position to enschool.
While
despotic
Gregory was atThe divine
.glu mess.
Even the Roman of the ignorance of people.
gendttempting to bring the civil world into subna
ure
of
religious government has a ten- j jection to the church and the church to j
patricia. occupying the most aristocratic
'osiih r: in tlie ancient world, had more to ! oency to elevate the rulers above the peo- the See of
Rome, that its condition might i
Tiiis separation has made the rights j
'tub his pride. In the patriarchal family,
pie.
be improved, many reformers were at !
|
ike E.O I-h-douin Arab, th
chief lives in I of free discussion cost the world many ! work i » the monasteries.
revolutions full of terror.
•I'nnii'i; with his children, neighbors and
This entire
At the same time defenders of the ;
[
serv.iniand bus the same interests and ! surrender of moral and religious rights
right of reason and individual .iberty 1
had -1"s counterpart in the statement of !
he s a rile occupat n ms.
At the beginning of the *
sprang up.
the philosopher when told that his house
rani'-: family sysrmi through which
j
twelfth century, the church had establish- !
ilHi'pf : as pass"d is called the clan. This was on tire. He calmly remarked, “Go ed its monastic and theocratic form and
ar- »-'\
xist' raw except in S-.,t!and
and tell my wife; I never meddle with
declared war against the advocates of free
»nd Jichird.
i In chi* I lives in idleness! hoiiseldd affairs."
It sometimes hapThe advocates of intellectual
inquiry.
that
c war.
!h greater part <-1 the (dan are pens
though the people may be de- liberty also declared war against the
j
of
*.rj
legal interference they may ex- advocates of political liberty. It has reengage
husbandry. They are descend- prived
ert the greatest influence upon the goved it* n*
sum. sleek and bear tin- same
quired ages to make these powers realize
name.
The popw!-ition surrounding the. einrin nt.
All successful governments act that
they have common interests.
in
with
feudal 1-im
t«.
accordance
sentiment.
him
his
foreign
public
j
Gko. M. Colk.
exc-pt
J> often happens tu n au muyect infill- (
>wn ft ml v.
Here for the first time the i
Ilosmer, Edmunds Co. S. Dak. April 4,'‘.Hi.
piivac i a- ; was withdrawn from the j cmr is more beneficial to government
ih "i
s tart of gioat
importance ! than direct power. The opinions of fanGeorge E. Whitney.
ioh we atics need to be tempered by time and dis-t;; .’.d
\ the
wad hone
It was! cussion before they are brought, forcibly
t!ic witijdza*ing of the family from the to bear upon the public.
Though the
George E. Whitney, for many years one
a governing power were separat>1 cl-iu whi. li imparted the modern
of the best-known employes of the Maine
j clergy as the
ed
from
scatthe word wile or mother, j
people, yet they were
mailing lo
Central Railroad, died suddenly in Rock,-e ulalisni
gave a fuller, a richer meaning tered through every part, of the country land, Me., April 11th. Mr. Whitney went
of these words.
What is home when it. is and exerted a beueficial influence.
to Rockland a few days ago to act as ass'..
j The church was
very zealous for the taut agent of steamer Frank Jones.
Mr. !
merely a public shelter? Love of family J
welfare
of
the
but
her
the
of
inheritance
or
spiritual
people,
developed
spirit
per
Whitney was born in Topsham. lie enter- i
petuity. This principle is of vast import- i efforts for the intellectual advancement ed the employ of the Maine Central as
were confined to the clergy.
This cleri- brakeman on the Portland and
<4Dce until the universal brotherhood of
Bangor t
man shall become a settled fact.
No man cal progress had au indirect influence run and rose to conductor, a positii n
can accomplish much for the benetit of a
upon the people.
Though slavery has at which he held about 10 years, lie was |
selfish world while he has not the means times existed in Christian society, its then made Superintendent of the Union
were
antagonistic and the two Station in Portland, holding that position
It will become more principles
of helping himself.
important when the public domain be- systems could not long exist in the same about five years, after which he became
comes exhausted, as ft will require the
locality. We have already noticed the General Agent at Portland of the Maine
savings of generations to acquire a re- more rational civil and criminal legisla- Central Navigation Company. Previous
spectable homestead, unless the general tion in Spain under Christian influence. to going to Rockland he resided in Brunsgovernment takes some steps to help men In regard to the study of natural and wick. From his connection with the !
without means to start in business, as civil law, the church undoubtedly bor- Maine Central he was widely known to i
nations do at the present rowed her notions from the ancient the New England traveling public.
some other
He
Romans but she is entitled to the credit of was a Past Eminent Commander of Porttime.
and
them.
Among land Commandery, K.T.,of Portland, havThere was a moral tie existing among defending
disseminating
the Visigoths there was an attempt made
the serfs, but even the priest had no powing held that position at the time of the
discover
motives
in
matters
to
criminal
Mrs Whiter to bridge over the vast abyss between
triennial conclave in Boston.
the enslaved and the lordly proprietor. and punish .accordingly.
ney, wife of the deceased, was Lottie MerThe repentance of the criminal and the rill of Brunswick, cousin of
Feudal tyranny is the domination of man |
ex-Mayor
This caprice of the individual prevention of crime are the objects of all Merrill of Rockland.
over man.
This ha- philosophical legislation. These were the
never ceases to inspire hatred.
tred of the very name of feudalism remains objects of the punishments administered
OASTOB.IA.
Among the
to this day. Thus systems which have by the church at this time.
Kirl) You 1,3,8 *lwa^s
Bean the
conferred upon us lasting benefits have in- outward influences of the church, aside
So individuals, from its spiritual influence, we have mencurred our displeasure.
whose lives have been no less important tioned abolition of slavery,improvement in

perhaps
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From the Maine Law Court.

fendant to exercise
ordinary care and foreto provide safe
machinery and a reasonably safe place iu and about which the
“helpers and other laborers were required to,work; but the fulfillment of this
duty
must be tested by the
experience of emwho
are
ployes
themselves iu the exercise
of due care and
vigilance, and not with
reference to those who are themselves
negligent or veuturesome, or the unfortunate victims of simple and unaccountable accidents.
Absolute safely is not
guaranteed to the laborer by the contract
of employment.
1—The cog-wheels and their
gearing in
connection with which the
injury was received, were of the usual and familiar
type. There was nothing peculiarly dangerous about them. All the laborers in the
shop were constantly reminded by both
Bight and hearing of the power as well as
the existence of these wheels.
The helpers were not required to
operate the angle
iron shears, or to perform any
duty within
three feet of the wheels on the inward
side.
Under
these circumstances
rolling
the failure of the defendant to have these
wheels covered and guarded by a
hood,
cannot be deemed negligence.
2— I he case fails to disclose any evidence whatever that there were
scraps of
angle iron or other waste material on
the floor at the time of the accident.
Whether a failure to establish or enforce a
regulation for the removal of such debris
could be held negligence, and if so,
whether it must be deemed the negligence
of a fellow servant, it: is
unnecessary to
consider.
There is no evidence of its existence at the time iu question.
3— The obligation resting upon the employer to give the laborer such instructions as are reasonably necessary to enable him to understand the perils to which
he is exposed, must be considered with
reference to the reciprocal obligation resting upon the laborer to exercise die senses and faculties with which he lots been
endowed in order to discover and comprehend these perils for himself.
He is not
bound to inform the laborer of what he already knows,or what by the exercise of ordinary care and attention, lie might have
know n.
It affirmatively appears that the

sight

jured

internally_Capt. Cbas. Williams
arrived home April 8, for a short visit.
Castine.

The new Castine House opened
This is one of the best arranged
hotels in Eastern Maine. It has four bath
rooms, and large airy bed rooms. Mr. Vogell
has spared no pains to have everything convenient for his guests. The old Castine
House has been taken down, giving a fine
view from the new house-The Normal
school now has 180 students. Prof. Richard-

April 10th.

is

son

receiving

day for teachers

many

from

applications every

this school.

Camden. The business men of Camden
will have a dinner at that popular hotel, the
Bay View House, Friday evening, April 21.
Covers will be laid for one hundred, and
Messrs. Ames & Wright will serve one of
their excellent dinners.Rehearsals for
the minstrel show to be given in the opera
house Thursday, April 27, are progressing

finely

bids fair to be a big success.
Lots of songs, dances, local hits and everything that tends to make an evening of comedy will be on the program-Miss Blanche
and

it

Hopkins of Vinalhaven is the guest of her
sister, Mrs. E. E. Hosmer.
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Troy. Miss Eva Garcelon, who is reporta little better, will return home in
May.

ed

It is

hoped

her

trip

south will

prove very

beneficial to her.. .Maud Munroe and Angie
Garcelon intend teaching school in Unity
the coming season-G. T. Whitaker has a
calf in his possession that is quite a curios-

ity.

Its coat resembles lamb’s wool, while
head and a part of its legs are covered
with a coat of hair. Mr. Whitaker, who is

its

one of our most
prosperous farmers, will
doubtless raise it-J. C. Lamb began to repair ♦•lie Parkman store last week. He has
sold his store to Janies Bither. who intends

to

make

dwelling house out of it, and
locate it in Unity, this side of the saw mill.
It is reported that Mr. Lamb will make all
the repairs necessary and get moved by the
middle of May.
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“Picturesque Camden.”

Notice: of

Hoii. T. U. Simonton, clerk of courts of
Knox County, lias issued another edition <>f
.‘5 000 copies of
Pietur«-sqm* Camden, On the
Mr. Simonton has issued
Coast of Maine.”
several editions of Picturesque Camden hut
none so complete and beautiful in detail as
! 1 is hound in
the edition just put forth.
at >5 cents a
paper and cloth, the former
at
50
and will be
cents,
latter
the.
and
copy
of
price. Copies
sent, postpaid on receipt,
he
obtained
of T. R.
can
with envelopes
Simonton, the author, and at, Fred Lewis’
&
Potter’s studio
book store and at Adams
in Camden, or at Spear & Stover’s book
store, Huston’s l)<»ok store and the Art and
Wall Paper Co.’s, Rockland.
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called recently in consultation with Dr. E. A. Porter on a very critical
< ase; that of
Elmer Morrison, who has been
failing several months.Mr. Albert C.
Haskell of Dover. Kansas, went from here a
week ago, where he hail been visiting his
sister, Mrs. J. S. Davis, to visit his niece,
Mrs. John Carr,and other friends in Belfast.
_Miss Eugenia Dustin has returned home

at

All the St
cure

Is a true expression where health
is concerned.
Gooti Blood means good health.
Poor Blood means disease.
Pnrifv vour Blood and keep well.
"L.FAfv. ■ood's ‘Billers make
good blood.

of

from Boston, where she. took a course m a
busiuess college_The pipe organ, pulpit,
furniture and other fixtures for the new
Universaiist church have been received and
Ii will tak“ sum
are said to be very fine.
time longer to g t them all adjusted....

After You’te irK

Will

speaker ami an earnest worker for the Sunday
school and for the young people generally....
Rev. Othello Goodwin preached in Burnham
Sunday. His wife and her mother, Mrs. B.
Waterville

and guarantee m

h. j. locke & $QH

| Blood

\

,,,

»»,

past week at Union Hall and at the M.
E
church, conducted by the Rev. Mr.
Archibald from the Provinces. He is a good
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||,
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Fully Guarantee.)
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intelligent youth,

A
very pleasant evening enjoyed.
meetings have been heid here during

Fitzgerald,accompanied
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set of three volumes of poems, presented by
Miss Marie Bryant. Refreshments were serva

the J. B

I

«

Ladies’ Sash and Collar

Ethel White was remembered
friends and schoolmates with a fine

of

yoi; g-et t,,,

IVORINE cleans thing's quickly. cb,%°

White. Miss

ed and

.

’

*

ery's store.... A very pleasant surprise party
or reception was given Rev. G. L. White and
wife of the Free Baptist church one evening recently, at the parsonage. The house
was well filled and a line program given,
consisting -<f readings, recitations, singing,
music.
A fine oil painting and a purse
$77 00 were presented by Dr. E C. Bryant,
in behalf of the society, to Mr. ami Mrs.

series

5

spring.

the spring and the muddy and icy state of
our street, spring
millinery is not very
flourishing.Mrs. L J Sanderson has
opened dressmaking rooms in C. E. Vick-

her

package"
lvorme_
there/

every

■f/ofu.r°r’h^

Pittsfield.

by
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Powder

who had just entered upon his lxth year.
He clearly had the opportunity to observe
the revolving cog wheels from day to <lav,
and the capacity to comprehend the danLiberty. A. L. Norton recently lost a
ger of coming in contact with tin ir gearvery fine horse b}7 drowning while crossing ing. He had ill tne information
upon that
the Stevens pond....M. S. Ayer, our vetersubject which could have been derived
an carriage maker and repairer, who
from the most elaborate iustiuctions.
has
4— It is settled law that if a laborer
been sick nearly all winter, has recovered
continues
in the service of his employer
and may bo found at the old stand where he
under such circumstances, lie will lx*
has worked for more than fifty years, doing
deemed to have waived all objections to
good work as usual.... Mrs. Sarah Meservy, the
machinery and applin ices, and t«» have
who has been very sick of late, is reported
voluntarily assumed the asks incident to
out of danger.... But one lonesome robinthe service performed.
red-breast lias been seen in this locality
5— The plaintiff wholly fails to show afthus far. There is a large amount of snow
firmatively, either by direct evidence or by
on the ground for the time of year_L. L. s legitimate interference fiom any eviden o
in the case,that the intestate w as in the exPrescott bas quite a market at Bath for butercise of due care, and did not negligentter and potatoes-The main shaft of the
ly contribute to the injury. This deficienBerry mill was broken the other day, cans- cy iu the pro- f would alone be fatal to
ing some delay, but it was nicely coupled to- the plaintiff's action.
Motion sustained.
Verdict set aside.
toge.ther by that well known cunning artificer in iron, I. F. Alien.
Geo. B. Files of Lewiston,
formerly principal of M. C L, was in town
several days recently-D. A. Goodwin,
who has been quite sick during the winter
has resumed his position as clerk at Warner’s
Bazaar.... Frank Briggs and Harry Lancey
are at home from college on a vacation....
Urban Willis, Ernest Call and Miss Ethel
Vickery, Bates llKJO, are at home for the
Easter holidays-Dr. W. C. Marden went
to Portland last week with a patient for the
Maine < Jeiieral Hospital. ..Carl Coffin, Bates
11)00, spent a part of his vacation with his
aunt, Mr. Elizabeth Coffin in this village.
He returned to his home in Thorndike last
week.
..Mrs. Merrow and Miss Mattie
Gould have opened their millinery shops on
Maiu street, but owing to the lateness of

9-u.rest ?nd whit J
Glycerine Soa„

;

Ivorine
\Yashin^

duty

-Mr. Spofford, the man who fell from one
the new buildings at Dark Harbor recently, has gone to his home. He was badly in-

of

putacak7j>

sWe

The following
[Deferred from last week.J
rescript has been received
in the Sagadahoc
Islksboro. Miss Olive Grover, who passcounty case of Angie
Bath Iron Works.
ed through an
operation for appendicitis Cunningham,admx.,vs.
Rescript
by
Whitehouse, J.:
some two weeks ago, is rapidly recovering.
It was the unquestioned
of the de-

oo.ax

j

■

County Correspondence.

pleasantly

and

effectually

on

the kidneys, liver, and bowels, preventing
fevers, headaches, and other forms of sickness.
For sale in 50*ceut bottles by all leading druggists. Manufactured
Fig Syrup Co. only.
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the

Cali

fornia

girl

ended her even“-And please, O
ing prayer as follows:
of
yourself, too. If
Lord, take good care
anything should happen to you, we
one
but
couldn’t have any
McKinley to
depend on, and he isn’t doing as well as
pa expected.”
A small Chicago
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nHARI,i:S I.. UKYNOI.DS of Ihilimvi-H, in Hie
l K< ! SS, KO15K> A < O
\J County of Kennebec and Si :ie ol Maine, by
his deed dated November 27. 1 S',in, and recorded ;
Portland, Me.
in Waldo Registry of Deeds, in Rook 2 17. I’aav
29<>, conveyed to Benjamin 1*'. Batcliddcr ol 1 *•»\\ !
ell. Mass., in mortgage, a certain parcel ot land i
situated in tin* town of Troy. C Minty "I Waldo
and State of Maine, and deseribed as lollows, to 1
wit: The easterly one-third part of lot No. 2. ot
the second range ot lots in s id Troy, aecordn.g
to a survey and plan made by Ballard and Bull in
IV EA I.EKn IN
in the year 1 797. containing sixty live acies, more
or less.
Also another piece <it land in said Troy,
hounded as follows, viz: situated on the road
leading by the house known as the Tobias Could
house, containing seven acres, more or loss, and
being the same premises conveyed to said B. F.
POP. h,
Batchekler by Mary A. Doane and others, by deed
of warranty dated December 12, A. D. 1882. and
I API),
Book
201,
recorded in Waldo County Registry,
Page 285. Also another piece of land situated on
II AM,
the road leading by the house known a* the Tobias
Could house, containing ten acres, more or less,
ami being the same premises conveyed to the said
AND ALL KIN I>S OF
B. F Batchekler by 1. M. Knowles, by deed of warranty dated August second, A. D. 1882, and reCAME IN I IS SEASON.
corded in Waldo County Registry. Also another
piece or parcel of land sit uate in said Troy bound- JOHN A. FO(i(i.
M \ III ON E. ItPOWN.
ed and described, as follows, to wit: beginning at
the southwest corner of land ow ed by .John F.
Howes’ Block. High St., m,:jjFAST \ia!NK.
B
F.
on
Batchelthence
south
of
Dixmont;
Cray
Corner Main,
der’s east line to land of William W. Nason;
thence easterly on the line of said Nason’s land
said
to
thence
north, parallel
forty (40) rods;
Bateheider’s west line before mentioned, to Jolm
F. Cray’s south line forty (40) rods; westerly on
John F. Cray’s south line to the point begun at.
containing seventeen acres, more or less, and
being the same premises conveyed to said Batchekler by William W. Nason, by deed of quitclaim
dated April 19tli, A. D. 1887, and recorded in
Waldo County Registry. The conditions of said
P. O. ADDRESS,
mortgage having been broken, I therefore claim a
3\vl4
foreclosure.
MAINE.
B. F. BATCHELDER.
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‘I have never felt better in my life than I do
now.” savs Charles Hunwick, of I,enox. Macomb
Co.. Micfi.. in a remarkable letter to I)r. R. V.
Pierce, of Buffalo. N Y.
I have taken Dr.
Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery right along.
1 can now walk quite well with a cane and
hope
to throw even that away before long, and
ps I
have had to use crutches foi nearly two years. I
think I am doing fine. I do not cough now and
I can eat and sleep like n school boy.
I think I
will have to change mv mind about
Patent
Medicines.' as I never had much faith in them;
but you must know that I have been treated in
two hospitals and by three doctors besides, and
received no benefit; so I think your medicine is
the only medicine for me

in (

uba, the most
uld have nothing
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world.
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little

catarrh

has
reached the
bowels it manifests itself
diarrhoea

or

as

dy-

sentery. Catarrh having attacked the mucous
v,mbrane of the
intestines should be given the most
Pe-ru-na always
prompt attention.

Pe-ru-na has cured
catarrh.
of
cases
thousands
of
diarrhoea
that is the result of catarrh. One of
the many we have heard of comes
from Charles Betts, of Burr Oak,
who writes: "‘Had been troubled for a
long time with chronic diarrhoea, which
caused great sickness in the stomach,
pains between the hip and the back and
an
ever-increasing weakness of the
whole system.
X took Pe-ru-na.. Xd a
can do
week I felt relieved. Now
work that I never could do before.
Pe-ru-na cured me so that I stayed
cured.”
Druggists everywhere sell Pe-ru-na.
cures

pane of
Indeed, the

a

absolutely
it.

cures

deep-seated
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oign
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uisease to return.
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bpecinc—

S. S. S. FOR THE BLOOD
—is the only remedy which can promptly reach and cure
obstinate, deep-seated
blood diseases. By relying upon it, and not
experimenting with the various
so-called tonics, etc., all sufferers from blood troubles can ne
promptly cured,
instead of enduring years of suffering which
gradually but surely undermines
the constitution. 3. S. S. is guaranteed purely
and
never fails to
vegetable,
cure Scrofula, Eczema,
Cancer, Rheumatism, Contagious Blood Poison, Boils,
Tetter, Pimples, Sores, Ulcers, etc. Insist upon S S 8.; nothing can take its place.
Books on blood and skin diseases will be mailed free to
any address by the
^

Filipino, Spaniard, Turk,

the Biddeford Record.

Mystery.

in the

*

possibly

Fer only one thing worries Sam,
An’ tliet’vS th’ thought er work.

Still

afford temporary relief, but S. S. S. is

...

,

UlSwuSOi

But Sam don’t seem ter care a rap
’Bout what the neighbors say,
He just sets thar an’ w hittles’
An’ talks day arter day,
On Bible, war an’ politics,

indictments

are dozens of remedies recommended for
some of them no doubt being able to

UIIIJ Scrofula,

blood diseases, and is beyond the reach of the
fthptinofn flionnon
many so-called purifiers and tonics because someUDwIlllQla
thing more than a mere tonic is required. S.S. 8.
is equal to
any blood trouble, and never fails to cure Scrofula, because it
goes down to the seat of the disease, thus permanently eliminating every
trace of the taint.
lhe serious consequences to which Scrofula
surely leads
should impress upon those afflicted with it the vital importance of wasting no time upon treatment which can
not
effect a cure. In many cases where the
wrong
j
treatment has been relied upon, complicated glandular
have
swellings
resulted, for which the doctors insist that
a dangerous
surgical operation is necessary.
Mr. II. E. Thompson, of Milledgeville, Ga., writes: “A
1
bad case of Scrofula broke out on the
glands of my neck,
which had to be lanced and caused me much
suffering. I
was treated for a
long while, but the physicians were unable to cure me, and my condition was as bad as when I
began their treatment. Many blood remedies were used, £
but without effect. Some one recommended S. S. S., and
!
I began to improve as soon as I had taken a few bottles.
*
the
I
was
soon
cured
Continuing
remedy,
permanently,

Than holdin’ down er berrin’ box
In Deacon Hobson’s store.

No

There

the
flnlv
1110

*

An’ oughter run th’ state,
Er hav’er a seat in Congress
An’ he er doin’ more,

in

10

which completely
H80160V tfllia
10 tniS ohe
?n,ly. reme<Iy
**HU
Scrofula
one of the most obstinate,

so sum people wonder
Wy ole Sam Brown ain’t great,
They say he’s got th’ lamin'

Colley,

lo

Ui

n

An’

H.

Ui

•

He’s made’er study uv the’ ’fairs
Uv nation and uv State,
Knows bow it is sum men git rich
An’ other men git great—
He’s kep’ er growin’ wiser
Till nowr he’c got ter know.
Good many things tliet never wuz,
An’ others thet ain’t so.

[Frank

C

S?

Y'er talk about yer wise men,
Tbet lived out in th’ East,
Afore til’ Christian erie,
Them prophets an’ high priests—
Wy they cud’nt hold er candle
With all their great renown
When it cums to quotin’scriptur’,
Ter this feller in our town.

ISueksport

Swift Specific Company, Atlanta, Georgia.
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from top to bottom with iron
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Oregon, Overland.

Maine Central R.R.

man

and his wife with

We

a

2-horse team.

extends for miles around.

IIis Passion, are borne through the streets I railing; then, each couple separating,
at the head of a vast following of clergy,
came
down the side aisle to their
I they
religious orders, confraternities, charit- seats, making four processions of youthful
able associations and the general public. lovliness.

During

the last decade these time-honor-

ed customs have been somewhat

on

Fannie Brigham Ward.
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and in this year of American occupation
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a
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At sunrise
other

a

on

few hours away.
Faster morning comes

triumphal procession.

an-

The risen

Christ is borne from the cathedral toward
the old church of Santa Catalina, and is
met

on

the way

by

procession from the
Mary Magdaiene seeka

latter, bearing St.
ing her Master. At the moment of meeting, a salute is fired,on the instant cannons
boom, drums beat, trumpets blare, the

hushed church bells clamor again, flags
are llung out from the harbor forts, towers

from

housetops,

and

government

buildings and ships in the bay; carriages
dash unchallenged through the city gates,
the orb of day rises glorious from the sea,
of

Righteousness, too,
risen, having conquered the grave for

is
the

race.

churches is
and a

carry these sacred relics away from
Cuba; but they did so, unhindered by
their American conquerors and the fresh
to

around

plaster
stone
ness

the

that closed the

recently displaced
tells of empi-

vault,

within.

of the sacristy are brought forth to drape
the altars and glitter in the floods of
waxen

light.

Jewels

sparkle

gold embroideries of the white

amid

the

vestments

of ecclesiastics within the altar rail, and
lend
a crowd of officers in full uniform
color to the
stand in

a

scene.

body,

The other soldiers

near

the middle of the

a
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money will be
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barn out of the rain.
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We have passed through the San Fesceet
and have had some grades that were

canon

about all

we

put G horses

the blessed

Catholic,
loosening of the strain of
weeks, the resting from the gloom of the
latest

camped

horses in

Cas

Day
Day
Sore Throat in One Day
Hoarseness in One Day
m

part of Saturday

climbing

we

25c.

and

If it fails to cure, your
refunded.
A. A. Howes

wanted.

At

place

one

we

each wagon to pull over,
locked our wheels going down tile
on

other side.

Sunday being a beautiful day we decided to drive, as we have the Antelope Valley to go across and it always blows a gale

Educational

Meeting at Bar Harbor.
there.
As we came out of the mountains
The American Institute of Instruction and looked over the immense
stretch of
will meet in liar Harbor, Maine, July
| level land surrounded by hills as far as
the
who
<■*-10, 1899.
Among
speakers
have accepted an invitation to be present the sight could reach it was beautiful to
are Governor l' »wers of Maine,
Hon. W. j look at, and that was all there was to it.
W. Stetson,
State Superintendent
of 1 would not take the whole
valley as a gift.
Maine, Mrs. Florence Collins Porter, It was well
peopled in boom times, 15 and
President of Maine Federation of Women’s
Clubs, President Charles W. Eliot, liar- ; iO years ago, but tlnee quarters of the
yard University, Miss Sarah E. Hunt, families have moved out. It is only a
|
Regent of Massachusetts Daughters of the
grain country, and then they only get a
Revolution, Prof. John M. Tyler, Amherst College, author of Remarkable Lec- good crop once in 4 or G years.
j tures before the Twentieth Century Club,
Monday we drove in the mountains and
Dr. Ray Greene Hiding, Headmaster Eng- were
all day going through the
! lisli High School, Cambridge, Mass., Miss Fort nearly
Here we found a large
Tejon
pass.
; Mabel Emery, author of “How to Enjoy
; Pictures,” Boston, Henry ( base, agent of herd of cattle, as there is quite an amount
Watch and Ward Society. Boston, Rev. A. of feed here. We came out on the plains
E. Winship, Editor of Journal of Educa- at
8 p. m. and gla(d we were to see some
tion, Mr. James P. Monroe, Boston, Mr.
level country once more.
! H. J. Smith, President of New England
We are now at the lower end of the
School Book Men, Miss Annie E. Logan,
Principal of Training School, Cincinnati, great San Joaquin valley that stretches
Ohio, Prof. J. Liberty Todd, Principal several hundred miles
north.
The next
Public Industrial Art School, Philadelphia, Hon. Thomas B. Reed, President day we reached the first important town
Nathaniel Butler, Colby University. Hon.
in this end of the valley—Bakersfield. It
Channing Folsom, State Superintendent is a typical western town,
plenty of
of New Hampshire, Bishop William Law•‘boose shops” and the so called gay
Chief
of
rence, Hon. Horace G.
Wadin,
From here it took us until
Bureau of Statistics of Labor, are also ex- dance halls.
pected, and the famous Temple Quartette Saturday at 5 p, m. to reach Fresno, over
of Boston.
a level country, comparatively speaking,

footed Carmelite in his coarse brown hab-

to

Buy,

Easy

Easy

g?

Easy

rj^uaker
(
At all grocers
Oats

use

and heals the membrane

through
Formosa, Delano,
Tipton, Tulare, Goshen, Selina and Fowler.
This is

mainly

a

grain country, except

about Tulare, Selina and Fowler.
There
|
are miles of this country over which we
have passed that is of no use, on account
of the lack of water, or rain.
At Bakersfield, Tulare, Fresno and some other spots

they

have

irrigation.

The water is taken

from the rivers and that is the salvation
of the country.
Fresno is the most thriv-

In order to explain the
United States.
ing place thus far on our journey. Here
sensation h s occasioned in Mexico, it is
are several large fruit packing companies,
sufficient to state that Senor Manley is
president of the Republican executive two fruit canneries, several large wineries,
committee and a candidate for President flour mills, etc.
It is a town of about
of the United States, and that lie has the
and still growing; but there are
15,000,
sympathies of the entire State of Maine.
It is unnecessary to state that Mr. Manley Chinese, l’ortuguese, Italians, French and
was the recipient at the central station of
other nationalities crowding in, and it is a
exaggerated ovations, hurrahs and other poor place for a white man looking for
noisy demonstrations which s > well be- work.
come the disposition of those who belong
We are getting into a green country
to that utilitarian race which never loses
will soon be up in a country
now and
gold or time.
where feed for horses will be cheaper.'
FREE OF' CHARGE.
and
to
We started with

hay

Any adult suffering from a cold settled on
the breast, bronchitis, throat or lung troubles

any nature, who will call at Poor’s &
Son’s, Belfast, or A. B. Sparrow’s Freedom,
will be presented with a sample bottle of
Boschee’s German Syrup free of charge.
Only one bottle given to one person, and
none to children without orders from par-

of

last

us

pound

here.

Ely’s Creem Balm
is such

a

remedy,

cures

and

our

rolled barley

a

a

pay

for The Journal

one

year in advance.

mercury
INABILITIES DECEMBER

injurious

COLD'N HEAD
It opens and cleanses the Nasal Passages.
Allays Inflammation. Heals and protects the
Restores the Senses of Taste and
Membrane
Smell
Regular size 50 cents. Family Size SI .00,
at. Druggists or by mail.
ELY BROTHERS, 50Warren Street. New York.

nervous prost ration and

all nervous
diseases of the
BEFORE

sex, such

’tSKSiSSftfc
AND

as

AFTER

T'KING

generative
gans

or-

lost Manhood, Impotency, Nightly Emissions, Youthful Errors, Mental worry, excessive use of Tobacco or Opium, which
lead to Consumption and Insanity. $1.00
per box by mail; 6 boxes for $5.00.

MOTT'S CHEMICAL CO., Prop's, Cleveland, Ohio.
FOB

SALK BY

B. H.

MOODY.

CHILDREN

their DineaseH. Write for book containing
(and
Sent free. Thous- (
facts every mother should kno

1

w.

of afflicted children have been cured by
Trne’n Pin Worm Elixir. Purely vegetable
harmless Est. 47 years. Price 35c. At druggists.
DR. J. F. TRI E & CO., Auburn, lie.

ands
and

>
<
S

\

...THE...

192,692 92

Swan <5 Sibley Co.

4,457,339 12
5oo.ouo oo
1,364,945 79

F. TILTON of Troy, in the County of
Waldo and State of Maine, by her deed dated
October second. 1894, and recorded in Waldo
Registrv of Deeds, Book 241. Page 233. conveyed
to Mell 'R. Ferguson of Troy, Maine, in mortgage,
a certain parcel of land situated in Troy, aforesaid. and on the twentieth day of November, A.
D. 1895, assigned by xWell R. Ferguson to L. E.
Prentiss of Troy, aforesaid, said assignment being recorded in Volume 253, Page 439, and described and bounded as follows, to wit: Situated
on the post road leading from Unity to Dixmont,
ami bounded on the west, north and east by land
formerly owned by Dorcas B. Bennett, and south
by said post road, measuring ten rods on the road
and eight north, containing one-half acre am.
buildings thereon; also the east barn adjoining
the Bennett barn. The condition of said mortgage having been broken, 1 therefore claim a foreL. E. PRENTISS.
3wl4
closure.

MABEL

PILES!

PILES!

PILES!

Dr. Williams’ Indian Pile Ointment will cure
Blind, Bleeding, Ulcerated and Itcfiing Piles. It
absorbes the tumors, allays the itching at once,
Dr. Wilacts as a poultice, gives instant relief.
liams’ Indian Pile Ointment is prepared only for

Itching of the private parts, and nothing else. Every box is guaranteed. Sold by druggists, sent by mail, for 50c. and $1.00 per box.
WILLIAMS’ M’F’CJ- CO., Prop’s, Cleveland, Ohio
!.v
or sale by R. H. Moody.
Piles and

A TEN CENT CIGAR
p^FlVE CENTS.

per
cent and a

JOlitfKkiS OK

AN PLATE CLASS INSI'KANCE
CO. of New York. Incorporated in 1874.
Eugene H. Winslow, President. S. Win. burton.
Secretary. Canital paid up in cash. $100,000.00.
ASSETS DECEMBER
estate owned bv tue

FEED.
SEEDS and

150,000 00
‘902 82

GROCERIES

292,357 50
141 94

25,137
67"

92
84

Importers

27,791 97
31, 1898.

Net amount of unpaid losses and
claims.. $
Reserved for reinsurance.
Accounts due for glass and glazing
All liabilities except capital stock
and net surplus.
Capital paid up in cash.

Surplus beyond capital.

dealers in the finest

<

31, 1898.
mortgage (first

J^ult.

.

p

L03.lSe

Blacksmith

39,12o si
loo.ooOoo
259.882 18

ol

quality of

Anthracite and

1,500 00
131.553 22
6,067 59

OKDEKS rKUMITLY

ITLI.I

I>

33, 33, 37 Front St.* Belfast* Mt

VTORWIC H UNION FIRE INSI'KANCE SOCIKli TY of Norwich, England. Incorporated m
1797. Commenced business in U. S. m 1877. j.
Montgomery Hare. Resident Manager.

TELEPHONE4-2.

It.'

ASSETS DECEMBER

bond

on

and

liens).

Stocks anil bonds owned by the
company, market value.*.
Cash in company’s principal office
and in bank ..!.
Interest due and accrued..
Premiums in due course of collection

Fidelity & Deposit Co.

40,000 00

1,841,672 50

of

280,204 88
22,601 17

Kaltimore,

of Md,,

Md.

Incorporated in 18'.in.

Commenced business in 1890.

Ei>\vin W a
Herman I

144,756 89

$2,329,235
LIABILITIES DECEMBER

President.
Hosler, Secretary.

reiki.d,

44
asskits,

31,1898.

1898.

Dia ember 13

Real estate owned by the company
unincumbered
.$ m-o/hm <><
a
Stocks ami bunds «*« uni by the
market
value...
1,801 .507 04>
pany,
Casli in the company's principal of146.4 7k-46
fice and in bank..
Premiums in due course of collec113.253 30
tion, less coins.. $30,940.40

Net amount of unpaid losses and
claims. § 163,431 12
Amount required to safely reinsure
all Mitstanding risks. 1,150,400 11
All other demands against the com28,425 85
pany, viz.: commissions, etc.

....

amount of liabilities, except
capital stock and net surplus. 1,342,257 08
986,978 36
Surplus.

Total

Aggregate of all the admitted
sets

tual

$2,329,235 44

of the companv,

at

as

ih*dr

a.

value..$2,601,200 7»

LI A III LI r 1 ES. DEC EM BE < 31, 1898.
Net amount of unpaid losses and
America assurance c<>. of Torclaims..
41,353 6k'
$
onto, Canada;
Incorporated in 1833. Com- Amount requin I to safely in suniuenced business in 1835. Hon. (Jen. A. Cox,!
485 798 55
all outstanding risks.
President. Secretary, P. H. Sims.

British

j

31, 1898.
mortgage (first

on

bond and

liens)..

Stocks and bonds owned by the company, market value... .'•
Cash in company’s principal office
and in hank...'..
Interest due and accrued.
Premiums in due course of collection

LIABILITIES DECEMBER

...

10,000

00

j

998,072 75 i
42,188 60
9,712 51

—.

of liabilities, except
stock and net surplus

j

150,693 21 I

Aggregate amount of liabilities, in
.$2.661.21*0 75eluding net surplus
Surety bonds nnmiptly f urni>hcd by
FRE1> ATWO

Ag out, Wintt rp< iMe
3wl 5

)D.

128,371 74

Traders Insurance Company,

564,866 22

Incorporated in February, 1865.

amount

capital
Surplus beyond capital—.

■•

....

;

$1,210,667 07 I
31, 1898.

Net amount of unpaid losses and
claims ...$
Amount required to safely reinsure
all outstanding risks

amount of liabilities, *
p'
$ 527,152 07
capital stock tin net■ surpl u-»..
1 d ><»• >,ono i><1
(’apir.nl actually paid up in cash
1.134.138 08
Surplus beyond capital

Total

ASSETS DECEMBER

Loans

Total

POOR «£- SON

CRAIN,

31,1898.

company,

Plate glass on hand
Stocks and bonds owned by the
company, market value.
Sundry accounts for glass sold..
Cash in company’s principal office
and in bank. .*.
Interest due and accrued
Premiums in due course of collection.

Loans

Notice of Foreclosure.

+9 25
41
52
+10 04
loio
3
+3

1

LIABILITIES DECEMBER

Iyr38

V hi

6 05
5 26
5 36
+5 42
5 66
+6 07
17
6 26

3 03
3 13

Limited t ickets for Boston are now sold at $6.00
from Belfast and all stations on Branch.
Through tickets to all points West and North
west, via all routes, for sale i>y L. W.Cfouok
<.F<>. F EVANS,
Agent, Belfast.
Vice President and Ueneral Manager.
F. F. Boothuv. Ueni Pass, and Tleket Agent.
Portland, Nov. 25, 1838.

289,782 93

..

or

15

4 30
1 30

3.974,863 27

unincumbered.*$

of either

Nervous frustration, railing

P M
1

8 5o

..

31, 1898.

of liabilities, except
capital stock and net surplus.
Capital actually paid up in cash_

Real

A hi

900
8 30

Flag station.

69

amount

METROPOU

!‘M

700

A M

A M

lo 25
11 oo
11 16
Thorndike.
Knox..»11 30
Brooks.
1157
12 15
Waldo.
Citypoint. +12 35
12 45
Belfast, arrive.

depart.
Unity.

great
for

1 30
5 67

11 oo
a‘m
5 50
7 15

——

A M
3 30

Bangor

$6,322,284 91
Fred Atwood, Agent. W interport.

T He

|

..

Burnham,

20,073 74

Surplus beyond capital.

remedy

6 60
AM

E D
w D.

Waterville..

572,824 79

Net amount ot unpaid losses anu
claims.
Amount required to safely reinsure
all outstanding risks.
All other demands against the company, viz: commissions, etc.
Total

3 06
6 35
y 05

PM

§6,322,284 91

drug.

>

Portland.

..

78,460

D.
I Ej wr. D.

2 15
4 00
4 10

TO BELFAST.

Boston
tsostion,

ident; Henj.T. Herkness, Secretary. Capital paid
up in cash, §500,000.00.
ASSETS DECEMBER 31, 1898.
Real estate owned by the company,
unincumbered
§ 322,671 37
Loans on bond and mortgage (first
liens).
2,034,199 17
Stocks and bonds owned by the
company, market value
2,963,131 25
Loans secured by collaterals..
101.550 on
Cash iu company's principal office
and in bank..
169,373 90

pleasantly.

Contains no
nor any other

cent

C. H. Luther.

$626,501 05
Son, Agents, Belfast, Me.

Interest due and accrued
Premiums in due course of codec
tion.
Due from other company's for reinsurance losses..

CATARRH
easily and

grain enough

Our hay cost

Boston
rioston,

...

j

the towns of

M

|T

5 26
6 00

P M

Fire

|"| ||

0 08

..

Portland.

177,007 66

association of Philadelphia of
Philadelphia, Pa. Incorporated in 3 820.
Commenced business in 1817. E. C. Irwin, Pres-

^in 2-lb. pkgs. only

2 10
2 30
4 35

A M

Waterville

149,493 39
300,000 00

...

James Pattee &

8lo
Unity.
8 35
Burnham, arrive...
Bangui. 1145

6,113 30

amount of liabilities, except
capital stock and net surplus.
Capital actually paid up in cash....
Surplus beyond capital.

Digest

drying inhalants, g% av a
that winch cleanses,
LI I iX IT

133,436 67

TotaJ

Eat,

to
to

all outstanding risks.
All other demands against the company, viz.: commissions, etc.

Cook,

to

|

Around them kneels a rnotly
half a pound. From now on it will be
gathering—ladies of high degree with their
plentiful and cheap. The folks are all
well and enjoying the trip very well.
children, poor reconcentrado women,
Thus far we have been over for the
negro servants, gaily bedecked courtesans,
ents.
most part country of not much value.
It
handsome bronze women from the Canary
No throat or lung remedy ever had such a
sale as Boschee’s German Syrup in all has opened my eyes in regard to Califorislands in gorgeous petticoats and chemThe southern part,
parts of the civilized world. Twenty years nia wider than ever.
ises, whose yokes aud sleeves are stiff with ago
millions of bottles were given away
as I well knew, is not much good, only in
red aud blue embroidery; perhaps a and your druggists will tell you its success
The clias I have been over it all.
marvelous. It is really the only Throat spots,
It is beautiful and samate is all right.
stately countess in Lyons satin and a was
andLung Remedy general ly endorsed by
cannot always live on
its weight
mantilla worth
Barcelona
physicians. One 75 cent bottle will cure or lubrious; but one
Sold by all druggists in climate. For ranching (farming) or stock
in gold, beside a beggar in filthy rags; prove its value.
his city.
it is a poor country indeed.
a
somewhat worldly-looking canon in
I guess «tbis is enough for this time.
The New York Weekly Tribune SI, The You may hear from roe again soon, for we
lacquered shoes and soutane of the most
Journal S2 a year. The Tribune shall be journeying for several weeks yet.
exquisite quality, crowded against a bare- Republican
sent free to all subscribers, new or old, who
church.

Food

Avoid

mountains (most of the
time in mist) and arrived at Elizabeth
Lake with a good rain pouring upon us.

|

cosmopolitan capital,

in

wane

X nursuay, X lid ay and
we were

Easy

rhe
Easy

camped in the thriving town of
in a large lot, and our three
rigs

are

lying dead. Ladies wear
Fresno
discarding all ornament. like a many-jetted fountain of flowers and
and two tents pitched take
up quite a
But one meal is served in the 24 hours, lights,—even the bobeches of the candleOur journey thus far lias been
territory.
and that at mid day, of bread, rice and sticks being made of leaves and blossoms
a very successful and
pleasant one. We
bacalao.
The latter is cod-fish, but so —closed the lovely vista.
Nuns in their
left
Dos Angeles March 22d at 12:J0 r. m.
with
oil
and saffron, toma- sombre garments were kneeling in their
compounded
and started on an up-grade road for the
toes and peppers that a Nantucketer would stalls along the sides; and as l looked their
We camped the
fail to recognize his own.
At twilight, pupils tiled in to vespers—a double line of passes in the mountains.
first night at the thriving town of Dundee
images of the dead Christ, of his sorrow- young Cuban girls in white gowns and
ing Mother, of St. John and Mary Magda white veils, marching slowly down the l’.O., which consists of a shack of a house
lene, together with the instruments of central aisle to bend before the sautuary and barn, and located in a desert which

On Easter morning the finest treasures

gospel,

When

ru-na.

a

»

it

diarrhoea is Pe-

of

a thing to be long remembered,
military mass in the Cathedral is
carpet” and spread it startlingly impressive. The old building
id room on the church itself is
very quaint and interesting, antiw hen the soft knees of
que Spanish in architecture, its stones
crooked upon it, to drop mass-grown and its interior as religiously
nd her for his own dedim as heart could wish; rich in rare
of the congregation paintings, vestments,gaid and silver candeSenor Jose Manley.
the services, leaning labra, altar equipments and sacred vessels;
Mr.
H. Manley of Augusta, havJoseph
m solid
phalanx .taking but there is, alas! too much of the tawdriing gotten the Maine Legislature off his
manner of the lazy sex,
ness aud bedizenment so dear to ignorant
hands, is touring in Mexico in a private
to heaven on the mertaste, and especially dear to the religious car.
Evidently the style in which he
cers, wives and mothers.
great excitement
heart of Spanish America.
As everybody travels has created
the Mexicans. One of the daily pa
instead of rising to knows, the ashes of Christopher Columbus among
of
the
of
Mexico, El Pais, thus
pers
City
mvals, as in other coun- reposed in this church through two long describes the advent of Mr. Manley:
n
kneeling, from start centuries, aud above his tomb hung the
To-day, not alone in the American colbut all over the capital itself, has
T-ss of bodily torture, Terusty chains with which his ungrateful ony,
been noteworthy for the arrival here of
rn when flesh and bones
master
bound
him.
The
departing Senor Jose H. Manley, together with a
by settling back upon Spaniards should not have been permitt d score of friends and admirers from the

*

what is
needed to cars

among the slender ribbons of the palmleaves.
An exquisite altar, that looked

if the dearest member of

as

whole human

is to have a footman,
in gorgeous livery,

US T

knows er heap ’bout politics,
Hez read all kinds er law,
Kin pray ter beat ole Parson Jones;
An’ when it cuius ter war—
Why be kin tell yer ’bout it,
An’ inside uv an hour
You’ll see how he’d have straightened things
-Ef he’d hed th’ power.
He

..

benches for hire, as
llest thing for ladies to

-'c

Pe-ru-na Cures Diarrhoea Because It Cures Catarrh.

ONLY ONE CURE
FOR SCROFULA.

Behind the Btove in Hobson’s store
Fer twenty years has sot,
One of the biggest diplomats
In th’ hull bloomin’ lot—
Upon an empty herrin’ box
He sets with mien profound,
An’ he circulates his lamin’
'Moug th’ boys er bangin’ round.

CO. of Boston, Mass
Ellsworth, Me., April 12. The grand AMERICAN INSURANCE
Incorporated in June, 1818. Commenced
for the Hancock county supreme business in 1818. Francis Peabody, President.
jury
[Correspondence of The Journal.]
Secretary. Henry S. Itean. Capital* paid up in
duly blessed by some accommodating bars faced with clumsy wooden shutters,
court, April trim, in session here, today, cash, $300 000.
Fresno, Calif., April 2, 1800. Here
priest, and distribute them along one’s The sisters, who longed to make the place
found no indictment against William T.
ASSETS DECEMBER 31, 1898.
TIME-TA 1U.K.
beautiful for the greatest fiesta of the year we are JOO miles from our starting point
friends.
Treworgy, who was held for the murder Stocks and bonds owned by the
found a way as inexpensive as effective. in Orange County.
We are quite a caraOn
and
after Nov, 27. 1M+S. trains connecting
On
Maudy Thursday morning the
company, market value. $559,411 00
of M rs. Sarah Ware of Bucksport, and he
van of travelers.
We have a large farm
Loans secured by collaterals.
15,000 00 at Burnham and Waterville with through train**
whole city goes into mourning and silence. Enormous branches of the royal palm had
has been released from the bonds he was Cash in
for and from Bangor. Waterville. Portland and
company’s principal office
with a small
and in bank.
25,952 00 Boston will run as follows:
spring under. Joe Fogg, who was held for perFlags are furled, bands cease to play, not been cut, and these ranged along the wagon, covered,
This banishes all Interest due and accrued.
16
also released.
to carry our provisions.
2,926
jury,was
walls
wagon
This
is
and
in
the
two
inner ranks to cona bell rings, not a
carriage is permitted
that the murderer of Mrs. Ware Premiums in due course of collecFROM BELFAST.
all propelled by four big horses.
tion.
There hopes
23,21189
to traverse a
street
within the city vert the nave into a triple arcade of the
will at
present be discovered. Had
is also another 4 horse team (a
AM
PM
PM
it
is
been
05
neighbor
Next
the
sisters
had
$626,501
splendid plumes.
walls.
held,
likely something
Treworgy
110
Belfast, depart. 7 15
3 30
of ours) which hauls all of our hay and would have been brought to light, as he
+1 16
Citypoint. +7 20
LIABILITIES DECEMBER 31, 1898.
+3 37
On Good Friday, only business or work, profusely starred all the deep lustrous
Waldo.
+7 30
+1 25
+3 62
There are ten people in our com- admitted knowing something about the
Net amount of unpaid losses and
Brooks
,'41
1 36
416
public or private, of the most imperative greenness of the arcades with fragrant grain.
claims.
and we have been joined by another matter.
42 Knox
63
17
+1
60
9,943
+4 33
pany;
clusters
of
rose-pink oleanders, tied
Amount required to safely reinsure
need, is done, and in the houses of the
Thorndike.
HOC
2 00
5 00

and the Son

n

niches

baskets, crosses, necklaces, bracelets and
other pretty trifles of palm, have them

priviledged few,
< hi ban
churches, nor

in

mg

■

While

as

the

>
•>

were

It

Neglect

This Disease is Catarrh of
the Bowels.

architectural plainness, its walls
whitened, with no pictures or

only

free advice.

glad time, the great day the Lord hath
a> s

could boast.

Unwise To

Is

Diarrhoea.

severest

Write to Dr. Pierce

permanent.

is

It

Sir, or Madame; another day.” It
may not be enlightened charity in every
case, but it is very sweet and winning.
Later on Easter
Sunday 1 went into a
little chapel that is the heart of a convent
and saw a lovelier interior than the most
stately cathedral

The Jayville Oracle.

VERY SERIOUS.

you,

There is nothing in the world for
constipation like Dr. Pierce’s Pleasant
Pellets.
They should be taken in conjunction with the Discovery,” whenever any disease is
complicated with that
dangerous condition. Nothing else that
may be offered in their place will accomplish what they will. And their relief

~

a

and the
swords are sheathed with
a clatter.
Coming out of church, one has to run
the gauntlet of a crowd
of mendicants at
the
door-men, women and children of
culminating degrees of poverty and dreadful varieties of
bodily misery. Nobody of
Cuban blood ever treats these
poor creatures
harshly. Many of the ladies never
go abroad without
wearing velvet bags on
their arms, filled with small
coins and paper script for the beggars’ benefit.
On
Easter morning the
giving is unusually
generous,—for who should be sad or hun
gi\ on the glorious day of
good tidings to
all maukind. A refusal is
always couched
in a gentle
“Va, con Dios,” (Go. with
God), which sounds like a benediction,
and elicits
nothing worse than “God bless

ms

No man should be old before his time
because of a weak stomach, sluggish
liver, shaky nerves and flabby muscles.
There is no need of it.
Dr. Pierce’s
Golden Medical Discovery cures these
It brings back youth to the
things.
feeble because it brings back keen appetite and good digestion.
It tones up the
liver, puts oxygen and life into the
and
solid
blood,
strength into the flesh
and muscles.
It contains no alcohol to
inebriate or create a morbid appetite or
craving: for stimulants.

It is ! in full force in
-garments.
a.utter of course—this
j Then comes
ohofiy wonders when | pause and lull
is talking suddenly
all Christian
e
hunt, or smiles to see
the
>wn

an

aoove

—

digestion.

■

pit reach d

and
merry ; his

appetite

about.

read

we

■:
■

Depend

meal.

i

*

or

tap upon the drum. Swords Hash out and
the soldiers bend
stiffly. Then a long,
still pause—another
tap upon the drum—
the soldiers
straighten themselves

was

clear

nigh

First in the matter of
wholly disjointed and
,u

laugh

exceed-

are

age.
True enough.
He was young
because h i s
heart was
young; his

1 step was firm;
| his eye was
[ bright; hi9

the penitential
states and northern
to

c-

Franciscan friar in blue
with
rope girdle
Very continental sounds the
Latin both in the
sanctuary and organ
loft
Very elaborate is the
Incrossing
stead of the simple In
Nomine Patris, etc.,
touching forehead, breast and shouldershere f“ehead, mouth
and heart are severally blessed and then the thumb
and
forefinger make a cross, which is kissed.
At the elevation of
the Host, there is a
it,

RETURNING YOUTH.
I am seventy
years
young,” said Oliver
Wendel Holmes when they

693,237
517,429

96
11

of CHICACO, ILL.

Commenced Business in May. IH/Z
S, .-n (ary.
E. TtUCKTXGHA 31. 1 'n siUt-n .*. Ji../. SMITH.
CAPITAL PAID UP IN CASH SSOO.OOO.
Assets, December 31, 1898.
•*
Real Estate owned l>> ..... imuihnu.t'or. .1
u

$1,210,667 07

$135 For 90 Days

A few
o

Energetic Ladies

Canvass.

Above

ddress,
dan l

and Gentlemen wanted

salary guaranteed. Call at
J. H.CILLEY,
4 riain Street, Belfast, Me.

FOB SALE.
Residence 34

High street, near Pearl street, new
and convenient, with all modern improvements;
heated by steam, bath room, hot water; large
stable. Inquire on premises.
Iml4

8.

KALISH, Belfast, Me.

Loans on bond and mortgage dirst liensi.
Stocks and bonds owned l»y tin- company market
value. .1,1
••••••
Loans secured by collaterals.
Cash in the company's principal office and in bank
_»•
Interest due and :o rued
;. ;;
Premiums in <iuc co :rsc of c l'cction.
/
All other property belonging to tno company
_~
1'
of
assets
tin*
admitted
Aggregate of all
company at tneir actual value.f•••

'4fJ 2

Farm for Sale.
I oiler for sale my farm situated on the back
road from Belfast to Searsport, about three miles
from the city of Belfast, containing three hundred and twenty-live acres of land. There is a
good orchard on the farm, about two hundred
acres of good woodland, and the remainder conveniently divided into tillage and pasture land.
There is a never failing supply of living water in
the pastures. The buildings are convenient and
in good repair, and well supplied with water.
This is one of the best farms in the County of
Waldo, both for stock raising and tillage and will
be sold at a bargain. For particulars inquire of
Mrs. Geo. W. Cottrell, 20 Northport Ave.. Belfast.
Belfast, March 21.1899.
12tf
MRS. AMELIA J. COTTRELL.

Liabilities, December 31, 1898.

.f
Net amount of unpaid losses and claims.
.i.
Amount required to safely ri-.nsure all outstai-d
risks..
i/.: cmAll other demands against tin; com oai v.

missions, etc.
Total amount of liabilities, except capital stock
and net surplus.
Capital actually paid up in cash.
Surplus beyond capital.
Aggregate amount of liabilities including ret*
surplus..
Wl4

'1

,1__
1
,MM‘
1

"1

JJ

___

"

BELFAST, THURSDAY,
PUBLISHED

Daniel Lane, formerly one of Belfast’s
moat enterprising business men, died at liis
borne at the corner of Church and Miller
streets Suuday, April 16th, after a long illness.
He was a native of Portland, a son of
Col. Daniel Lane, who held a commission as

20, 1899.

APRIL

EVERY THURSDAY MORNING BY THE

Journal Pub. Co.

Republican
CHARLES

lieutenant-colonel

An egg dealer, who has examined the
says that the annual product of

details,

eggs iu this country is a million dozeu. It
is estimate that the total sales of chicknd

a

ens

amount

eggs

which is

to

$275,000,000,

We can only say to the
the pot
crop.
American lien, as Macbeth did to Macduff "Lay on.”
Wt believe that when Gen. Hyde, than
there is no more honorable, courtewho
ous. and able man in the county, comes to
rea v understand the animus of the clique
iu >agadahoc county who have been using bis name as one to conjure with, we
he will not only be very angry,
bek
nat the aforesaid politicians will be
b
apt t--» hear something drop quite adjalive.
cent to where they
[Brunswick

coasting

and

fishing trade,

Fred Smith aud Charley Bessey went to
Boston Monday in search of employment.
Mrs. lluldah VViggin of Knox was severely injured by a fall last Friday. She stepped ou a loose plank in the cellar and fell
heavily, the shock producing symptoms of
partial paralysis, which it is hoped will be
only temporary.
Brooks Lodge is again for the third year
the banner lodge of the State. It is remark-

large quantishipped from

The Churches.
The usual services will be held at the Uni*
church next Sunday.

tarian

Meetings will be held at the Peoples’ Mission every Wednesday, Friday,Saturday and
Sunday, at 7 p. ui and on Sunday at 2.30

i:

■

!'<»r Jeffersonian

principles; the |
1
;- was ebicliy t.»
exploit Bryan, who
; ri:ic
and
was
for
free
I
speakei

am:

lit

i the
w

ban .ut-ts, <

»

s|

1

■

■

s

:

and the other hound

e

The
seiv-

ti■ ri.

issue of the

t

.a

next

—

agent for

go to Boston and invite

iii

1 Sol' he

make

to

was

the

Stephen

A.

w

as a

meiub.-r of

*nd in ist.-l

men.

be Board of Aid

represented

the

t-

An

city in the j

Daniel

aign.

Dickey lias received of Capt. Geo.
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their claims apainst him and choose one or more
trustees of hi- estate, will he held at the office ot
the referee, l'-< 1 fast. Maine, on the t>th day ot
Mav, A. 1>. isv.t, at ;» o’clock \. m.
HIT H 1) Mil.Ell.AN,
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Referee for the Waldo District.
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vicinity have faith that w can please them.
To push our force to it-' utmost capacity we
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been published hut Secretary Baer tells Endeavorers to be prepared for surprises, and
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Maud Moore.
was hold at her late home Sunday afternoon,
Mrs. Delia Lane returned home .astThurs- !
Miss Margaret Keene.
pat' m ! v i•. urse
and was attended by a large circle of s:u- day from Lynn, Mass., where she had been I Solo. “The Stars of Normandie,” S. Adams.
Miss Isabel Ginn.
cerely mourning friends, as she was one j visiting.
‘xecu 1 ve .-oinmittee of tin* NationRecitation, “The Last IIvinn,”
whose disposition won the esteem of ail who !
Mrs. Cecil Morrill.
Miss Helen Knights arrived h une Saturtion of the (». .V. j
knew her. Following are the Moral tributes; j
Duett, “Song of the Nightengale,”
day from Castine, where she has been
'»
» IWl' sessions in
Mrs. Mabel Webber and Miss Ginn.
Philadelphia, last Mr. Freeman Batehelder, basket; Mrs. I. L. paring herself for the duties of a teacher.preMrs. Hemans.
vt.
rtt the local G. A.
Encore, “Evening Song,”
U. headquarters Prentiss and W. Iv. Staples, pinks; Mrs*
“The White Man’s Burden,”
Reading,
H.
H
who
resides on the campAndrews,
ih,<
n
pesaience liali f"i the purpose of Geo. H. Gruebv, 2b pinks roses; Mrs. Grant
Kipling
has bought a small store of Anson
ole:, ting a i■«•mmander-in chief to till the and Mrs. Grey, pinks; Mr. and Mrs Geo. ground,
Rev. R. T. Capeu.
Benner and will convert it into a stable.
C.
Baker.
Mother’s
J
Solo,
“My
Prayer,”
A. Mathews, pinks; Katherine Kneeland,
■a
y caused by the death of General
Mrs. Webber.
About all the schools in town opened here
and Mrs. H B Cunningham,
roses; Mr.
j anios A
’-exton; but there was a deadRefreshments were served, and after a
roses; Mr. and Mrs. Ralph I). Southworth,
Monday. Miss Annie Rhodes will teach the
lock -it the names of Col. W. C. Johnson
short season of social intercourse the comCove
school
and
S.
Miss
K.
Helen
Mrs.
Mrs.
J.
W.
the
Jones,
pinks.
Knights
pinks;
>1
incinnati, senior vice commander in- Norton, pinks; Mrs E. L.
pany broke up.
Savery, pinks; Doyle school.
-hief, and General John C. Black of Chi- Mrs. C. A. Stevens, roses; Mrs. A. A.
The East Maine M. E. Conference meets
Applications for summer board at Satur- in Rockland this week. The Rockland
sago, commander of the department of Knight, pinks; Miss Mary S. Kuowlton,
day Cove are coming in thick and fast, and
Illinois, and no election. The following pinks; Miss Lizzie Innis, pinks; Miss Alice
Opinion makes the following prediction:
it looks as though it will be difficult to liud
The three presiding elders will all he reDecrow, pinks.
resolution was adopted:
accommodations /or all who want to come. appointed.
Whereas, for the first time in the hisThe Bangor preachers, Foss and Frost,
Died at the residence of C. J. Sumner, in I
We have learned that. Mr. C. S. El well did
will remain there another \ ear.
tory of the G. A. 11.. the commander-inHallowell April 14th, Mrs. Maria Nevvhert j
chief lia» died while in office, therefore be j of China, aged about (JO years. Mrs. New- not succeed in obtaining the position of first
Rev. J. T. Richardson has completed bis
t
bert came here on a visit about two weeks officer of the ship Arthur Sewall.but shipped fourth year at Bucksport and will probably
Keso’iven, that as a mark of respect to j ago. was then somewhat out of health, but in the bark Penobscot and sailed for Buenos he returned for the fifth.
Rev. 1>. H. Piper is t<> return to Winterhe memory of Janies A. Sexton, tiie late l>or case was not considered serious. Grip Ayres last Friday.
port.
commander-in chief, the
Senior
Vice and rln-umatisu, with not over strong conRev. J F. Haley, who was elected by the
stitution, seemed to be the causes producing
Mr. Lewis Knight had a very narrow
Commander■- in-Cliief shall continue to
trustees at the last conference, president of
death.
Her husband, a Methodist clergyperforin the duties of Commander-in- man who died about a year ago, was a escape from the loss of his lingers while the E. M. 0. Seminary at. Bucksport, has
Cliief and the office of commander-in- brother of Mrs. C. J. Sumner; she and her working in Pitcher’s Mill last week. The managed its affairs with prudence and
chief. remain without an incumbent until husband were at one tune residents of Hal- flesh was torn from one linger and another ability, and the outlook for the institution
the meeting <»t :he of obd national en- lowed. Her funeral took place Sunday at 2 was slightly cut. He had them dressed and is excellent.
Rev. H. W. Norton will be reappointed
p. m. [Hallowed News.
eam pment.
resumed work Tuesday.
to Searsport.
It is said that Rev. <t. G. Winslow of BelPhiladelphia Grand Army men dispute
Mr. William A. Lear sold his pinkey Ella
fast may be made financial agent of the E.
Concerning Local Industries.
the right of the executive committee to
last week to C. N. Trimtn, who took her to
M. C. Seminary at Bucksport
elect at: •mmander-in-chief.
Rev. T. S. Ross has been at Camden for
Hutchins Bros, have built an addition to j Crow Cove, Islesboro, where she will he
three years, and will probably be returned.
their granite shed on Front street.
put in condition to cruise among the islands
Rev. S. L. Hauscom has been at ThomiisJ. C. Durham is making 400 shipping for fish. This is a fine boat, and Mr. T. is
ton three years and expects to return.
Complimentary to Mr. and firs. (i. E.
Rev. V. E. Hills will return to Union. He
eases of a capacity of G dozen bottles each
just the man to hustle her around this sumBrackett.
has been invited to take charge in Wilmingmer.
for Mayo, \\ hite & Carter.
ton,
Del., conference, but he has decided
Mystic Lodge of Good Templars, Portland,
The assessors will finish their work this to remain another year in Union, where the
M. B. Lawrence is having a large run of
oas adopted the following resolutions:
want him very much.
work at his clothing factory iu the Coliseum week. They report the valuation of resi- people
Whereas the Grand Lodge of Maine Good
estate
dent
real
March
1st
he
has
non-resident
real
Since
$170,860;
averaged
Centre Lincolnville. Mr. Percy Drake
Templars at its session at Lewiston having building.
selected others to till the offices of Grand
125 pairs of bicycle pants per day, and has estate, $136,280; resident personal, $17,790;
has returned to his work in Massachusetts
and
Assistant
Grand
Secretary
Secretary, employed from 35 to 40 hands 14 hours per non resident personal, $845; total valuation, after
spending a week with his parents, Mr.
be it resolved by Mystic Lodge No. 2. I. O.
$265,784. This is about two thousand dol- and Mrs.
G. T., that we recognize the untiring efforts day. His monthly pay roll is SI,GOO.
Adelber-t;Drake-Messers Norlars more than last year. The county tax is
of Geo. E. Brackett and Mrs. E. L. Brackett
man Jones and Claude Heal left Thursday
Emerson & Co. of Bucksport opened their
in tnis noble order and their earnest work
54 and State tax $827.53.
$402
for New York, where they have employbranch creamery in this city Monday, in the
lor the or-.er of Good Templary in this State
Miss Alberta Dickey gave a birthday ment. .Nelson Tildeu has ope lied a blackduring their terms as Grand Secretary and building formerly used by the Belfast Farms
Asst. Grand Secretary.
Be it further
Creamery. They have about 500 cows, and party last Saturday evening, it being her smith shop at the Centre-J. S. MnllinResolved, That we tender to brother
Mr. A. C. 24th anniversary. Quite a number of her w'ill deliver a lecture on Spiritualism at the
•Geo. E. Brackett and sister E. L. Brackett the business opens prosperously.
young friends assembled to greet her and to Town Hall, Miller’s Corner, Sunday, April
our heartfelt sympathies
to them at this
Wilson, a member of the firm, is in charge
Be it further
time.
All are cordially invited.
of the business; but when all is in run- do honor to the occasion, and a very delight- 23d at 2 30 p. m.
Resolved, That we exceedingly regret the
ful time was enjoyed by all.
A splendid
order Mr. Frank P. Wilson of this city
possible discontinuance of the Temperance ning
collation was partaken of at the proper time,
A Wonderful Success.
Record, as no other can fill its place. Be it will be local manager.
and at a reasonable hour the guests departed
further
White & Carter received a car-load
Mayo,
Why not be independent of gas and
Resolved, That these resolutions be unaniwell pleased with their entertainment.
and use the
mously adopted and that a copy of them be of bottles last week for their bottling works. Miss Dickey is a very estimable young lady electric light companies which has National
the full
Acetylene Gas Machine,
apread upon our records and a copy be sent Last season their output was 19,200 dozen.
different
Boards of
of
all
the
and highly esteemed by all her acquaintances approval
lo brother and sister Geo. E. Brackett.
now have steam power and other imthe
They
United
Underwriters
States.
throughout
) Com
Harry F. Nesmith,
and all hope that health, and happiness may
Over 800 machines sold in past ten mouths.
provements, and their capacity is double
on
Mrs. Etta W. Witham,
ever attend her through the journey of life.
homes,
churches,
We light country
factories
that of last year. Their orders are now
Miss Anxabelle Morse,) Res.
in plants for
Committee signed,
We clip from the Boston Traveler the fol- stores and hotels, Also put
ahead of their ability to supply and they
We want good representatowns.
lighting
G. H. Varney, C. T.
to keep up. iowing item] concerning a reception tenderare working on extra time
Write for circular to the Buffalo
tives.
T. Millett, Sec.
ed to Mr. Calvin S. Elwell of this place just National Acetylene Gas Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
They are shipping 1,000 dozen per week.
Portland, April 13,1899.
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months I gave my children Hood's Sarsaparilla and it cured them of running sores.
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,
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I have just received a large stock of NEW GOODS .if the
STYLES, aud I am prepared to offer them at EXTREMt i;

after you have given it a fair trial.
Bad BlOOd-" Although past 70 rears of

topic, “True and false theories
The services of
inllm-me.”
Sunday will lie as m I lows : Rev. < I. S. Mills,

j

letter from
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religious

of

who remarked that he would like
The funeral was held at his late home i Dudley,
to eat some of the gravy, but hadn't any
Tuesday afternoon. There \v u a large at- !
The next day was the day of the
tendance, esjieci.il iy of the business ur-ii -f spoon.
j battle of Irish Lend and they wa
ae u- a
the city. The sci\ices were conducted hy
j
Daniel and perhaps others
Rev. ,1 M. Leighton and appropriate hymns j large plantation.
went into the house in search of food, which
were snug hy a quartette composed of Miat that tim. was at a premium, lie found no
j ami Mrs. E S Pitcher, Mrs. E. P. Frost
food, but saw the spoon holder and thought
and
White.
The
bearers
were
Emer>
;
at. oin e of the captain’s wish, so took three
Messrs. David II. Libby,
James G. West,
of them and piaced them in his haversack.
Joseph L. Havner and Asa A. Howes. The j When he returned to the
regiment the
j floral
offerings were beautiful, and includ- ! tight was on and the
boys were falling into
ed a basket fi.nn F. A.Gilkey, Easter lilies 1
idle. He remarked to the captain that he
!
from Miss Maude Barker, piuks from Mrs. |
had got his spoon and would give it. to him
Fred
from
Mrs.
,1
L.
Herrick, pinks
then, as it was uncertain when he would
Havner and family: bouquet of white roses
have another opportunity.
Last month he
and pinks from Mrs. Annie F. Carle ton,
a

;

1

at 7 13 p. ui.,

local

attack

I:-publican

it

to

;

Sunday

an

-1

o>:_ !■:

deride

that comrade Dickey should have the spo. n
Mrs. lluth M. Bute'..elder dn-d suddenly
in <•
and so sent it to him, also recalling the fact
at her lien." »n Union street last Thursday
J that it was
in;erest «*i the Fitchburg rail- ;
given him on the lield of battle
Her
infant
son
was
seven
lm-ming
days j
■:
s i,
and that he ban kept it all these years -is a
t necessary to go into de- I
old, and her health was thought to he immemento of army days.
.it: »«moe ratio
It used to be a
Bangor Commer- proving win
was taken suddenly worse
i'
\\ .i
.ifTemooi! and expired the next favorite ding at the late General Butler
Mpj...:ient oi Mr. Bouteilc,
«•'<•'•!<
m ug at
a,
Her husband bad re- that he stole about all the spoons belonging
1 i;o.f fliaiges only •<. set the
1 tlie ant i
expansion party of Louisiana, but
*
ins
work
at Sums'
turned
Sound
i:«.cmn:i*i 'ii upon them and to
1
Dmiel thinks that possibly he was not reto
was
a»
soon
as
it was j
telephoned
:
! 1 i<■
in the integrity >i the
hie for all that w ere missing.
ise was eritn-al.
kn *wi: that l.vr
He start- > spous:
y n
-lit :h.
otsise if the
charges !
!

T

!)

too

>n

received

page to
utelie

1

dates

last week

unsatisfactory

s-
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the

of
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This, Thursday, evening
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of
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nervousi
men
and women gladly
HI
testify.
cures all blood diseases, as thousands
of cured voluntarily write. It is
just the
medicine for you, ns you will gladly
say
strung,

these services.

unite m

usual prayer meeting at

questions of names and
with might and main To keep a foothohl
regard
affairs of his early ing
for the Stars and Stripes in Louisiana.
He was hoiiornbh and upright
years.
Daniel w as then a member of Co. D, 2bfh
h:s dealing, .-••.•ml and companionable with
|* M Regiment, and Geo.
Dudley was captain
all with whom lie came in contact, and had
ci his company. One day after a little foragIDs wile, who was
many warm fru-rds.
Daniel was in possession of
Mis-;
I..z/.m
lied i ing expedition
Avery of
Belfast,
three ducks and he cooked one for Capt.
!
twenty years ag
Ting, dad no <•! did re n.
referred

i

say.

\

Fellows in attendance ; Sunday school at 12
o’clock; Young l’i-.pies' meeting at <1.13;
Topic, “Faith working by Love.” Aconiiu!
invitation is extended t > all. Those having
no church home elsewhere are eordiail) in-

great store, and this particular spoon
State I -gislatwre.
Mr. Lane was possessed
It began .avay hack in 18*>'J,
has a history.
of a a v retentive memory and was often
j
when a small army of hoys in blue w re try-

eim-

of people

manes me weak:

BOOTS and SHOES
SW. T. COLBURNs

It is

The following order of services is announced for next Sunday at the Univeraalist
church, Rev. Ashley A. K.i ith, pastor: At
1043 regular service, Waido Lodge of Odd

ot

Dudley

millons

as

!

Fc

,

city.

fact.

j

meeting

interesting missionary

easily.

SPRING and SUMHER STYl

-—-—--

America's Greatest Spring
Medicine. It purifies the blood,

ing address on missonary work in India whs
given by Miss Millett, a returned missionary, who is now inducting the. meetings at
the People's Mission on High street in this

ham, both Governors of Maine, and a
hers of character and influence and
that the decline of the order in numbers is
partially, it 'least, t be attributed to ties

j

does this work

NEW GOODS. *1

*

The first step in Spring
should be to cleanse Nature's
house from Winter's accumulations. Hood's Sarsaparilla

North church last Sunday (‘veiling, a union of tin* Christian Endeavor ami
the regular church meeting
An interest-

and Pel

j

Only the First Step
is Difficult

1

held at the

has very greatly deteriorated since it
numbered among its leading men Dingley

j

welcome.

Rev. G. G. Winslow preached bis farewell
sermon at the Methodist Episcopal church
last Sunday forenoon. There was a large
attendance. Next Sunday there will be no
services at the church except the Sunday
school and Junior League, at the usual
hours, the pastor and many of the members
being in Rockland attending the Conference.

Lodge

host of

are

Rev. Randall T. Capeu of the Baptist
church devotes a portion of the morning service each Sunday to the boys and girls. Last
Sunday he gave them an entertaining and
instructive talk on Isaac.

The Brooks

Boston

Dmi'lie-, Democratic candidate for the
Presiden -y. !•1 oone to Belfast, i: 18iil and

pa:

.•

He

and Bangor steamers, then known as the
Sanford Line, from 1874 t<> 188... nelnsiveIn I860 he was one of a commlte.
with \Y.
II
Barr ill, A. G. Jewett and J. Y McClm-

where flic two wings of the
y stand- tin one deter.‘c free silver
via rub

>w

t.

b

hicago platform.
’-*ker*s and B: yards.
t

Wilii:;ms"U.

All

in.

p.

delegation to the Grand Lodge
v
-vi','.. and when he found that he was employment to a large number of men, in of Good Templars at Lewiston report that
the
on
the
wharves
and
on
board the proceedings were by no means dull, and
usei as the
shipyards,
monkey used tlie cat he
;
withdrew.
The ring politicians the vessels. He also owned and operated a they were rather grieved at the defeat of
line of Boston packets, and was agent Geo. E. Brackett for Grand
Secretary. Iu
•■:..piing to defeat Littlefield have,
for others.
Among the vessels built by him
the Lodge, are many members who have be•. •:*.
made his calling and election
were the schooners Cameo, Petunia, Mazurlonged to the order for many years and who
ka, Nathan Clifford, Casteiane and others. regard Mr. Brackett as a connecting link
He was a number of the Belfast Light In- with the earlier and more
prosperous days
dlar dinner and the one dolj fantry Co. in 1837, the only survivors being of the order. On the delegation was Past
1
mm-: have been
partaken of iu New Win. \. Swift and Samuel G. Thurlow. He Grand Chief Templar M
J'. Dow and
b ;b in honor of the
anniversary of ; joined the Club of Thirty soon after its or- James B. McTaggatt, a well known Good
t Thomas Jefferson,
.rr 1.
although i ganization, in January, 1864 Niue of Tin- Templar ami an anient worker in the cause.
original members are now living: Hiram Both are enthusiastic personal friends of
u’r: t.-ai nights ami attended by lJetnoAxel Iiavford, C. B. Hazeltine, 0. ! Ex-Grand Secretary and Worked earnestly
us •->i
kiely different view.-. Tlu* $10 Chase, A A.
Howes, \V C. Marshall, W. m his behalf.
Hervey.
There is an impression,
were for
sound money, against
li. McLeilun, S. G
Thurlaw, and Joseph
whether right or wrong, that the Grand

!

“

li

able, to say the least, that this small country village should maintain year after year
the largest and probably the most interesting lodge in the State, and it might be worth
while for the grand officers to study the
methods by which this result has been attained. Quite a number of causes might be
mentioned which have contributed to this
result; but without doubt the principal one
is the talent aua energy of the ladies of the
lodge, who have maintained the entertainments at a high level aud never allowed
them to degenerate into buffoouery on the
or
hand
indiscriminate “speaking
one
pieces” on the other.

and bark were
here. In these branches Mr. Lane did a
large business, building and owning many of
the vessels which did his work, and giving

Gen. Hyde
it is eviroppeu out of the contest,
that ue did not enter it of his own

this

Miss Grace Dow began school iu the Littlefield district last week.

of

and

ties of wood

nothing has dropped.

./

'•

war

his father, so far as business and interest
in the welfare of Belfast were concerned,
and was one of the leading men iu the maritime business here for many years.
In liis
Belfast had an extensive
younger days.

IVlegrapli.
>

C. F. Bessey is in Massachusetts
week ou a business trip.

of

<

,i>

the

a

few days.

ters, in banking and public works. He w'as
one of the original members and
principal
workers in the Universalist church. He removed to Boston in 1838 and was engaged in
business for a short time, retiring on receiving an appointment in the Boston custom
house. He died in Newtonville, Mass., Jan.
8, 1873, aged 89 years. The son Daniel Lane,
Jr., continued very nearly in the footsteps

than double the value of

nmie

in

before his departure in the bark Penobscot
for Buenos
Ayres.
A very pleasant reception was tendered to
Mate Calvin S. El well of the five-masted
schooner John B. Prescott, at the home of
Calvin A. Stevens, 18 Dalmatic street, Roxbury. The Prescott arrived in Boston last
week with 4.200 tons of coal, the largest
amount ever brought iuto this port by a sailing vessel. Alderman Doyle made a short
address, followed by Sandy Chapman in
songs and funny stories ; Chauncy Whitman,
banjo soloist; George B. McKenna of the
California quartet, and Dave Jordan, buck
and wing dancer.
Among the prominent
people present were Alderman James H.
Doyle, Senator Kelliner, W. H. Collins of
the Edison Electric Co., Thomas Bevin-,
Boston Elevated road, Edward Stevens, Nathaniel El well and many others.
May he have a quick voyage and a safe
return is the wish of all his friends.

Brooks.

T. I. Huxford is in Portland for

Mrs.

1812, and
who came here in 1818 to take charge of the
custom house in the newly made district,
which comprised the ports from Camden to
Bangor, inclusive. Col. Lane was one of
Belfast’s most aetive|and influential citizens ;
active not only in business, but in the military, the tire department, in religious mat-

} Bn8ineH"Manager

riLSBCBY,

A

the News of

OBITUARY.

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

SEARSPORT SAVINGS BANK.

corporators of the Searsport Savings Hank
are requested t<> meet at their hanking rooms on
at ten o’clock a. m., for
Saturday,
!
May 13,
to
was
Kemick, paper hangings,
damaged
th ch< ice of trustees for the ensuing year, ami
the extent of about $4,000 by lire Saturday.
to act on other business that may legally come beThe property was fully insured.. .The house fore the meeting.
(’ll AS F. i.nKlx IN, Treas.
and farm buildings of Edward Farmer at
Searsport, April 13, 181H> 4wlf>
Verona were destroyed by tire early Monday morning. The occupants were not
CITY OF BELFAST.
aroused until the flames were well under
All persons having hills against the ei ty ot Bel
a
and
saved
but
cow
and
one
headway
have them approved by the prope
small amount of furniture, while almost fast, must
committee, anu an sucn nihs must he in the hand
the entire contents
of
the building, inof F. R. Woodcock, Auditor, on or before the Fri
cluding a valuable horse, were lost. The day next preceding the first Monday in each
place was valued at some $1500 and insured month.
PER ORDER.
Belfast, April 12, 1899,—3wl5
in a Qrange company for $800,
The
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School. The eighth term of
sewing school in tins .ty closed April
t>fh.
-Much interest is manifested by our
The Sewing

the

citizens

Henry <).
thorough

this

in

feel that it
on

in

a

is a

worthy institution. Tin
practical work and carried

pract-.rui

manner,

and

show their

appreciation of

it by the generous d<uiations
This school is an ex
up.ni it.
bent exanc 'e of evolution
Eight years

they
c"

bestow

Rented toAM persons
ago this winter a few ladies
who are expecting to
May.
change their residence or place of business get her several y mug girls for the purpose of
tear! lug them plain sewing
wiii piea.se leave notice at K. li
They met in
iii K1', d aiming,
Piilshury’s I
^ printing dice. H Main
the evening, the ladies of the Alliance
street, over Swift’s ; in
shoe store, where orders for c .'pies or ad- 1 coming in alternate evenings to superintend
"i I--:- *.I
judg- | vertiseim-nts may be left.
the sewing lessor.v.
From this small beginNational Bank I
lias developed a sewing school of more !
The supper and entertainment of Aurora i n;ng
! w i-* referred to
A teacher is employed, and ;
than h() pupils.
Rebekah Lodge will he held in Odd Kei <<wV
••ft’ >urt.
The aet in el,i.tin-ii meet ever\ Saturday afternoon i
Hall
24th.
»»
at
Monday.
April
Supper
'• I i-.-h
m.(
p.
went to produring the winter. Then* were 1' sessions!
entertainment at s
m.
Tables will he j
mt.
he endorser
this season.
One
hundred and sixty-live I
for
serial
after
whist
At -J
provided
supper.
m-ti
-d protest.
mis ol material were donated for clothing,
m.
there
will
he
a
sale
of
p.
May baskets for J
the i-iaint.iiY for the
and 101 garments made. The children cut,
the children
No admission
Some of our j
'll I Tit -Test.
ami make it up in a
best local talent have beeu secured for the | the eloth by pattern
as
ide the fallowing
neat manner.
Much credit, is due to
which will consist of iustru- ! very
entertainment,
Miss Lillian Ryan,
ige >f Searsport muthe teacher, for the
mental and vocal music, recitations, et<
k. Searsport: agent
thorough and systematic manner in which
The public are cordially invited.
Admis-i
>i> u> C.
the work has been conducted. This was her
Cummings, sion to
supper aud entertainment bb cents;
Freemont Beverthird term.
Many contributions in the
entertainment Jo cents.
form of lunches have been furnished by the
tary public, M. D.
An
accident
with
serious results and a
le ; justices of the
citizens. Mrs. Elmer Small on Thanksgivnarrow
escape from fatality occured on
Harrison
Beverage.
ing Day invited 22 of these children To In r
Lewis wharf Monday. The steamer M & M.
■i S.
home and gave them a tine Thanksgiving
Smith, North
was in ami discharged steam suddenly unmm, Belfast; S. A.
dinner. The little folks will not soon forder the wharf, directly beneath the horses of
The City (ioverntnent
-rings.
get her kindness
Two passengers, a lady and
J F Noyes
!
tie* use of the -•nniinoii council room
gives
I'kit. The first fishho-b.
We shall need more help m
child, were iu the carriage and the driver, for the
s<
iM-uj was made by
Wm. F. Thomas, was on the outside. The the school another season, and it is hoped
that, su hie unit funds may he provided To inng here at J a. in.
horses jumped aud upset the carriage, sure an assistant being hired to ai l Miss
us
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EVENING.

prices range from

Silk,
The

Go where you may you will find
at the prices.

JUST RECEIVED. *

*

gQc. to $5.00.
nothing to

equal them

Summer
Plain and
also

Mens and

Hosiery.

Boys’ Negligee

Fancy Colors, all the latest styles

Shirts

From 50c. to SI.50.

1'u' 1 line of

a

LADIES’ CYCLE HOSE.

_

r»-nr,

the lions-.- he

n<-w

8--

Spring

InritMling, i INK, HU E, BLACK. FANCY
CHECK, SILK LISLE, ETC.

written all over our corset department. Not
bigger and better selected stock in the city.

Is
a

We have

large

a

trade and intend

Corset

all onariEs.

to

keep it. \\ e know of hut one way and that is
by buying corsets best suited to our eustomeis.

We’ve

11 ie.es.
'’H"”
All

got

Custom

the latest ideas and the lowest

r; IP*

They
rangi,,s

..50c. to $ 1.50.

tigures suited

he

at t

priues.

Hats and

occupies,

IN

stable... .See

''

High street, has

a

FOR SALE BY

very desirable, tene-

ment lor

rout.—Spring and

of boots

and

shoes at

Caps

ALL OF THE

LATEST STYLES.

xx

tailor ami
118

Suits,v>nEK

up-to-date corsets.

are

what Harry W. ('lark,
clothier. 80 Main street, lias to say
about custom suits.James H Clark, No.
th

\\

Summer

n

Neckwear

Corset Sense.

lield, garden and !.low-r seeds call
A. Howes *N Co-Dr. J. M. Fletcher

offers for

ALL PRICES.

From 5c. up,

....For
on

Fancy Hosiery,

Summer
Underwear

summer

STAPLES & COTTRELL. 12 Ilia Street.Belfast.-

styles

W.T. Colburn’s. New,

fresh and perfect goods—prices right.... See
advt. of the Emerson Creamery... House
cleaning lime has arrived, and that means

painting, varnishing

ami

kalsomining.

A.

Howes N: Co. have everything needed for
this work—the best of white lead, oils, readymixed paint, brushes, etc-With a creamA.

operation here there ought to he a define stock offered for sale by
G. J. Shaw at Sears’ Island. See his advt.
Has any one $150 to lend on good security?
If so, address “G.,” Journal office-M. ().
Wilson, Searsmont, has 15 varieties of strawberry plants for sale. Mr. Wilson is one of
our most successful strawberry growers, and
no finer berries come to this market than his.
E
N. Harriman, Stockton airings, has
fine Brahma eggs for sale at 25 ceuts per
ery

BICYCLES. &

*
1 HAVE

'HIE FJVEST STOCK OF

iu

Ladies’ and Gents' Wheels

mand for the

exhibited in this city, consisting of the following
well known and reliables makes:.
ever

Tv nr Johnson, I. writ. Ditin aid. /V

LAKElNE
Have you
is all

seen

other

...

the

satteeu

§1.00

ki*:n or COKsKTS ?

Ol

and tin*
corsets.

It

different from
This corset has little

shape

is

convinced that these stale mints

frores in the bust and hips that permit it to
shape readily r > the figure. Gored corsets are

setting.

force;!1 the: name.

^•do.vt
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AME.
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fT,
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All of which 1 shall sell :>t tile 1 invest figures.
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>:/rt/dit (j’.s Hasp Hall Hootls,

sell this tor $1.00.
rr

are

■

l1! shiny Tan ,le,

[

usually thought hi^h priced,
we

■■iff liis l." r erlni
;»te.i

...■“Triinnjih,’' Ihiyuesne and Tour
Evex-y one fully warranted for tlm wli >le rili n t s is m
sell at prices that will defy competition.
Crllnlsret

j

Remington
“A whriM is known by the

Bicycles.
»*

nnpany tii.it

m

ikes ii."

1*.

secretary, and

,

’cellist,
will

and

Mr.

Weeden,

tin*

tenor,

COFFEE

j

the

A Rare Delicacy for the Breakfast Table.
WITHIN THE REACH OF ALL.
AAAAAAA AAAA

|

Miss !

who

J

management of Mr. Win. F. Chapman,
it is

in this connection that

gives admission and a
served. Let Belfast show her appreciation
of really good music by a large and appreciative audience at the Opera House on the
17th of May.

cents

Only.

Shapleigh

AH

Coffee

Co.,

are

wear

for years.

Xg’ln: HAVE OTHER WHEELS AT
1,0 WEE PRICE, lisa a few SECOND

not

re-

|

I

HAND WHEEI s to he sold very low.

Millinery

Grocers.

the C'HE .1 PI'S I1 wheel to ride, asihrv-

they

GEO. R. POOR,

=

jeweler.

ON..

BOSTON-

AAAAAaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaAAAAAAAAA,

FRIDAY & SATURDAY,

succeed Evan Williams as soloist at the j
is making a tour of the State under

seat

Spring Summer

WINS ON MERIT.
In 1-lb. Cans

festival,

director of the Maine Festival Chorus,

$35.00 and $50.00

At

OF

Frost,
Orosbv, treasurer. Madame Macouda, j
assisted by Hans Kronoid, the wonderful I
nt,

Mrs. E.

Belfast could
prints
\ only
Rockland vessels lost secure such a great singer as Maconda. All
ears. They number 507,
who heard her at the festival last autumn
>•',
w
barks, 18 brigs, can testify of her wonderful voice and artis|,,!
H
schooners.
Hans Kronoid needs
tic tone production.
it
bO
IIUI1U
no words of praise here t.o augment his great
"f Islesboro is to be five
popularity, ami that Mr. Weeden has been
first intended and will have
thought lit to succeed Evan Williams is the
• three
The blocks are highest credential of his ability. The con‘d the keel, and the oak
cert is to be given under the patronage of
r
James L. Maloy, which leading citizens, and will be the society
r:..h'.ininy River, Va., April event of the season. The young people who
y arrived here yesterday
have the tickets in charge will call on every
•yi ih to
discharge in the after- citizen, and it is hoped that Belfast will give
r
argo is for the Sawyers Madame Maconda a reception worthy of her
l,“! ,x small schooner is here
ability. The prices to be paid for seats are
•Seta. Flora Rogers was made as low as possible, and reserved seats
t,Je marine
railway at Boston can be obtained at $1 and 75, cents while 50

Hurricane for New York.

are showing many styles,
ofjwhich
Marines and Mercerized are the leaders.

OPENING

Anne

an

some needed re&lch arrived here yesterfcHrR')(>rt in sch. Banner, which he
^cilSheppard is

We

FRED A.

making arrangements for the Ma•onda concert, to he given in Belfast on May j
17th.
Mrs. F. J Rigby is president of this j
committee, Mrs. J. M. Leighton, vice presi- i
d

with sul-

uurterK°ing

Belfast, Maine.

=

Spring Petticoats.

.$->5 and .$50, and oth
wheels at
a lower
price, with bargains in a few secondhand wheels... .See advt. of ('has. B. .Jameson, soiling agent for the White City Tailors.
He will show you samples and quote prices.

j
j

their weir at

■*'

y

=

EVERY

would like io liiid a customer for
my retail stork and business.
Will rent my store at a low figure.
I wish to retain the up-stairs
for wholesale manufacturing. Retail
sales last year $12,000, average
gross profit 30 per cent. In the
meantime visit my store for bargains in Suits and Top Coats.

I

WILLIAM A. CLARK,
Manufacturer, I'heniv Row,Belfast.

April 21 and 22.
Miss E.
Mrs.

FIELD, GARDEN

;

PATCH, with her Milliner,
13. WOOD HOUSE, formerly of

and FLOWER

II.

H.

Boston, has returned

Wethern’s,

SEEDS.

from

Mixed Sweet Pea*.

Boston with the latest styles of Spring
and Summer Millinery.
Give us

call!

a

We will

Miss E. H

please

Sweet Pens in Solid
All

you !

PATCH,

!

St., Belfast.

(lood steady boy, who umb*rst.und.H farmA
care of horses and rows thoroughly.
good home and moderate wages
nit.
Apply in
ison

to

„In„

Berkshire Boars and Sows, six months old,
$6.00 each, $10 00 per pair.
Some very uice ones ready for sale May
first at $3 00 each.
Jersey Clows, Heifers and Bulls for sale.
<i. J. SHAW.
2wifi
Sears’ Island, Searsport, April 17, 189!).

A

A desirable

tenement

No. 118 High
2wl6*.

is offered for rent.

Apply

JAMES H. CLARK.

"^^OITTL^MISS^NOBODr^

,,|ellty of small fruit.

“SPALDING.”
r«-See CARLE & JONES' Ad.

_I

pAp\
1^11 Ir

I he tenement

nUMVl^r
IX I
M

winch

I

now'

•

occupy, ;

with stable.
■

T.*

in CTPin/n

I'^TOHKR.

Belfast, April 20, 1899.—lGtf

FK1DAV, MAV{12th.

Wanted, $150.
$1200
lwlli*

I'"-'-'
iu this

»-

hv

BELFAST.

rw.) story house, ell ami stable, city water,;*
vf laml; 30 apple trees; 4 pear trees ami

real estate for

security.

Enquire

195 upper

High

on

the

premises,

A. KMUHT.
St., Belfast. Me.

STABLE

0HI"C aiHOUt.
We have opened a sale stable in the stables 'if
the Beltast Livery <’ ».. rear of Belfast Opera
Mouse, where w shall hive on hand constantly
horses of all descriptions, heavy draft, matched
pairs and single drivers. We receive a car-load
every month direct from the farms upon which
they*were raised,
Native ami second hand horses taken in exchange, (rood nat ive drivers constantly on baud.
and see us.

Income

L ANCASTER & WEST.

—-

street.

!

F03 SALE.
4\vl.r»*

^

Tenement to Rent,

;l~

':'K,'n

acres

MISS PENDLETON, Northport

:uvl.-,

FOR SALE.

Uoln!t

REVERE HOI S

; V

ing,

is
p*

f,,r ",is '•

Ul‘ n,,'V

W. H. LORD, Qen’l Agent,

WAN TED.

MII.LINKIE

High

ti,m

A. A. HOWES Sl CO.
__

New Store, 60

f„i,0nl"rs

carefully Huleuted from

i

Mrs. H. B. WCQDHOUSE,

at

limes

Life and

busi-

|

1

.OPEN

ilNTEPW

:

O. Norton.... Bick-

&

Thk Maconda i.’onc

>lfg. Co., South Brewer.
ii

TRULY,

CARLE& JONES,

I

building
Northport evenue.

at. work

1

**■

Boston,

YOURS

EXCLUSIVE STYLES.

J

resumed

has

Hopkins will not run
Murphy’s Point this season.

n el

Neva

mb haven

■'

Saturday

ve-

Palmer, Capt.

CORRECT.

ASK TO SEE It.

Sinclair of Brooks has bought the
hoarding stable business of O. L. StaplesS. G. Small lias fitted up for making architects’ bine prints at his carpenter shop on
Main street.It. was just one year ago last
ness

hauled up at the j
winter-Sell M»Hili with fish bar-

e

ARE ORIGINAL AND

Prices $25and $30

If you are going to ride a wheel
why not buy a “SPA LDIXG,”
and have the best.
They cost no more and are fully warranted until
January 1, 1900. ^-.Samples of Ladies and Gents' wheels in stock.

Wrappers

87 l-2c
$1.00, $1.10, $1.15,
$1.25. $1.37. $1.50, $1.87.

but

W. P.

....

quite badly

Arnold

II

operations

t-

n

■

W

...

arrival at

smack Bar

“Spalding” Bicycle,

of

Fertilizer Co., for which he is agent, four full
aggregating about 1000 tons, of that
As usual the A. 1).
company's phosphate.
Chase garden furnishes the first native dandelion greens of the season. Their Sunday’s
dinner table was supplied from that source.

Rockland for
ins came to Belfast
uner Grace
Morgan i

Taken

PATTERNS,

From $1 00 to $2 50

Our

10 cents.

WK ARK AGENTS FOR THE

»

at

novel sign in

a

cargoes,

a

near

Inch

Northport.... John Sanborn has shipped to
Aroostook county this spring for the Liowker

Carrie E.Pickering,
-1 here, lost an anchor

■

•'

Monday

CURTAINS,

IN

Suitings

-mbs.
street, occup »-d by Stephen^- !i vV
There will he no hang- in the tenants.

from the

street.

Franklin

-•ii

A few 1898 Papers and Horders at
SPECIAL PRICES.

New Covert

j

...

work

w

Chat. Shad and bluetisii have appeared
in tin*, market
Fra k B
Knowiton has i
bought the Francis Whitmore store <n High !

Thayer
his shop

yard.

...

except ship-

Beaver

ns on

wo

for

It sa bicycle wheel revolfront of
ved by windmill fans attached to the spokes.
.The first home-grown lettuce of the season was m Swift a: Paul's store April loth,

Mr.j McDonald, as a
Mel>(maid & Brown,
i! experience.
Their
t t he present will be

s

in her fmure

wheel,

Main

uninjured, but Mr. ;
severe
and painful
his ! and. It is
"ped j

crippled soldier, having

Wm. M.

various

Morrison is

lines

wse

The

2 cents per

—

....

and house building
ii gravel roofs ami

1-

is a

in the army,

1

overboard.

gone

were

Thomas received a
wound u; the hark of
he wail recover the full

!

Ryan

had it not been for

aud

MUSLINS, LAWNS, DIMITIES, NAINSOOKS, PIQUES, INDI A LINONS, SPOT i
MULLS, ETC.
exceptionally pretty pat- 1
terns for White Dresses, Shirt Waists, etc.
j

tin

have

lady and child

I

ft

-riu-o!.

'■

cater

as

on

would

pants

j

of

huwder.
M>HS.

V

man

generally
big pollock.

square
-h

was

badly,

part'd H. 1.. Gilman,
wharfinger, the carriage and its occu-

the

of

served

r,

of

it

prompt action

they tried the
Wooden Ball

b

will

Stormier

street, is agent. He
air*-' lias the Columbia, Hartford and Pennant, all guaranteed, and a full line of sundries, novelties and repairs... .Geo. R. Poor,
Jeweler, Phenix Row, has the Remington

1

1

BORDERS,

White Goods.

6centsperRoll,

■

and

names

Steamer Penobscot is receiving extensive
repairs at East Boston. New guards, paddle boxes and other portions of her upper
works are being renewed, and her interior

1

occupations,
res dents and business p..a.>- .f the inhabitants of -air city for the New Belfast Directory, which will be out. the latter part or

evening

surprise:
Vi

can

at

a

three

Waterville is to have a cream-ry, and the gentlemen, including the following wellMail of that city says :
known and reliable makes: iver Johnson,
’I !a' cream will < 01110 from the farms in
Hovel 1 Diamond, Peerless “Blue Bird,’’ Peer- |
Sidney, Kairliehl, Winslow, Benton, Vassal- h'ss “Triumph,"
Duqu'-sne and Touraine. !
I'oro. China, Belgrade and prob ihly other |
towns, ami from those lying along Every one is fully warranted for the entire I
j Kennebec
he Belfast branch of the Maine Central.
season—tires and all. Follett is also head- !
Mr. Gerald is going to make a hobby of the
quarters for fishing tackle, Spalding’s base
business ami this means that he wiil spare
hall goods and bicycle sundries—all sold at
pains nor < xpense. to make the best of it.
With the Emerson creamery already es- the lowest prices... W. A. Clark, manufacj
turer, Phenix Row, would like to find a
! tablished in Belfast, and the prospect of ancustom-T for liis retail stock ami business,
<C..-r m the iu‘ar future, there does not
and will rent his store at a low figure.
He
it i-'.n to be any reason
why farmers along the w sin
s to retain the up stairs for wholesale
bt-ifast briuch of the Maine Central should
in niufa. ruring. In the meantime lie is offerlend lie-.•
ream to Watervilh*. nor do we
f
ing bargains in suits and top coats.... See
lelieve they will
!

the utmost.

to

trips per week until further
notice..
The City of Bangor went through
to Bangor last Thursday morning, entering
port with all her colors dying and receiving
The Bangor made her,
a royal welcome.
three round trips last week on time.
make

ROOM PAPERS,

/V

1

served, and all enjoyed the

Belfast’s New Directory.
Archibald is giving the city

neighbors

itnl

••••*

evening

were

large freight and will

village, they
by steamer Castine, leaving Lewis’ renovated.
wharf at 9 30 o’clock and
returning after
New Advertisements.
Johnson adverthe dance in the
evening. The High school ! tises this week white goods, new covert suitteam will play the Rockiands in
1
this city
ings, new spring petticoats, summer hosiery,
the same day.
summer underwear, etc.. Masonic Temple...
Mary Christmas Barracat has bought the | Miss E. H Patch, with her milliner, Mrs. H.
Martin P. White store ou Main
street, lately | B vVoodhouse, formerly of VVethern’s, Bosknown as the upper
shipping office. She ! ton, announces an opening of spring and
will occupy the lower
story as a store, and summer millinery for Friday and Saturday,
will lire in the second
story. Andrew J. April 21st and 221, at her new store, (>0 High
Stevens is fitting up the premises.
Her street.
Everything is new and of the, latest
laughter, Mrs. Salema Abooezzie of New designs, and no pains will be spared to please
Orleans, and her sou, Mellan Barracat of customers.
F. A. Follett, 51 Church street,
Armenia, will visit her.
has a large stock of whet .s for ladies and

st\!e.

and

frcslmicnts

all

ground gets

i-lch

v

1-e

have

handsome

m

guests brought
presented to
and Mrs. Greenlaw a handsome
iauip.

grounds, and
live!! ililWll, hilt
can

guests

The

i:

mw

his

a

will go

a

tertained

are

Notes.

for Bar Harbor with

The Belfast base ball team will
make an
excursion to Camden uext
Thursday, April
and
-’7th,
play tile niue of that

and it

avenue

have been in-

Courier-Gazette.

Northport
was
surprise. Byrou was caught with
his “old duds” on doing his spring work in
tin-shed. He was not l"Ug, however, in betting into the spirit of the occasion and enverily

on

men

the removal of a portkm of „ u;"i81stal1
l|f the lower
■
jaw, caused by
o
death
ofr the
bone. The coir operated on is
81r(’'1 h.V Nelson, and the doctor
ho es to get a
complete cure. [Rockland

friends of Mr. and Mrs. Byron Greengave them a surprise party recently at

their home

have

"f

The
law

which several Belfast

"

Pensions have been granted as follows:
Restoration anil increase, Sullivan S. White,
deceased, Pittsfield, $24 to $30; reissue,
James M. Treat, Stockton Springs, $12;
Original widow’s, etc. Hannah E. White,
Pittsfield, $12; increase, Abram Bryant,
Camden, $lt> to $17.

Reason

cent..

hay and other
ng, lu4 per cent.
he increased to

of

,•

>

It

Performed
difficult
onera.hm^',
at Free,mau
hl? hospital Wednesday. The

represented as to instrumentation, but the
members represented by frogs. At the farther
side of tin- pond is a large stump on which
rests the new drum, marked, ‘‘Second Regiment, l R. K. P. Band, while Sanborn, tindrum major and Robbins, the mascot, stand
mi the front of the stump.

Treasurer

unty

v

in

Walter Ilall has re arranged the show
window’ iu R, H. Moody’s drug store, taking
out the Easter display aud putting in a
frog
pond. An artificial pond is arranged arouud
which stand the Belfast Baud,
correctly

their
A si tie from the deheld

oners

-■e

Providence,

teres ted.

elsewhere, have asked her to continue
that she has reconsidered her decision aud
will remain in business at her old stand.

a

AlIiorn <'f

,Mr-

,
the Stevens Silver
bought
Co., and will
manage it in the future. This is
the concern

and

o’clock, by

time to form

it.

with Mrs. A. E. Clark.

Since the announcement was made iu The
Journal last week that Mrs. R. A. Clifford
intend to close out her restaurant business,
so many of her customers, both from Belfast

to-

room

a

Joseph C. White,
formerly of the
Preble House,
Portland, and his brother-in-

meet

lecture

a

honl

i"

on

Steamer

Mr

The Non-Partisau W. C. T. Alliance will
with Mrs. E. P. Alexander Friday
afternoon, April 21st, at 3 o’clock. Miss Millett will be present and give a talk.

of

Jackson,
I.incolnville, and

g.

-it

p tir

a

1

Frank

ft

]

it

The steamer Sedgwick
arrived iu Bangor from Belfast Wednesday
afternoon, April 14r.h, about 3 o’clock, and
was the first craft to enter the harbor since
the opening of the river. Her arrival was
greeted with salutes from the whistles at
the various mills and the engines at the
Maine Central. She left the next morning!

metallic
mtt.°n
cirrnit^h
Ult-thus 8'ving first class
service

List of advertisted letters remaiiiiug unclaimed in the Belfast post ollice for the
week ending April 15: Gentlemen—Mr. W.
E Howe, Mr. Fred F. Smith.

berty ; and single
H ussey, Waldo ;

i.

-i.

May

for

tl

\

will meet

present, ami

not

is

X

Thursday afternoon, April 27th, the Union

of

.stees

bntld!nlePK°nt

in8trument

]

The Journal has received an invitation, |
handsomely engraved, to the sixth annual I
Berlin Iron Bridge
oyster roast given by the
Co. of East Berlin, Ct., to its employes and
their families on April 2(3th.

i8 t0 be ,,laced
the city
thB NBW EuKland
^1. Co. for
he use of the
the
city officials. This will he a

There will be no meeting of the W. C. T.
U. this, Thursday, afternoon; but next

request

the

on8;^

April 'itith.

West Brooksville.

of

advance

his paper to

We are indebted to J. A. Monteftore of
Belfast Printing Co. for the loan of the
half-tone cut of the Peirce block.

com-

Monday evening.

hiun,reirohinwhi,9tpreswmhe
Admissi

Dr. W. L. West has lately dehorned herds
of cattle for W. A. Monroe of Belfast, Orrin
Jackson of Searsiuout and William Wasson

Journal ami of the
huue and Farm and

e

Of the school

W“l be held

at 1

M

|

orders from

some

The grocery stores will close for the day
o’clock p. m. on Fast Day.

cuts

severe

bis work in

to

frtiuned

SI',UI'

■ly

The Sea Breeze wants
Sears port.

<

little miss NOBODY"

Address

U, Journal Office.

FRIDAY, MAY 12th.
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jinivin

uo

ttegiaier

of

Of all the butter made in the section of

It was just

exactly right

in

Woman’s
Oread

every particular, so sweet, so firm and
of a perfect color.
Other butter might
be very good; hers was simply perfection.
Even the other farmers’ wives as a rule,
could hear its praises sounded with
equanimity. Indeed, it was considered
by most oi them an excellent compliment
to have “him” say, as he took a liberal
supply of tlie last churning upon his
plate, “Well, you had good luck with
It's just about as
your butter this time.
near
right as Mis’ Jinkins’ for all 1 see.”
Mrs. Jenkins, moreover, was well aware
of her butter’s reputation, and always
asked a higher price for it than was paid
for any other, having uo difficulty in disposing of all she could make at her advanced rates.
But there was at least one dissenting
voice regarding the superiority of the product of Mrs. Jenkins’ churn.
“The idee!
Mrs. Betsy Tompkins exclaimed to herself frequently and emphatically. “There ain’t no sense in it, not a
mite.
Mis' Jinkins’ butter ain’t a grain
better'll mine.
They couldn’t be told
it
a body didn’t know which was
apart
which.
Folks lun got it into their heads
that hers is nicer n anybody else can
make, and they think it’s got to be: that's
all there is about it.
I’d like a ehauee
once to prove they've mistaken.”
M:. Tompkins, however, refused to
share her views ou the subject.
“bho uow. Betsy,” ne would say with
a good na uial
‘There's uo use
laugh.
talkin', there can’t anybody else round
here rn« ke butter quite equal to Mis'
Jinkins'.
Your’n is plenty good enougli
for me, i ut her’n is good enough for the
jorsaU-nt or L'ueen Victoria either;” and
he would g;\« a little chuckle as he helped ion.sell freely to the article in question.
i
a mimbti of years Mr. Pease, the
princ Tai nmichant :n the small town
where Mrs. Jenkins and Mrs. Tompkins
did : 1 11 trading, had contracted for al.
f.n
iter that these two could spare
aside
on that
which they themselves
suj plieu to regulai customers. Mr. Pease
furnished each with two gallon jars which
they fi led and brought to the store as
convenient.
One day late in the fall Mr. Jenkins
came iuto the store.
‘Got v\ > jars of butter out here, Mr.
Pease.” he said, adding facetiously, “if
you think you caD sell it I'll bring it
in.”
A’! right. Mi. Jenkins,” replied the
m-u hant laughing,
“Guess i'li take it
and see what lin k I have getting rid of it.
V> ant in do any trading?”
Got to go to the blackYes. birneby.
smioi’s first.
bo, as several customers
came in just then Mr. Pease paid no furiher attention to Mr Jenkius or his but-

1

1
1

The terror of many women’s lives is menstruation.
Such women wear themselves out with
suffering and seem to think there is no relief
from the monthly pains.
Miss Emily F. Mass, of 14S Freeman Street,
Brooklyn, N. V.. writes:
■■

Qreenpoint,

Dear Mrs. Pinkham—I

wish to state that I used your

Vegetable Compound with ^
greatest success. I was
very sick for nearly a year
with hysteria, was downhearted and

nervous;

also

suffered with painful menstruation and pain in back
and limbs. I often wished
for death,

would

j
j

j

|

J

me no

good.

by

a

gan to
ham's Vegetable

Compound
with very little hope of its
doing me any good, but I am
happy to say I am entirey
cured.
Thanking you for
the good your medicine has
done me, I am sending you
my' testimonial, hoping it
will help others.”

every

Following is an abstract of the business of
the Probate Court for Waldo
County, April
term, 1899:
Estate of Hannah Beal, Montville; will

free if cost

ing

wo-

be secured

<

to Mrs.

by

writ-

Pinkham

J,

1

■■

j

...

j

••

fl

I|

■

_

beauty, disposition
folly.

monthly suffering.
experience

Abner Coburn, M L Park, at Hong Kong
Feb. 7 for Manila au<1 New York.
A G Ropes, David Rivers, arrived at Liverpool March 27 from San Francisco.
A J Fuller, 0 M Nichols, arrived at Honolulu March 8 Irom Norfolk.
Aryan, A. T. Whittier, sailed from Nor
folk Dec. 20 for Honolulu.
Bangalore, A N Blanchard, sailed from
Samaraug Jan 12 for Delaware Breakwater.
E B Sutton, E L Carver, sailed from Sau
Francisco Jan 17 for New York.
Emily F Whitney, A S Pendleton, sailed
from New7 York March (> for Honolulu.
Emily Reed, D C Nichols, arrived at New
York March 9 from Singapore.
Gov Robie, B F Colcord, arrived at New
York Feb 20 from Hong Kong
Henry B Hyde, T P Colcord, arrived at
Hilo Feb 15 from tan Francisco.
Josephus, P R Gilkey, arrived at New
York March 1 from Hong Kong.
Mary L Cushing, J N Pendleton, arrived
at New York March 80 from Hong Kong.
May Flint, cleared from New York|Apnl 12

Hong Kong.
Puritan, A N Blanchard, sailed from

approved; Willian H. Beal appointed ad
with will annexed.
Estate of Ephraim R.
Grant, Winterport;
will approved; Parthena Grant
anil Arthur
S. York appointed executors.
Estate of Asa
Boothby, Jackson ; Ralph A.
Croxford appointed administrator.
Estate of Harriet Cates,
Fred W.

termine

will

ignornecessity

healthy

mi

signatiou

pain

only

Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Com
pound—A Woman’s Remedy
for Woman’s Ills.

[Yonkers

Annie .a.

morse, Sears m

j

/fodid/e Sails
slnise Seed
]\ ppt rniuit
Jh JurhonaS Sofia
hl/rrn Seed
flarifu >1 Suanr

nt : res-

iiai/lryrer.r
A

first aim final account of executors allowed.
Estate of Elisha 1J. Carter, Montvilie, a
count of distribution by administrator allowed.
Estate of Charles A. Barker, Frankfort;
first account of administrator allowed.
Estate of Jacob L. Cain, Moutviile; administrator’s inventory returned.
Estate of Benjamin F. ( base,
I'mty ad-

returned.

Estate of

Hattie M.

Childs,

Estate of
first

account

To

Freedom;

of aiiuiinislrator

Probate
the Countv
A. In 1899

At

J

j

presented.

Purify the Blood in One Week
Strengthen Nerves in One Week
Cure Sics: Headache in One Day

j

ays that

we

have

A

power of

Burdock Blood Bitters.

Gilmore on Liberal Religion.

Bodily pain

tie

of

Dr

loses

its terror if

Thomas’

you’ve

a

hot-

Eclectric Oil in the

Announcement.
partial to
To accommodate those who
the use of atomizers in applying liquids into
the nasal passages for catarrhal troubles, the
Balm in liquid
proprietors prepare Cream as
Ely s Liquid
form, which will be known
Price, ini luding the spraying
Cream Balm.
or by mail.
The
tube, is75 cts. Druggists, medicinal
properliquid form embodies the
Cream
Balm
ties of the solid preparation.
is quickly absorbed by the membrane and
but changes
does not dry up tl.e secretions
them to a natural and healthy character.
M. Y.
Ely Brothers, 56 Warren street,

A

Provided For. “I don’t see what is to beof all these new doctors!" “Oh, new
are being all the time discovered."

1

come

microbes

Journal.

were the plague of
Doan's OintWas almost wild.
my life.
ment cured me quickly and permanently,
after doctors had failed.”
C. F. Cornwell,
Valley street, Saugerties, N, V.

“Itching hemorrhoids

May m-xi,
why tlie said a.

of

PROBATE NOTICES.

The subscriber

duly

BENJAMIN F. CHASE, late of Unity,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given bonds
the law directs. All persons having demands
to
against the estate of said deceased are desireil
indebted
present the same for settlement, and all immedi
make
payment
thereto are requested to
atelv to E. D. Chase of Unity, my authorized
FRANK W. CHASE.
agent.
Newtonville, Mass., March 14,1899.—3wl6
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SARAH Mi'MAM
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bonds hs the law dir*
mauds against tin- —1
desired to
all indebted t !h-i ft.
merit immediate!'
< irono, A p k 11, I s
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ed administrator,
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HANNAH HI.
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all indebted theret" an
ment innnediatelv
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EXECUTOR’S NOTICE. The subscriber hereby
Xj gives notice that lie has been duly appoint
ed Executor of the last will and testament of
OLIVER

BLAKE, late of Morrill.

in the County of Waldo, deceased,and given bonds
All persons having demands
as the law directs.
desired to
against the estate of said deceased are
indebted
present the same for settlement, and all immedimake
to
are
thereto
requested
JOHN O. BLAKE.
ately.
Morrill, March 14, 1899.—3t 15

payment

k>.

the County ot Mao
bonds as the law dm t>
mamis against tinsired to present thindebted thereto an >
in

«
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NOTICE.
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At a

BoU£M

appointed

1:

Ordered, That, the said petitioner give non. e to point'a'i-i inisir.it"'
all persons interested by causing a c opy of the
\!
WILLIAM I. <
order to be published three weeks siu ..s-ively in
\V
iii the Count\ of
the Republican Journal,a newspuj er publisbeil at
Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate Court, j bonds as the >aw dire«
ni.tnds a^ait »* he t-c.i!
to be held at Belfast, within and for- said C ounty,
sired to present the -a
on the 9thday of May, A. I). 1899, at ten of tho
clock before noon, and show cause, if any they indebted thereto art
have, why the prayer of said petitioner should not immediately.
Frankfort. April 11
be granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON. Judge.
I UMIMSTRAl IK’S N.
Attest:
A true copy.
A hereby j;iw> no:,
Ciias. P. Hazkltink. Register.
f
pointed administra:•

A

lierei y gives notice that lie has lieen
ADMINISTRATOR'S
administrator of the estate of

Pit

<irdered, :hat
weeks s,;ire«*:'.
new'Spa; e> p’d-H-'
that till personhate Court, to l»e n

at Bel last, wit hm .ml t
1 Apn’
on the 11 Mi <ia\

1’mhate Court held at Bella-t, wit mu am!
the Count v of Waldo,on the 11th da> of April
a. D.
pH ARLES E MORSE, son t ABB1I. A. M* »RSE,
Just as Economical. “Would you call \J late of Searsmont, in said Count} >d \\ aid *>.
Uncle Amos a stingy man?” "No, 1 should deceased, having presented a petni'Mi praying
that Albert,) Skidmore ma} be appointed adm n
•Jay lie had all his generous impulses under
; ist rat or of t he estate of said deeea-ed, not ahead}
perfect control.” [Chicago Record.
| administered.
For Over Fifty leurs.
Ordered, That the said pet in* me! give m •?!<•*•
a
»<•;•> ’• thi>
Mrs. | all persons inferested by causing
-An Old and Well-Tkied Remedy
order to be published t liree weeks sun,*ssi\el} m
been
used
foi
has
Winslow’s Soothing Syrup
, the Republican Journal, a newspaper puhli-he*!
|
over fifty years by millions of mothers for I| at
Belfast, that hey may apprai it a Fr -i m,
their children while teething, with perfect Court, to be held at' Belfast. within and to* -aid
Is*'.'.1. n
1>
softens
the
success.
It soothes the child,
i County, on the hih day of Ma>. A
!
of' the clock lie fore noon, and slew < ause, i!
gums, allays all pain, cures wind colic, and ! ten
said
of
the
have,
peuiionei
prayer
;
why
Is pleas- ati} the}
is the best remedy for Dtarrhaia.
should not be granted.
ant to the taste.
Sold by druggists in every
GEO. E. JOHNSON. Judge.
Attest:
part of the world. Tweuty-tive cents a botA true copy
Be sure and
tle.
Its value is incalculable.
Chas. P. Ha/.kltink, Registet
ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup, and
take no other kind.
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and t*-i
the Countv of Waldo, on the second I'uesda} >d
“1 read today,” said Mrs. McBride, "of a
April, A. i>. 1 HIM).
Judge who recently granted twenty divorcertain instrument, purporting to he tin* last
ces in one day.”
“He must he one of tho.-e
will and testament of MARY Will I I'EV late
twenty-knot destroyers we read about some- of Jackson, in said County of Waldo, deceased,
having been presented tor probate.
times,” added Mr. McBride. (Life.
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons inCASTORIA..
terested bv causing a copy of this order t*> lie pub
li bed three weeks successively in The Republican
Kinl1 Vou Have AlwayS
Bears the
Journal, published at Belfast, that they appear at
a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and
for said County, on the second Tuesday of May
show
next, at ten of the clock before noon, and
not
cause, if any they have, why the same should
be proved, approved and allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Ha/.kltink, Register.

J*ltie

Copv
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.0.1 899.

|
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true

aiuc.

A
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'•!
Attest

\\TAUM IS-

ANNIE

The little folks love Dr. Wood’s Norway
Pleasant to take; perfectly
Syrup.
harmless; positive cure for coughs, colds,
asthma.
bronchitis,

-■

M
a
fasr.
FHK1 A L'Wi n -i>,
\ K! KTTK Kl • v > \ ;
< oili,t\
del—.1 -ed.
count of admin,- I.it

Bella-:. wu: bin and lor
f \pril.
the 1 1 th dav

nioMAS
L. VICKERY, daugliter d
STOKER, late of Morrill, in said (.ounry ,d
Waldo, deceased, having presented a pci"; a
pray ing that John E. Vickery may 1" appoin'ed
administrator of the estate of said deceased.

Pine

tf 'Pin

.1

At a Probate ( <>urt lielu
the ('ountv of Waldo,
A. L). J895).

Bits.

and

<

in the

Washington Universalist churtdi house. Instant relief in cases of burns,
celebrated its tenth cuts, sprains, accidents of any sort.
of Haverhill, Mass
anniversary April 7th. Rev. Frank A.
“How do you manage to find your way
Gilmore, formerly of Belfast, pastor of across the ocean’.’" said a lady to a sea capof
church
tain.
the First Parish* Unitanian,
“Why by the compass. The needle
I he always points to the north.” “Yes, I know.
Haverhill, was one of the speakers.
But
what
if you wish to go south’.’” [Titas
his
remarks,
Gazette
Haverhill
reports

(Detroit

will

Ordered. That n-.t.
interested b\ causing
re.- weekiienn .Journal, pul■
appear at a Prol-anwithin and fur said <
day of Mas nee
an-.noon, and show
same should not he pr

all
Ordered, Thar said petitioner give notice
inpersons interested by causing a copy ..t
order to be published three weeks -inv--iv. lv
in the Republican Journal, a new-papm ut Imbed
at Belfast, that they may apj ear at a IT. bate
said
Court, to be held at Belfast within and ?
County, on the 9th day of May \ 1). is".*,
at ten of the clock before noon, and -how
if and they have, why the prayer of -aid petitioner should not be granted.
CEO. E. JOHNSoV, Iudge
A true copy. Attest
Ciias. P. Hazkltink. Register

The way of the. athlete.
Haieede : “That
there athletic education your hoy’s get-tin’
ort to e«line in hand m handlin’ the axe, eh ?”
Tornep; “Naw, seems not. But he’s all
hammer.”
right with a
f Indianapolis

Is

published tl

R RIE E. OlVol.L. sist. of EKED A. HCR|>.
\J late of W interport, in -aid < ountv of W.ab:
deceased, having presentee, a petition praying
that Washington K Peavey may be app* in'm
ministrator of the estate of said dm .-a-.-.l

Journal.

______

A

At a Probate Court held at Bel fa.-r. within am : or
the Count v d Waldo, on the 111 h da\ of April,
A. D.1899.
VUK1, B. MI ELI KEN, son of JOHN MILL. KEN,
late ot Montvide in -aid (oiin''. ,.| V\
deceased, having presented a petition ] raving
that he may be appointed administrator wit h lawill annexed -.1 the estate of -aid deceased m.r
already administered.

; /

\\

■■

certain lustrum.-'!

.S'l Kl'HKV HA HHIlMil
('ounty o| Wald, d.
ed f >r probate

(Irdered. That the said petit in .-r give n-.t mo i<
all persons interested by eaiising a copy d tics
order to be published :hree v\.*rk- mi< «->sm ly n.
the Republican .Journal, a newspaper pi;Idi-iic.i
at Belfast, that tln-y
may appeal at a l’rohau
Court, to be held at Bellas:. w ithin ami !<>rsaid
the
on
9:h
County,
day ot May. \ l>. is ... at
ten of the (dock before noon, ami show
ause,
if any they have, why t he pl ayer ot -aid p. ::
tinner should not be granted.
CEO. E. JOHNSON. Judge
A true Copy.
Attest
Ciias. p. Hazklhnk, Register.

out of

run

The Mt.

years.

Court (add ai
ot Waldo, on

t

day
4

I). STEVENS, nm. e of PARR1>W\LK
0 ER, late of Liberty, i/. -aid < .. v of W
,,
deceased, having presented peri: i.m prav ii.g h d
Thomas Dinsmore may he appoin'ed adma i-:i
tor of the estate of said deceased.

Scrofula, sa t rheum, erysipelas and other
distressing eruptive diseases yield quickly
and permanently to the ( tensing, purifying

[ Exchange.

ground

a

Probate Court
In
omit
of April A h

a

for

QCSAN

We now indicate those
ratings above Al
who are rich enough to go to the l uited
States Senate. fPuck.

He owned but one suit to his back.
And minus cuffs and collars.
He died and left his nephew Jack
Nine hundred thousand dollars
And Jack he ran this fortune through
Ami ouly took a year or two.

higher

At

order To he published three week- suoeessiwly in
the Republican Journal a newspaper published at
Belfast, that they may appear at •. Probate Court,
to be held at Belfast.*within and for said Coiini \,
on the
9th day of .May, \. 1>. I s;*o. at ten of
the clock before noon, and show -au.-e, it any
they have why the prayer ot said petitioner should
not be granted.
CEO E. JOHNS! >N, Judge.
\ t rue <•<>p\
A ties!
Ciias. P. Hazei.tink, Register

VV inter port:

Edmonds,

Arlette

fast these

so

lfe bought no pantloons nor vest,
No rich, expensive jacket;
He had one suit—his pa’s bequest-He thought would “stand the racket
He patched it thirty years, ’tis true.
Aud then declared ’twas good as new.

command

gAlways Bough;

Take L'levela id’s Celery Compound Lea
2~)C.
trial sire free.
If it fails to cure \
ordered, That the said petitioner give n<>tnv
A
A ! all persons inteiested by causing a copy d thiyour money will be refunded.
orderto be publishen three weeks siiivm-m-'n n
IIowes A- < o.
the Republican Journal, a newspaper pub!i-ln ..
Probate <\nut,
Bel fast, t hat t hey may appear a;
to be he id at Belfast, within and tor -aid 1
mty
i eople
Hoods Sarsaparilla
cures
say
s'.m ,,r un .d
on the 9th day oi
A. 1*
he
May.
when al other preparations tail to d>> any I
clock before noon, ami show ran-.-, it ai y
and
run
no
isk
in
i!
a fair
good,
g*\ ing
you
have, why the prayer of said petitioner -1
trial.
not be granted.
CEO. E. JOHNS! IN. Judge.
A New H it
g “I see." said the visitor to
A
rue copy.
Atfc.-i
the commercial eornpany ’s ofliec, “that you
Ciias P. Hazkltink, Register
have a new rsting in your new reference
hook. Some men are marked “V. S. S." At a Probate Court held at Belt .-t. within and no
“Yes," said the manager, “money comes m
the County of Waldo, mi tin ! 11h nay -t A pni,

neighbor.

now, and as a reor no frost in the
he product, will
sult the sap runs slowly. 1
a
price than for several

j

of

ad.1

To Cure Con -itipalion hi One Week

And then he'd eat enough to last
Until another day had passed.

heavy

Signature
fcFe

hi
You |jay{

EXACT copy OF WRAPPER.

Milliken, deceased.
Estate of Parris Walker, Liberty, petition
present for appointment of Tlmmas Dins'
more, administrator.
Estate of John M. Getchell, Troy ; petition
presented for license to sell real estate.

And, that he might lay i. the hank
The proceeds of his labor,
He'd happeti|ronnd at meals, the crank,

Maple syrup of local manufacture is in the
farmers haviug an
Farmington market, the
is »very inextra good run of sap, ami there
dication that the amount of sugar and syrup
will
Franklin
in
County
this
vear
produced
be ahead of that f» r a number of years.
will
he
made
in
or
sugar
Little maple syrup
Somerset county this spring. Owing to the
there
is
little
fall of snow in March,

|,

f'>r Constipa-

exe-

presented for appointment of John F.
Vickery, administrati r.
Estate of Fred A. ilurd, Winterport; petition presented for appointment of
Washing
ton R Peavey, administrator.
Estate of John Mi.liken, Montvilie-; petition presented for appointment of Noel B
Milliken, administrator, in place of Seth L.

Ami if his stomach raised a war
’Gainst his penurious habit,
He'd go and kill a woodchuck, or
Assassinate a rabbit.
And thus he’d live in sweet content
On food that never cost a cent.

Maple Sugar Crop.

J

_NEW YORK_

cutrix.
Estate of Philena Warren, Isiesboro: will
presented petition presented for appointment of Wui. C. Hatch, administrator with
will annexed.
Estate of Thomas Storer, Morrill ; petition

—

The

>

J

guardian’s inventory returned.
Estate of Mary W. Crosby, Swanville ad- At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within amt
for the County <>f Waldo, on the 11th .lav of
ministrator's inventory returned; final acApril, A. D. 1899.
count presented.
P'lMA M. GETCH .ELI,, administratrix of the esEstate of Stephen Babbidge, Isiesboro; li taie Of JOHN M. GETCHELL. late of Troy,
in said
County of Wald, deceased, having prewill and codicil presented; Laura M. Bab- sented a
petition praying for a license to sell at
public or private sale the whole of the real state
bidge named executrix.
of said deceased.
Estate of Mary Wbitten, Jackson; will
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
presented; Gertrude Stevens named exe- all persons interested by causing a copy ot this

To

ancestors.

perfect Remedy

ffacSinulc

ministrator’s

inventory

f !u\

j

tion, Sour Stomach,Diarrhoea,
Worms ,Convulsions, Feverish
ness and Loss of 5LEEF.

Skidmore, administrator.
Estate of Bounds C. Dmsmorc, Belfast

tan.

follows:
1 thought to bring to you tonight a
single thought of two parts, that of the
It is very interliberal church of today.
esting to read the writings of ancient
Christians, as they have most curious reaSome of them said
sons for their belief.
there were but four gospels, because the
comes
cross had four parts and tin* wind
In the
from four quarters of the globe.
liberal churches there are two missions.
The first is to influence the religious in*
struction in man, and tlie second is the
intellectual creed or atitude of mind. I he
Christian church is one institution that
papers
lightens the burdens of man.atThe
the (. nrisare full of slurs aud sneers
been
has
yet
tian religion, yet nothing
We should say
devised to take its place.
“Go thou
to those who slur and curse:
and teach in a way better than at present.’’In this country we have intellectual
'I he great
laws such as never before.
creeds were foimerh made hymen who
Now these thoughts are
knew7 nothing.
changed, and the men and women of today believe vastly different from their

__

KcapcorOUinrSAMVELFlTCnER
J’nrr.pJan See -1
silx.Senna
)

bert J.

ministrator’s

of

I

of C

inveutoy returned.
Estate of William McCray, Uuity;
cutor’s inventory returned.
Estate of Ebeuezer T Page. Brooks

£

NotN.ahcotk:.

lias. E. Morse, administrator,
accepted; first ami final account allowed ;
petition presented for appointment of Al-

H<- lived on thirteen cents a day
Ten cents for milk and cracker,
One cent fur dissi patiou gay,
A mi t \x< rents for t obacco.
And if lie wished an extra dish,
He'd take Ids pole ami catch a fish.

Rev. F.

Promotes Digestion,Cheerful-

approved; Henry J. Woods appointed

To

A.

jI

1*

*

Signature

ness and Rest Contai ns neither
Opium,Morphine nor Mineral,

executor.

Georgia Gilkey. W R Gilkey, arrived at
St Thomas March 7 from Barbados, and cid
for Philadelphia.
Gladys, H B Colson, arrived at Key West
April 10 from New York.
Henry Clausen, Jr, Appleby, cleared from
Philadeipia March 28 for Ponce.
John C Smith, Kueeland, arrived at St
Jage Jan 2(> from Brunswick, Ga.
Lucia Porter, Farrow, sailed from New
York Jan 15 for Cayenne.
Mary A Flail, Haskell, cleared from Boston April 12 for Feruaudma.
K F Pettigrew, Morse, arrived at Boston
April 10 from New port News.
R \v Hopkins, Hichborn, arrived at Newport News Jail 11 from Boston.
Sai :ie l'On, W H West, sailed from St
Pmrre, Mart, Man h 20 for Carrabelle.
Tola, A S Wilson, arrived at Boston from
Baltimore April 4.
Willie 1 Newton, E Coombs, arrived at
New Bedford April 2 from Apalachicola.

To dine upon his

on

j

I

against the estate.
Estate of George Amos Nichols, Searsport; order of distribution issued.
Estate, of Nathan B. Parkhurst,
Unity order of distribution issued.
Estate of Sarah McManus, Thorndike,

St Paul, F W Treat, New Orleans for New
York sailed from Port Eads April 8.
St Nicholas, C F Carver, arrived at Eureka
April 10 from Sau Francisco.
State of Maine, II G Curtis, arrived at
New Y’ork April 12 from Boston.
Til lie E Starbuck, Ebeu Curtis, cleared
from Hilo March 4 for New York.
Wm 11 Macy, Amsbury, arrived at Seattle
Oct 27 from Sail Francisco.
Wm H Cornier, ,J T Erskiue, arrived at
New York March 22 from Hong Kong.
W .) Botch, Sew ill 1 C Lancaster, arrived
at Rio Janeiro Feb 15 from New York.
HARKS
Alice Reed, Alauson Ford, arrived at
New York March 22 from Bruuswick, Ga.
Edward May, sailed from Newcastle N S
W, Jail 20 for San Francisco.
C P Dixon, N F Gilkey, sailed from I unta
Gorda March 28 for Baltimore.
Ethel, Dodge, sailed from MontevieUo
June 7 for
rto Burghi.
Evie Reed, A T Whittier, sailed from
New York Nov 25 for Bahia.
Herbert Black, W H Blanchard, cleared
from Boston Dec 15 for Rosario.
lolani, McClure, Mailed from Hong Kong
Dec 21 for New York; passed St Helena
March 5.
Mabel I Meyers, C N Meyers, cleared from
Portland .Ian 25 lor River Plate.
Matanzas, arrived at Havana April 8 from
New York.
Olive Thurlow, J O Hay es, cleared from
Philadelphia April 19 lor Ponce.
Penobscot, E G Parker, arrived at Boston
Feb 25 from Hong Kong.
Rebecca Crowell, M (J Dow cleared from
Philadelphia Feb 28 for Port Elizabeth;
spoken March 18, iat 80 81 N, Ion 89 41 W.
Rose lunis, Melvin Colcord, cleared from
Philadelphia April 7 for St Pierre.
Sachem, H T Lancaster, arrived at Shanghai March 22 from New York via Hong Kong.
Serrano, R G Waterhouse, wrecked near
Rajaug jfctotai loss.
Thomas A Goddard, W S Grifftn, sailed
from Boston April 8 f.»r Rosario.
\\ iilard Mudgett, A C Colcord, sailed
from Turk's Island April i> for Boston.
SCHOONERS.

&tmgy

i

Fred Atwood appointed to dethe claim of William Hamilton

and

ri^

Bears the

f|n9torR?lf1TrrTT8

appointed guardian.
Estate of Horatio N.
Woodcock, Searsmont, license to sell real estate issued.
Estate of Wilson Grant.,
Frankfort; F. W.

Haley

and

Always Bought

AVegetablc Preparation for As-

similating the Food and Regulating the Stomachs and Bowels of

better

Francisco Nov 2 for Hull.
R D Rice, Carver, arrived at London April
9 from San Francisco.
Reaper, O C Young, arrived at Sydney,
N S W, March 10 from Sau Francisco.

For Infants

The Kind You

Estate of Horace S., Grace E, Mertie 1.,
Agnes, Gladys, Goldie B. and Maynard M.
Lead better, minors, Belfast; Isaac T. Lead-

San

(Mtiiiiwijgi

i

Monroe;
Brown, Jr., appointed administrator.
Estate of Julia E. Penny, Brooks; Walter
A. Penny appointed admiuistrator.

for

ne
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ministrator,

l’l^

ad vice for

suffering

man can

j

At Iasi,

friend, I betake Lydia E. Pink-

Special

!

had

but their medicines

the advice of
I

1

me.

cure

doctors,
did

thinking nothing

■

■

Probate Court.

York.

at Lvnn, Mass., for it
blo:n\ afterward Mr.
Tompkins arrived.
two more jars of buttfor |
Pease.
lie announced.
Mrs. C. D. Smith, 221
you. M
r;,td of it,” said Mr. Pease.
Just
^
Eleventh
St., Racine,
about out of Mi.-. Tompkins’ butter,
bet
it
-wn somewhere and
1 11 take care
Wis., writes:
«»t r t> suou as i can.
Busy daw you
‘•Dear Mrs. Pixkham—
*n
bee.'
I gladly give you my
tis. >o ’its.
Good tiling.
Like j
o' >'
vk< have plenty to do: keeps 'em 1
testimonial in favor of
<
.'
nie:.” Mr. r<>mpkins : ■•turned :
When I
your remedies.
with •.!
.heerlul chuckle that invariably !
a
aaoa! his mild jokes
first commenced your
Just put i
a i-'io li
ten- you knew the kind j
treatment I
had been ^
.i doi.ai
worth*' sugar,” and, his I
•'"
<•-■.suffering from female
he departed,
-i’.g ?
w M. uu'.o '.i i*f Ml-.
v
Jenkins came
troubles and weakness for
•
h
is t.-. i-iiiig and left for home.
j
Some time. Menses were
n
as p. ssible Mr
Pease pr<- j
» the buitei
irregular, coming too ofwhich his I
•is had brought, but as he did
ten, and were very pain^
sf
ied b-ok ■■aim iuto his face,
lie I
j u
fill.
I could rot walk
o
;i. :
it- .'; li
■»u
to the
disposition
a great distar.on,
‘t ei:.
..oi t h.-re it was, t wo j,,is in
had thos
*
-I*i
t A
in a:-.uin-r- all alike
terrible bearing-down feelin
.•• same size.
and ui
j
in the lower part of bowel:
sac; Mi. l ease w himself,
“J
.rsf i
ill tei; Mrs.
Jenkins’ butter.
1 j
backache, and pain in le:
uui.ii' (> be able to when L pay her three
1 used five bottles c
J
ovary.
s.» h»* looknode a pound for
j
E. Pinkham's Vegetabl
Lydia
ed • e. smelled urn! tasted;
to
strange,
but,
say ea*-!. lot appeared to be fully equally
Ci>mpirand mil mj n t nse
to the other.
haee become regular, and ar
rina .;,
how eve;, he succeeded in per- !
Ted of that bearmg-dow
suaiimg uimself that he could detect a!
ligi.; iilfcruee in favoi of two or the jars !
tec.mg alter walking,
aid. on mu', i; relieved, though the incii
I
nsider your Com••*. m. di
w rise to
onesti, miag in his 1
Ilohd.
pound one oi the best
i
<
j.u d the butter which M*. Peas.*
medicines there is for
ha<
sc-ided upon as of Mrs. Jenkins
those s inpiaints pecu- '
•' as sojo at once to
iiia>
Lawyer brown,
v
bs. rved when he next vuvted the |
liar to women. I thank
^ d<
'Wed. Mrs. Jenkins kic o how to •
you for the good advice i
make butte] loi a fact.
She seems to i
I will
you
ii
gave me.
m»cu
This ;
improve
thing is po.-sible
’•
remark
to dispel tiie i.-:st
lingering
gladly recommend your
min o
u unsiake from the mind of the
]
medicine, and hope \
no
iniiir, but t did not quite rid him of
that every one
who
the do< ottfeeling his lilemrna had I
aroused.
suffers as I did will
'1
.ii
from
which "Mis’ .Lukins’ !
give it a trial."
,
bum.
v..
b.-ing dispensed at retail was
<
in due iimt, and one
"i■!:
day when
Mukiiis
ui town it was set on the
To sacrifice
and health
11 *
*'eu-i\
him to take home again.
to
a
1
false
idea
is
t
wa>
there Mrs.
Generations of
Thomp■'i
'he saw the ja
tinned it
ance have handed down belief in the
d -wn. then
:1i'"
setting it back she oo''l u ve got one of
of
my jars
A
woman
1 sc Mi Pease.
should
just set that out for Mr. Jeubut little
and
a
ivvj,,»nded the merchant affably.
moderate amount of inconvenience.
butter is going off fast though. ‘l
and tiie other is almost
Mrs• Van deft Advises Women.
empty.
> i-Lukins have as good luck with
“Dear Mrs. Pinkham—For several
years my health was
uei
>uiter this time as common?”
inmiserable. I suffered the most dreadful
Mrs.
1
pains, and was almost
tpbt'-d
ompkins carelessly.
on the
I consulted one of the best physi“Oyes, Mr. Pease returned, “Several
verge of insanity.
have mentioned how nice it was.
But
cians in New York, and he pronounced
my disease a fibroid
then he added in a
concilatory tone, being
tumor, advising an operation without delay, saying that it was
wei
aware of his customer’s views on the
butter question, “yours is good
Other doctors prescribed strong and
my only chance for life.
enough
lor me.
1 can’t afford to eat Mrs.
violent medicine, and one said I was incurable, another told
•Jenkins butter.
1 always take yours,
me my
it suds us lirst
only salvation was galvanic batteries, which I tried,
rate, and lots of other
folks too.”
but nothing relieved me. One day a friend called and
begged
Mrs. Thompkins again inverted the
jar.
me to try Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound. I began
"Look here, Mr. Pease,” she said
calmly.
its use and took several bottles.
J he merchant, looked and beheld a nondeFrom the very first bottle
seiipt animal in all the colors of the rainthere was a wonderful change for the better. The tumor has
bow.
disappeared entirely and my old spirits have returned. I
“There,” proceeded Mrs. Thompkins
n a voice that tried not to be
heartily recommend your medicine to all suffering women."_
triumphant,
“when the last jars came home my JohnMrs. Van Cleft, 416 Saunders Ave„ Jersey City Heights,
ny had a new box of paints at the same
N.
J.
time and he tried’em on everything he
,
could lay hands on, far as I let him.
M Pen he saw tiie jars he wanted to
paint
cm
all over, but I said, *Xc>,
Johnny,
re
Mr.
Pease’s
they
Mebbe lie
jars.
wouldn’t like it.’
.So then he turned ’em
(
upside down and wanted to paint ’em on
the bottom.
<
“Well, thinks I, that can do no hurt, so
I let him, and here's one of the jars, Mr.
<
Pease.”
The merchant was quite overwhelmed
by this unexpected evidence.
“Well, well, Mrs. Tompkins,” he stammered.
The Fastest Cratt Afloat.
“There has been a mistake this
The last argument was not a weighty
time,for a fact. The jars must have been me with Mis. Tompkins.
“1 guess it haint kurt’em much, bein’
exchanged when they were first brought.
London, Aouil 11. The Albatross, a
“But I will make it right with you. I’ll
is they couldn’t tell it from hers,” was
Dew type of torpedo boat destroyer, just
he reply, made somewhat loftily.
“But
pay you a dollar, in goods or cash as yon
f anybody complains of bein’ cheated you built by Messrs. Tbornycroft & Co., at
prefer, and w'e won’t say any more about
it.”
can use that dollar to settle with’em.
Chiswick, attained a speed of 33 knots on
“O no, thank you, Mr. Pease,” replied
“I don’t calculate to make no great her trial
trip, with the admiralty officials
Mrs. Tompkins in tones of unmistakable
>tir about it, though, Mr. Pease; but I
This is the highest speed
on board.
satisfaction. “You’d be that much out
;uess after this I’ll have to ask you to pay
o’pocket on the butter, seeing you’ve ne as much for my butter as you do Mis’ reached by a war era ft. The destroyer is
paid Mis’ Jinkins extra for it already. No, Jinkins’ for hers.”
227 feet long and 21 feet beam, with a
Mrs. Tompkins generously refrained
Let
you need’nt pay me anything more.
of 8 1-2 feet.
it go.”
Torn saying, “I told you so,” when she draught
elated the story to her husband.
“But, Mrs. Tompkins,” said the discomfited merchant, “it will be very emIndeed she rather pitied him in his
“Have you got any em balmea beef?”
barrassing for me if this gets out. And liscomfiture and graciously remarked, asked the joker of his butcher.
besides, people will think they have been “Folks is liable to be mistaken; I be my“No,” replied the dealer, off hie guard;
imposed upon, paying such a, price for lelf sometimes. I wasn’t though, you
butter because they thought it was Mrs.
iee,” she cheerfully added, “’bout Mis' “but we have something just as good.”
Jenkins’.”
Jinkins’ butter.” [National Stockman.
Statesman.
-.
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the country where Mrs. Samantha Jenkins
lived hers w as generally conceded to be
the best.
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then.
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nv fate.
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never
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pica-am method and heneiieial
of the well
known remedy,
<‘F l Tos. manufactured
hy the
^Yin
California i•!■; Svi.t p Co.. illustrate
the value of obtaining the
liquid laxative prnieip.es of plants known to
be
medicinally laxative and presenting
tin* m in the form most ret
resiling to the
taste ami acceptable to the
system, it
is the one perfect
strengthening laxative. cleansin'.: the >vstcui
effectually,
dispelling colds, headaches and fevers
gently yet promptU and enabling one
to overcome habitual
constipation permanently
Its perfect freedom from
every objectionable quality and substance, and its actir.g on the
kidneys,
liver and bowels, without
weakening
«>r
irritating them. make it the ideal
laxative.
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arc
used,
the\
pleasant to the
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Maine tied up at
was once owned
by : pt. Giidlev. One
long months. | of the officers
suddenly pricked up liis
iays after Dewey's I
and
at a good opportunity pulled
Manila Hay, and it ears,
( apt. C'urtis aside and said :
“Captain,
\ iur-i iean vessels to be
don’t
sav anything
tb-*nt teat at to the
vs t lie new s that !
members of the crew.
When
it.
was lie;.•tween America and
evi
v man prized it more than lie
prized a
0 sui prise to all on
gold watch. And when they found out
nothing compared that
it had been given i.• lie Captain of
:ping out of Mou- the German
ship some ri the men cried.
was received a j
S", if you have the
d want to keep
ew was made up j
it. better not let anybody know yoij have
Americans pre j
it.
if
For
they knew > >u had it they
i.
the victory was
would get a rewd t"
nine aboard and
a 1 i alike.
steal it.”
t
have seen those
So with these wnid> of one of the of1
.> dance around
the
ficers or the Olympia, (’apt. Curtis went
!.i<i men and tbrow
back in ld> ship and told every man the
.i i. w hen they heard
situati-m that Jerry was more precious
“I« seemed i
mtis.
than any amount of the finest gold, and
i. and that Ameiica !
that they n ust be ready to defend him at
In ir hearts.'
all times.
ot II SHlI's.
Several times when
Manila the cat
the ship left Hong was given up for lost.
But Jerry would
a he; w ay to Manila
make bis appearance tmin the depth -i
It the hold each time, and the crew would
lamp for Boston.
mi; i\es weie giving
go almost insane from joy.
lit to 4 lie meaning
Ml>> cnrnb s > on v.
when they were reMiss Curtis says sue had one of the best
;
the Spaniards and times of her life on this voyaye.
t
the liberties of the
“When we at lived ai Hong Kong.*’
•t
said she, “we got an awful fright, but
!• u tieularly restless.
ivent of the Amenwe could do nothing but make the best
ded way. hoping only of it.
I’apa realized the seriousness »>t
>st Spaniard sh mid
the situation.
He knew that it would
island and for t he op
be folly to put to
a, and we ail knew
the reins of govem- that we could uot get our cargo at Manila until the war was over.
Then we
M at tie sailed up by tlie began to look around and see how we
a native pilot, and as
could spend several months most pleasla at Malate the exantly.
in the rigging caught
“There were seven other American
I the American fleet,
ships in the harbor a? the time in the same
so that
neiior not tar from the predicament that we were in,
1 had been to
ioi seveial weeks for was some consolation.
11 angemeiits
for the China before and supposed that this
I'lii se few weeks helped me t > feel more it home and
But we had a very quiet
"ting and interesting contented.
There are few Americans there.
time.
m
the United
started on her long We knew Mi. Wild man,
>. It was fair weather States < onsul, and we visited him occaMiss Cordon and 1 stay o on
iiais most of the time sionally
mo coast was reach* '!,
the ship most of tin- time, and passed
i*■ i*• (i tin* sailing of the
away the hours by reading, sewing, singbut the standi ves- ing, etc.
“We were all anxious i<* know **f he
de'ing an<l mauling
I shape, and is now progress of the wai from day
day, and
the meagre inhumation tl.u: wt- _.»t was
1
we
*k me into tin* eheersay
very unsatisfactory.
inv
that we
the s; ate of Maine were glad when the news
is
; a iling through the
could leave for Manila
putting it
u
ib
t
InuTmi
sw ung
\\
! 1 -1\ ing <ui picture s
mildly.
1 time ;o
ci wined about the
with colors flying and made
modest, little apart- Cavite.
si; if A T MA \ I a.
: a11 oi, drawing room
Tilt
e u
to take up
need that, after all.
“At Manila \w : uud
We kn.-u that. L was
4'iisite comfort and our attention.
in any parr, ot the the chance of ou; 1 i. time, and we made
the best of ou: oppoj tunity to study
M M V.MI.A.
the natives and t'gathei icliesoi Diaviy's
1 he
We went ashore ofu-n.
*o!d like to see the victory.
-j
Manila v\«*i •: then veryManila,” said Miss inhabitants
It was not vhv ph-asurab.e
de.i into a mysterious quiet.
is they
were
to walk about the streets,
'A.- were fortunate in
Then- were lots of loungers
0
he destroyed ves- so crowded.
everywhere, and it seemed as il half the
or in a eondi
1 i« c*• s
but walk
admit of our visiting city or mole w*-u» doing nothing
i
We made many purchases
the street.
small mementoes at Manila which we shall
*i1 *uglit out a Mauser
treasure.
: .aids of a dead
Span- always
•Tapa, Miss Gordon and myself went
tori.
It bears this inseveral times, and
graved on a piece of on board the Olympia
there met all of the officers and Admiral
Dewey. We saw a good deal of the flee;
visiting the Baltimore, Charleston, M m
adnock, Monterey and the Concord, beside
H unis of h Dead ;
We were cordially received
the Olympia.
r-i ni Mai ate Fort,
! August, 1898, and
everywhere. Admiral Dewey appeared
T" >1 iss Curtis,
;
in good health while we were at MaManila, Nov. 15, :
nila.
1898.
“We went up to the scene of the naval
battle several times.
They were at that,
time trying- to raise the Ida de Luba.
he
ilie very highly. "I’he Marie Christina was a tearful sight.—
approved type of. the simply one mass of old junk. We went
ius seen little service.
among Hie destroyed vessels as much as
■Mi
dent and the
possible, looking I >r relies, as others were
doing, and it was very loitunate tha' we
articles, Miss ( ur- were there at a time when wr could
and a pound shell, 1 find
something to bring home with us.
e'ii she picked up on
The time passed vciy quickly at Mai na.
Sl:e has, also, nila..
There was no otitbieak among
it \essel.
the soldiers and the natives, and to us
\ ni'Tonv.
it did not look as if there would be a
tltei vve
figure of ihe ship's fearful war in a few months
i left.
ry. a hig. si ubMiss Curtis says she is always glad
.s-.-ij t.. be \he eaoin
and
d raws u;> the inch
■; boa id
theOlym- when the ship towaid
>b.
said
home.
turns her prow
w e;i* 1
not part with
!'••>- m was
Owing ; he long vny- the passage ii an Manila
The ship left Man: a Nov.
'i a:ii
companion. If uneventful.
gQ, and w is 127 days in making Hu
'ii.y acrobatic tricks,
•ck in tall’rail with passage.
oi IJI.U p \s-en<;i:i;s.
»
hi-r.
t>s of the common
Among the interesting person-- ab *ard
a history.
One day, the ship were Joseph Murray, an K n;!i>.h
'*•
i tin*
battleship Clown man by birth, one of the few Brit*
as calling on board
the American Navy, who fought aboard
i'
d lighted with the the cruiser llaleigh during the great bat*■ r
antics of the cat tle of Manila Bay, and a Spanish ex
1 In* wish
This man was
that lie might prisoner of the Filipinos.
api. (iridley considered confined in a blockhouse and yard several
i e
family and was loth miles from Manila, and near Cab*oean.
-is a mark of unofficial
He left the ship at the New England dock
e
Cerman Captain that attired in a peculiar suit of hempen
Jei ry.
material entirely unfit for March weather
! in 1
long Kong, when in Boston.
o*\cral nations were at
(.’apt. Curtis said the passage was
war.
In some way the a very good one and that he had nothing
"ii board the State of | to complain of.
[Boston Journal.
‘■ave swam to the ship
''(I, the crew say, and
'•■•ve been taken from the
way, it changed hands
C
American ship left
four
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heard that Jerry was
the Olympia’s family,
hnd out when he reached

"I
1

The Kind You Have

Manila.
j ;*■*

“oa;d the
a

Olympia

one

day, he

“iJitter-of-fact way if Jerry

Signature
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Always Bought

Philadelphia

and

superintendent Wil-

yer of the Somerset

railroad,

have
°ver a
large water power
located at
known
the
as
Norridgewoek,
uombazine water
power, which has never
Oeen fully
developed and in which there
are
said to be
great possibilities tor
manufacturing purposes. To what purpose the power will he
applied if purchased
is not
given out. though it is rumored a
tiUbt pulp null will be
put up.In the
^intei tlie
hog cholera decimated the line
nerd of
hogs at the iusane hospital, resulting iu severe financial loss. By feedingthe remaining swine on a special diet
and by a
thorough fumigating of the
piggery, tlie contagion lias been suppressed,
SO that it is
believed that all danger is
past
It is claimed that in tiie
passage
•
the new Jish and
game laws an interval
will occur the
present mouth when it will
be legal to fish
through the ice in lake
Maranaco >k, and it is reported that a
large number of fishermen will avail them*
seives of the
opportunity to fish there,
the lake being well stocked with trout.
.H°n. L. T. Carleton has been reappointed by Gov. Powers as fish and
game commissioner.
There had been no Philippines.
question of his reappointment, or opposition to it.
He has just completed his first
term to the satisfaction of all interested
London Truth says EmperJn Brief.
ill the fish and came interests f t he State. or William of
Germany will be accompanhe Merchants’ association of New
ied to Cowes, Isle of Wight, for the yacht\ ork are to give Senator
Frye a banquet
April 2t)lh, in recognition of his efforts us ing week, by the Empress. His Majesty,
chairman of the committee on commerce it is added, will live on board his yacht,
lor the good of the harbor of that
great but the Empress and her sous w ill be the
metropolis. All the leading commercial
Victoria at Osborne. The
and financial institutions of the city are guests of Queen
visit will probably last 1- days, when the
participating iu this great and richly Imperial yacht
Hohenzollern will proceed
deserved testimonial... .The annual meett«» Aberdeen and the Empress will laud
ing of the Bible Society of Maine was held there and
spend a few eeks at Albergelin Portland April fl.
These officers were
die Castle, which the Queen has offered
elected: President, Rev.
'I'. Dunn, J).
to place at her
Rhode IsIP, Waterville; vice president, I, M Webb, land election disposal.The
April 5th suited in a liePortland: corresponding secretary, Rev.
publican victory, though the Democrats
Asa Dalton, I). D
Portland
recording made gains in many lo alities. The ensecretary. Newell W Edson, Portland.
tire Republican ticket was successful and
1’he society received 81200 in legacies
the general
ssembly will be Republican
last year.Waterville ami Fairfield have
a large majority, though probably not
by
to
the
act
t
he
Kenneaccepted
incorporate
as large as last year_The sparrows which
bec watei distil t by an overwhelming
infest Boston common and the public garvote in each place.
The opposition in
dens are not to be persecuted for a while,
Waterville* developed but 10 votes and in
as Mayor Quincy. April 5th, issued an orFairfield only half as many. ...At a reder to stop the work of destroying the
cut
meeting lieUl in Boston by those birds’ nests. The order set forth that
i! t erest eel in the Watet ville and Wiscasset
the Task has taken more time than was
railroad ii was decided ro change the
anticipated, and the workmen arc urgentw >iter terminal from Wiscasset to Rockneeded at their regular duties.
land.Every graduate of a Maine col- ly
within
the
last
is
lege
twenty years
familiar with a song, ‘‘Phi Chi," written
Fish and Gawk.
A private letter from
to celebrate the fame of Bowdoin’s famous
C mmissioiier Carleton received in Bangor
hazing s >ek*ty. The auxinuship has often last week states that the big game of
been attributed to Professoi Henry (
Maine has wintered in good shape.
Mr.
hapman. but he 1ms always denied the < arleton believes that there will be a great i
honor, ami states that the song was really influx of hunters in Maine this fall, all of |
written by Mr. Edward V
Mitchell, the whom will find good sport. Speaking of
il writ
if he New York the reported violations of law in Washing|
Min.The largest real estate deal evet
tun county, Mr. Carleton says that he lias I
recorded in Somerset county occurred wardens on the lookout all along the
April 5th, when over 100.000 acres of tim- shore. The coast line is so long, howber land.situated iu the northern part of ever. that the task has proved a hard one.
the county changed bauds.
The sale was He lias evidence in his possession that
made by Darret Shenek and Edward H.
may lead t
good results. Mean bile
Haskell of Massachusetts and Cbas. W.
the wardens have orders to exercise great
Mullen of Oldtown. Me.. to the (Heat vigilance.
Mr. Carleton is full of high
\ itliern Paper C<».
The consideration hopes for the game outlook, and thinks
named in the deed was >4()0,000.The the supply of big game in Maine will hold
officers of the Maine S hool master's club out for many years to come.8. E. Hall,
for Cue ensuinu yc.u a: -* as follows; Pi- -i
auctioneer, sold the fishing privileges on
dent, F. W. .Jolu-son of Waterville; vice the Bueksport and Verona bridge last
president, A. \\ IIan is, l niversity of week. The total price was considerably
Maine; secretary and treasurer. Superin- lower than usual, the tishermeu forming a
tendent Mary Y >uo*i Bangor; executive sort of combination for mutual advantage,
committee. Principal W. J. Thompson,
claiming that prices had heretofore been
china, Superintendent
A.
A. Badger, too high, considering the revenue.
The
Prof.
W.
(«.
Farmdraw
Skowhegan,
Mallett,
privilege owned jointly by the two
ington Noimal School; membership com- towns was sold to II. Iv. Danforth for £17.
mittee. Principal O. 11. Drake, Pittsfield,
The berths on the Bueksport side were
c.
A. ( "-*k, Augusta, Priuoipal E.
L.
sold as tollovvs: No. 1, A. Delano, £7; No.
Oetchell. E-.istport High school...At the 2. Wm. Clay, £11; No. 3, II. K. Danforth,
recent meeting of the National Live Stock
£lff; No. 4, R. Whitmore, £(»; No. 5, A.
association, held at Topeka, Kansas, a Delano, £1, The Verona side was bought
was
W.
S.
prominent figure
Captain
by H. K. Danforth for £15.
Seavey of Colorado, traveling agent of
Thiel's Detective agency.
He is a native
F. F. Wilde, U. S. N.
of Maine and is well known in Kennebec Capt. George
and Waldo counties.
His niece, Miss
Distinguishes Himself at the Capture of
Ahl.ie l! Seavev, resides in (Ltrdiner..
Iloilo. Complimented by Dewey.
Rev. W. F Berry, the field secretary of
The following article from the Boston
the Maine Civic league, lias determined to
make his headquarters at Waterville am:
Herald of the 8th inst. is of special interest
will commence his work there about the t" those of our readers who remember
Capt.
Mi. Berry thinks that So.000
1st o! May.
WiMe and the courtesy he extended to our
a year will iuHstli eriem to pay ihe running
people during his stay in our harbor while in
the ussociati »n.
1’he new
expenses
command of the u. 8. 8. Dolphin, August 11,
arrangement by v. Licit the w ife of a man
ie’i'iiug a Maine Central mileage b->>k may 1- and 13, 1887. A reception was given to
air on the same, went into effect April !h<- commander and his officers upon this oc1’his is the res ok ,,| he compromise casion
7 tii.
by our citizens iu Peirce’s parlor
euiered iu: > by tie- men win* imitated a
t o utre, which was a very
happy and enjoyt wo-( em
mill age bill and the
Maim*,
able iccasiou :
Lent i.n
Mi i ds.I'kt Adjutant (> -neral
I i«* story nl the capture of I lotlo is already
«"irnp : e.> the u-; t.al cx. u-n.se of Pn- Sta:e hi. oil
story, yet it is not fully understood
"i Maine in the wa*
with Spaiu at only wli.o,
part the navy played m it. It. was the
twelve tlutusuid Om'nr.s.
This de ludes men from the
Boston, SO of them, who capthe boinc.es.
Die gioss expense was
tured and held the eitv until the arm\ laudao.-ur 8100,000; but tin*
I'nited States ed.
i'iie Boston is in command of Capt. George
this.
government
pays 88>,990 of
1’ F. Wililc of Massachusetts, one of the men
Ini- -sting figures covering the operation
of whom the State may well he proud. At
ol the jails of the Stare
u
isPS have
the beginning of hostilities with Spain, apt.
recently been published. The total num- ; .Vilde was on land duty, as
secretary of ihe
!*< ! of prisoners in the jails was 0425 for
lighthouse board, and lie, at once applied for
he year, of whom 0171 were males and
sea service.
He was assigned to the com05 1 iVmak-s.
The tramps numbered 1090 mand of the ram Katahdm, and hoped t<> be
and poor debtois 120.
Niue hundred i m the thick of the scrimmage, but was set to
!
and four were of foreign biitli.
There do patrol duty along the coast. He was too
were
committed for drunkenness nior<* ! good an officer to complain, but did his duty
to the best of his
ability, even though that
than tor any other offense, as usual, 2907;
duty was to remain on stations and practice
for selling intoxicants, 178; for non-pay- j
target
shooting.
j
ment -»t lines, lb'95.
But when the war was over on this side of
Forty-six under *15
years of age went to jail. Aroostook county I the water he was sent to join Admiral Dewsending t iiree ; ( umbel laud, 25; Kemmboe, ey, and take command of the Boston. He
0; Lincoln, 2; Oxford, 1, and York, 25. | had hardly assumed command when he was
ordered to Iloilo to cover the lauding of the
Miss jxnowiiou, me lady vvuo was
lately i troops and
capture the island.
adir.itted to the bar in Kuox county, is in
I
The result of the expedition is already
demand arming the lawyers.
A Waterville ! known.
attorney who does an extensive business
After Admiral
Dewey received Capt.
has written to her to secure her services W sale’s report lie sent him the following ietas assistant in his office.
She is employed, | ter
however, in the office- of lion. .J E M • ore I United States Naval Force on Asiatic
Station, Flagship Olympia, Mauila, P. I.,
of Thomaston and he is loth to dispense
Feb. 14, 1899.
with her services.President Fred E.
Sir;
I he commander in chief begs
to
Ib-ane of the Alaska, Yukon Klondike
acknowledge the receipt of your communiGold syndicate, which has a party of l\ j cariou of the 11th iust.,
the
announcing
|
M line men on the Stewart rivei, in the
| capture and occupation of Iloilo on that day.
Klondike, will start, early in May, for | He desires to express his admiration for rhe
the base «b operations... it is learned!5skill, promptness and bravery displayed by
that the Governor lias decided the date j| the officers and men of the Boston, under
vuiir command, on that occasion, which has
fm holding the special election in Hie j| :
! red «-T:;d so much credit upon the naval
IT** will •,service. Very
second v >mgiessional district.
respecr.fui:v,
I
issue his warrant in a few days desiguaGEORGE HEWEV.
ling the P.ird Monday in,June, which will Bear Admiral, United States Navy, Comhe tile l'.i'.!., asthedaic for choosing lie!
manding United States Naval Force on
Station.
siii eossor tu he late t it .ngivssm u. Di eg ley.
j Asiatic
I'he etiuiuianding officer, l
S. $. lii.si.m,
P, of. G orge II. Ham in late of tin I'ai- \
andid-ite for corn- 1 Iloilo.
vei>i'y of M ane is a
,
which
could
to
cine
an officer
laissi-o er in aci with the represent adves in Nothing
the way of reward is more wel Mine than
tie1 U. >. governmeiii in making a 1 he .voids uf commendation of Ins
,1
superiors,
He |i ! In juibiiciy expressed thanks of the seeretojiog; apbical survey of the Suite.
!)..> ;t si rong b.tci mg for the place. | tary of the navy, tile president, or the penf the country through} Congress, are
Stains Deputy Marshal Norton, ar- ; phI'm <
Pnliando Po-d of Sanford April, deeply appreciated*, and are realiy as highly
i. -:
tied as an ad vane-, in rank. There is no
!j h *!i charge of selling li(|iuu without t
more
popular officer in the service than Apt.
He was arraigned
.-d St.lies license.
{
'A ild-,
and this
acknowledgment of Ins
! bravery
Pel >ie United si Pcs G •mmisioner Bra-1
by America’s great admiral will
j
it-v at Portland, on that charge....The ! make his multitude of friends glad, as
they
mail
service
tarn his
railway
dog, i appreciate how entirely it was merited.
f here is something of the. irony of fate that
is to have a successor in the
■()wney.
tVilde, should be. in command of the
B-agor dog ‘■Dutch,owned by clerk I Capt.
Boston. It is barely 18 months since his
John E. l ynch of the Bangor postollice. i
classmate and friend, who was associated
Unlike the late “Owney” the new travel! with him at the time on the lighthouse board,
He will : was
ling canine is a handsome dog.
raging because, when he asked for sea
hustle, however, to attain duty, he was sent to the command of the
have to
on the road... Miss
Boston
in the Asiatic squadron.
popularity
He wanted
•‘OwneyV
in the “scrap,” and thought he was
Josephine S. Mad gan, daughter of the t<> be
put out of it.
But lie obeyed orders, only
late Jas. G. Madigan of Moulton died in
complaining among his personal friends, and
Boston April 11th after a long illness.
went, to China, only to find that he could not
Miss Madigan was staying at the home of have his
ship, because the theu commander,
her sister, Mrs. Henry V. Cunningham,
Capt. Frank Wildes, did not |want to come
her
death.
The
of
deceased
dome just as the fun was going to begin
at tlie time
there
was a young woman of ( harming qualiSo Lamberton became Dewey’s chief
! ties and had many friends in Houlton and of staff.
Wildes did magnificent work at Manila,
other cite s who will regret to hear other
and when the hardest work there was
done,
The remains will he brought to 1
demise.
and he had won his share of the
glory, he
Houlton for intermen ill the family lot.
came home, and Capt. George Wilde was
Put. *n command, ami as if to reward his
The an- patient service of waiting all
Washington Whispkimngs.
through the
battle
he was sent to do a
nual report of the department of Agricul- hit of summer of 1898,
work for which he might receive all
! t uie states that the value of horses in the the credit, since his ship was alone, unsupby any other. How he did it, the
United States has increased $32,000,000 ported
letter of Admiral Dewey tells better than
1
within a year, an average increase of more could any report.

1®®°. ,.00Vnfr

lie thrills of delight
tbe soul of a little
,i off the good ship
I
.':! 11 > aud made her way I
r ti rst day ashore ou I
lu iff for two years.
;

ii,

has taken place
than ten per cent. This
in spite of the talk of a coming horseless
era.
Cattle, other than milk cows, inMilk cows
creased 10 per cent, in value.
more at the end of
were worth $39,500,000
Sheep,
the year than at the beginning.
which could hardly be given away under
in
increased
tariff,
the iast Democratic
value $14,000,000, and in number 1,400,The
000.
Mules also increased in value.
total increase in a year in the value of doat
$108,355,483,
mestic animals is placed
The party that
a gain of 5.74 per cent.
was taken at its
and
promised prosperity,
word, lias abundantly fulfilled the pledge,
but the measure of its good deeds and
beneficial influence is still piling up.
Truly full of years and honor was ex.1 usticti Stephen ,). Field, who died at his
home in Washington April 9th in his 83d
Less than a year and a half ago, in
year.
December, 1897, he retired from the supreme bench of the nation, where he had
sat. for a longer period than any other
man.
Chief Justice Marshall’s term was
34 years, but Justice Field had au ambition to beat that record, and he succeeded
in doing it by a few months.Gen. Fred
Grant lias been ordered from Porto Rico
It is possible that
to the Philippines.
Gen. Wheeler will also be ordered to the
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Wedgwood Reproduction.
A new and unique entertainment is in
the form of a “Wedgwood
Sociable,”
which may be arranged something like
this:
Let those having charge of the entertainment collect a few good pieces of
Wedgwood pottery, and select from them
the best designs as to form, the colors
easiest to reproduce, and the draperies
and costumes needed.
Procure two or
more sets of curtains for the
background
(winecolored Canton flannel or cambric,
if possible, or plain dark portieres, if more
available), varying the colors according to
tlie style of pottery reproduced.
Then
arrange, if possible, a larger fac-simile
or
pitcher
urn, or other effective piece,
about whose base may be grouped living
figures and designs in relief. Reproduce
on this fac simile
pottery the same designs found on the choice pieces collected.
The set designs are easily made of heavy
white paper, aud may be securely fixed in
positon, as they will not require changing
as open as the figures.
1 hose who are to take part should be
draped in pure white, with arms and heads
plentifully powdered, and costumes copied
direct from the pottery.
The posings
may be varied by having one-half of the
figures against a flat background; iu either
case those posing must be
close to the
color in order that the effect of half-relief
be
may
heightened.
Six or eight reproductions of the pottery, including, if possible, one of the
great Portland vase,and surely one or two
medallions, interspersed with a short
sketch of the life of Josiah Wedgwood,
will form a very unique entertainment.
Iu connection with this there might also
be held a sale of small and inexpensive
pieces of pottery, or a loan exhibit of
choice specimens arranged artistically iu
another room, to which a small admission
fee may be asked.
Refreshments may be
served by young girls iu Greek costumes.
[Charles Henry Wells, iu the April Ladies’
Home Jouilial.
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Dr. Williams’ Pmk Pills
Pale People do not
act on the bowels.
They
build up the blood and
the nerves.
The same good sense
give Dr. Williams1 Pmk Pills

for

strengthen

that leads you to
Pale People a trial will
prompt you to refuse any substitute an unscrupulous ’dealer offers.
A druggist
yvho says he has "something just as
’, or "the same except in name" is dishonest
good
and does not deserve

for

yourtrade.

Alderman Louis W. Camp, of our city, nays :
“I was broken down in health and utterly miserable. I was unable
to work much of the time and so badly afflicted with a form of stomach
trouble that life was a veritable nightmare.
“L tried various remedies, but during the six months of mv sickness I obtained no relief.
I bad always been a robust, healthy man and
sickness bote heavily upon me.
About two years ago I was advised to trv Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills
for Pale People. I purchased one box and received so much benefit
that
I used five more and was entirely cured. / gained tuentv-tw <>
jenmttsxn
five weeks. Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills restored me to health and I most
heartily recommend them.”
L. W. Camp on oath sa^a that the foregoing statement la true.
W. W. Meloax, Notary Public.
—From the By-Stander, Macomb, III.

Sold

gists

all

by

or

sent

drug-

postDr.
paid by the
Williams Medicine Co,

Schenectady, N Y, on
receipt of price,

cents per box-.
boxes, $ Z.5o.

fifty

Six

An English clergyman was called sudto preach before the students of a
well-known college.
He hurriedly chose
out of his “barrel” a sermon, and without leading it went to the college chapel,
the congregation of which was wholly
composed of male students. He got along
famously until near the close, when lie
amazed the boys by beginning his peroration thus: “And now a word in conclusion
to you who are mothers.”

denly

[p1 The

King’s

Great Builder/'

j!

PUREMALT

There was a disagreement,
and the
her undertook to straighten things out.
by can’t you play nicely?” she asked.
’Cause he wants to
boss
things,”
answered he younger.
“He wants me
to
play I’m President of the United
States.”
“Well,
why don’t you?”
'Cause ifs my turn to be Dewey.”
[Chicago Evening Post.
mut

Cures Sleeplessness.
Makes Ailing Women strong.
Nourishes Sickly Children.
Is a prop to the Aged.
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I Increases the Appetite.
Builds up the Wasted System.
j Makes perfect Digestion.
I Strengthens Weak Nerves.
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year as a monthly. Established in 1841, it is
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NORTH 8EARSPORT ITEMS.

LOCALS.

SEARSPORT

There will be
The iee is almost entirely out of the pond.

Hall, May

Alice Randall of Stockton Springs is visit-

Nickerson

was

at

home from

Stockton Springs last Sunday.

Jennie Hunter arrived from Medway,

Mrs.

the Grange

at

1st

Miss Letlie

ing Edna Black.

May ball

a

her old

Mass., Tuesday.

Grace Tripp spent Sunday
homestead m this place.

M. S. Sears of Boston is the guest of
Mr. and Mrs. E. Dunbar.

Emma Moulton will canvass Rockland next week with silverware.

Mrs.

Hattie Erskine and Helen Pike
me from their Boston trip.

lu

Mrs.

Ike Surzussky, one of our Russiau dry
goods pedlars, was in town Monday.
School in district No. S) at this place
will be taught by Fred E. Nickerson.

at

are

at

Hope Curtis arrived home by steamer
City of Bangor Tuesday morning.
Sell. E. L. Warren sailed Tuesday for
Miss

Stockton Springs is in
Wagner
town quite frequently visiting a friend.
of

Walter

Rockland to load lime for New York.
F. Gilkey has gone to Baltimore
command of bark C. P. Dixon.

Daniel Harrimau saw six large deer cro s
farm of J. W. Nickerson one day last
Margaret B. Sargent will have, a millinery I week.
Miss Alfreda Black has secured a school
spring opening Thursday and Friday of this

Capt.

to

N.

resume

the

week.

Dmte

delegate

a

in

u was

said several persons found

is

The
The
since

bicycle

liist.

was

John Norton, the veteran bee hunter, denand tin-knocker, who always has a big
story to tell, was in town last week. His
last story was that he had taken from the

tist

the woods Sun

Mayflower, and

1 willing for the first

it

hollow of one large tree forty pounds of
honey and had secured forty swarms of
bees from the same tree.

it.

out

Monday.
village, have
01

dry streets through the
brought out quite a number.

The contribution at the Cong'l
next Sunday morning will be in behalf of
the Ma no State Bible Society.

to Lislx

Erskine left by train Saturday
un ship \V.
H. Conner

J. T.

Hong Kong.
W. B. Sa\* ver h ts received a large
■!' vpress lumber and is making up

wliii h

Miss

York to

w

lo.

is

ling

Brooklyn Saturday

Irom

aud

interesting

An

State of

Maine,

is

left for Boston

Tuesday

on

steamer

will

and

Phineas

make

a

the

sermon

by

many who
here.

delivered

P.

Mrs.

H.

years of age

sea

voyage.

Deceased

Monroe.

and

was

15

the

youngest of her
mother’s family. She was a very tine young
lady, ol aimabledisposition, and loved and
respected by all who knew her. Her mother,
brothers and sisters have the sympathy of
the entire community. The funeral services
were field at her home, Rev. H. \V. Norton
officiating, and her remains were interred in

temperance
is pro-

heard it the best

Hetrick is expected home in a
m New York and

Josepheue Gahagan, whose sickness
reported in last week’s locals, died Saturday, April loth, at the home of her mother,

Pendleton

Sunday morning which

last

nounced

a

visiting her cousin, Miss

Miss

City of Bangor
short visit to

Harbutt preached

Mt.

was

friends there
Lev. R. G.

at

Quite a number from this locality attendfifth anniversary of the marriage of
Mt. and Mrs. Chalmers Ford in East Belfast
April 17th.

There will be no preaching service at the
E. church next Sunday. The Sunday
school and Epworth League services will be
beid as usual.
and

was

re-

ed tb

M.

G.

Nickerson

weeks. He is now
has just returned from a

7 th page.

Capts. John

eek

w

Mr. Frank

Hope

published on

last

few

sum-

daughter of Capt. Henry G. Curtis of

slop

the

interview with Miss

A.

making extensive

ville and moved there.

mer.

urns,

weeks

Colby Nickerson has bought, the farm
known as the Nancy Smith farm in Swan-

will occupy

residence at the Harbor for the

few

a

Mr.

sever

•Dpt. B. F. Pendleton and wife arrived
their

in

Goldie Robbins.

invoice

al
h.- cisterns for which he is famous.

o! tin

is

Yinnie

Ephraim

i<w

NEWS.

move

Falls.

n

Colby Howard
pairs in his house.

■

Capt.

SKAKSPORT

WEST

Elbert. Monroe wi.l

church |

for N*

Mathews will

Mattie

Brewer,
teach a school in Warren.

Rev H. W. Norton and wife and Miss
Hannah C. Colcord are attending the M. E.
conference in Rockland.

day

and Miss

in

ever

was

Searsport Cemetery.

the

or has been sold to Sheubel Rich
Belfast aud after exteusive repairs will be
used .u the granite business between Ymalhaven am: tbe main land.

sek Ban:

of

COIN I V

CJKKESPON DE.NCE.
—

Skaksmunt. Miss Julia Berry is siek witli
H. G. Curtis has sent home another rheumatic fever-Rev. W. (.’ Baker ami
|
lot of the golden pheasants from China.
They ; wife ami Miss Lizzie Fuller are attending
i
w
liberated and allowed to accompan v
j the East Maine Conference in Rockland....
those already here.
Mr. and Mrs Francis Gelo have returned to
C aj>

.o

j

fishermen have nearly nil completed ! their home in Newport, Vermont, having
and G.
J. Shaw
epeii' the winter w ith Mrs Gelo's parents,
has caught
1
sev« ra
Jennie
saowun.
Tile first taken,
nearly a Mr and Mrs. E P Mahoney.... M:ss
week ig'
M'- Far land is spending the week in Rocik laud,
weighed ‘-'1 lbs.
Ernest Marden returned to bis home in
j
M. Parse returnedth.,me
Tuesday. He i
Pittsfield last Saturday.
V
accompanied by Gerald Hers<-\, who
me down for an extended
Mr and Mrs. Horatio Nelson
Palermo,
visit to
his
i:
ipaum’v. Mr. uul Mrs. L. M. Sargent.
J was made glad April 11th by a visit from a
lilt e daughter whom they had never seen
•■'
-••'•" '••
services of
Josephine GahagMrs. Hattie Chadwick has
been
before.
"dU
1
1 -esday
afteriii*on, Rev. li.
for a few weeks to eutcrtain the
:"-Ml
;:i iat.ng.
Am.mg tin- floral 1 engaged
Frank 11
Marden of North
little guest..
-gs "as
pillow ..f liii-s
aud cut j
Palermo probably has the greatest memory
1
presented y her schoolmates
of any person that ever lived m t nvo. ReInformal”
has '■ ui recced by letter
cciitlv vi.itir c*iri'c.'<iit>ndei:; 11, 1.»■ king up the
Urn:
Cap*. Henry T Lancaster died of j
Marden genealogy. ailed upon him and he
11:!
l 'W.4- buried at
-a.
Mrs.
readily gave ab*>ut me hundred dates of
Laio-a.-i,
w 11
return hornfrom Hou g
births, marriages and d -aths, which were
K ng
.,-t. »San Francisco.
found To he correct. He can give you the
Tl.. art gallery at tile M. E. Church Satur- j
date of almost anything that ever came
day .-veMug called out a large audience. * under his note-.
Mon v has been raised
Seventy eight pictures were on exhibition, to paint the First Baptist meeting I".use:
tm-iii >1 our people in their
many
The free high school at Carr's Corner will
younger
day-. Muss Mamie Dutch won the prize by | close this week.... George Wesley Marden
nam:n
: rty eight of the
W. Dyer have been making repairs
pictures.
j and \\
Our

their

weirs

..

'*

o

1

1

*•

1

1

1

i* rank L

urtis -.hot

C

a

large wild

goose

on

in

t)ic interior ••{ tin ir bouses

The Palermo

Kane's pond. Frank proved |.school "ommittee met April 11th at Greeleys
Corner to examine teael ers for the summer
i.in;~. .! .-in enthusiastic
sportsman, lor notwiiij-tauvii-ug he broke through the ice and | Schools.
sam.. im.re than breast,
high he kept h.s pow- t Clarke's Corner, Prospect. Mrs. Lizzie
der dry and mi.weeded in
capturing his Curtis and daughter Flossie and Mrs. Charlie
game.
i Clarke of this place are at work in ThompiMi" !l
P Mi. :%ney sent auothe.r of tin- ! son A' Foster’s
clotliing factory m Belfast.
big pines fi *ni toe Pike iot to Belfast Mon- : Mr. S. D. Boyd passed away April 12th after
It vv
be used for a b
day
a long and painful illness, aged about BO
'wsprit for the
arlioon.-r r\ >ra ( union. Mr. Sin-kuev is
He was a fine man and a
th‘’

111

>

11

good neigh-

years.

showing

:

how much belter it is
In r.tiii/e ibis b:g timber than to
allow it to
^
il
ll,‘
fcl*•'«11i11, as has been the custom
here.
<*

Arthur Boyd.
The funeral was at. the old home. Elder
Wood of Bangor officiating, and his remains
were carried to Monroe for interment....
Professor Nieol will soon be on the road

timers

Pr. h. H

Durgin writes from West Side,
Caiifornt... .rider .late of April (Ph that the
reports as \ > his movements, location,
etc.,
iU T' i>
-UII‘U have been incorrect.
He
Mrs
says
P‘irgm has derived much benefit
ft' .u the California
climate, and that he expcets to resume Ir.s practice in Searsport at
i\

I la- alarm

a

Punch

ml! want to

[Ed. Journal.

.late.

one

son.

Mr.

Judy show. Everybody
him, lor he is considered one of the best singers <>f comical
About 50 halls have
songs in the country.
been engaged by Mell Clarke, who will
Mr.
accompany the Professor on the road.
Clarke will go to Bangor this week to employ Ira H. Joy to do his advertisements....
The roads in this vicinity are the worst t hey
have been for years.... Mr. Gabriel Brown
and wife visited Mrs. Abbie Clarke last
week.... Mrs. Caroline Curtis fell about two
weeks ago and cut her head quite badly.
A
doctor was sent for April 14th. She is in a
critical condition.
with

1

anea:

He leaves

bor

last Monday afternoon
was caused by soot burning in the
pipe and
thiinnexvof the Crockett house, now occupied by Mrs. Kate Brier. The tire was
extinguished without the use of the engines,
hut they were promptly at baud, and not
of tire

see

&

and hear

withstanding

the terrible
Thorndike. Mr and Mrs. Fred Cole, who
gale blowing j
have doubtless confined the fire where have had
employment in Massachusetts dur|
as
is
their
usual custom.
originated,
! ing the winter, have returned to their home.

would
it

James B. Parse has been promoted to the
command of steamer Evelyn, now carrying
the mails between New York and Porto
Kico.
Friends here extend congratulations

J

Capt. Parse for the position he has secured by a strict attention to 1 usiness and
reliance on 1 :s own merits. Cyrus G. Nichols ami Joseph F. Nichols go out as first and
second officers, making a Searsport trio it is

to

hard to heat in their line.
Our item recently in relation to the six
dollar continental bill lias reminded several
of our citizens that
they have rare bills.
Oc- has been shown us
by Chas. A. Woods,
which is a Continental bill representing the
value of one third of a dollar and was issued

according
1T.

to a

resolution of

Congress, Feb.

numbered "44,:134
It has a
the motto underneath,
‘Mind your Business.” On the reverse side
is thirteen rings
joining witht he names in
the centre of the. rings of the thirteen colonies. „We are also reminded that
many of our
citizens have ancient coins,
among others
Elisha Dunbar has a pine tree shilling, and
A. J. Biather has one in a
very rare state of

large

and ia

sun

diai with

preservation. These coins were among those
found by Capt. Stephen Grindle and his son
Sam at Castine in the fall of 1841.

They

driving

from a point on
the east side of the bay after a very heavy
rain in November,and one of the wheels sinking deep in the soil threw out a few of the
coins. The Grindie’s secured them,but as it
came off cold that night and
everything
froze up they made no movement to look
for more until the next spring, when by
digging up the spot they found an iron pot containing five hundred dollars. The news got
abroad and it is said every inch of the soil
in that point was turned over in the hunt of
the inhabitants in the vicinity for the vast
amount of Kidd’s treasures which was said
to be buried there.
were

J

an

ox

team

Halldale. A. F.;Major returned from 'a
relatives in Lowell, Mass last week.
_Mrs. Harriet Whitten is in Portland

visit to

visiting her daughters.Colds are quite
prevalent iu this vicinity-Mr. and Mrs.
Willis McFarland have engaged to work in
Winterport the corning year.A little
daughter of C. A. Hall was quite sick last
week_F. A. Myrick went to Gardiner on
business last week....E. E. Hall is taking
orders for watches and silver

one

without

losing

any

sleep.Joseph

Yet we know thy weary feet are
That thy work on earth is done
And we hope some day to meet

tion,
I remedy

Where pain and

sorrow

will

thee

never come.

Yes, dearest Josie, little maiden,
Every morn I think of thee—
All day long thou art with me,
Thy memory, dear, is sweet to me.
Yet, dear Savior, thou hast bereft us,
She has passed from Death to Life
But we cannot, Lord, forget her
While

we

tarry in this life.

We know while here we linger,
In the evening time of life,
That we feel our sorrow deeply,
Sti* 1 we know that all is right.
And when we near that lonely river
We’ll fear no darkness, chill or night,
For we know our Josie darling
Will be there to hold the light.
J. H. S.

|
appeal;
Now

Columbia, Hartford,

to the house several weeks, under the doctor's care. A little later the same huge creature attacked Mrs. Edson Sherman, tearing
To shreds her outer w raps w hen help came.
But the fright was great.Much talk w as made
in the community at the time of the first accident. about destroying the animal, hut the
matter ended in talk through dread of giving offence to kind neighbors; hut last Saturday the community became greatly incensed and the selectmen were asked to take

measures....Chauncy Davis lias been
confined to the house with a disabled foot
since town meeting clay... .Winfield Bah*
bidge was kept indoors for nearly a week
w ith an at. tac 1 < laccute indigestion, hut has
improved of late.... Mrs. Henry C. Rose
took a severe eoid last Thursday and was
threatened with pneumonia.
active

Belfast People Might Doubt This But
They Can’t Disprove It.

read the paper, but m> back
I could not sit still.
1 would walk

me so

to

while, then go to bed expecting to
place of obtaining it, as a rule, I
would roll and toss Until exhausted, then finally
fall asleep only to wake up in the early morning
with the same pain across my kidneys. 1 also had
a weakness in the kidney secretions, which was
very annoying. I saw' Doan’s Kidney Pills advertised and got them at Kilgore & Wilson’s drug
store. The first box did me so much good that I
got a second and they cured my backache. My
nervousness left.
I could sleep better at night
than I did for a long time. The kidney weakness
was less annoying and the secretions of the kidnejs became nearly normal. Doan’s Kidney Pills
did me lots of good. I have recommended them
to my friends, and will, whenever I have a chance.
Doan’s Kidney Pills are a good medicine and are
worthy of recommendation.”
Doan’s Ointment is for sale by all dealers, price
60 cents, mailed by FosterMilburn Co., Buffalo,
N. Y., sole agents for the United States.
Remember the name, DOAN’S, and take no suba

little

find relief.

stitute.
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Para.
Rosario, March «5. Ar, bark Herbert Black,
Boston.
Trinidad, Cuba, April 14. Ar, sch Maggie
S Hart, Farrow, New York.
Porto Rico, April 00
Sld, sell Georgia
Gilkey, Boston.
MARINE

lungs.

The bad taste and odor have been
IT; ,1 away, the oil itself has been
partly digested, and the most senritive stomata objects to it rarely.
Not one in (jn can take and digest
W'ne out of ten can
the plain oil.
:
take SCOTT’S EMULSION and di\ gat it. That’s why it cures so
many cases of eiriy consumption.
:• Even in advanced cases it brings
comfort and greatly prolongs life,
and $1.00. all dm
BC'WNE, Chemists..

*;oc.

S ".OTT 6c

Sld, ship ('ora, Frost,
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Tailors.
ney
of material, made up by
which insures for the c
BILITY. STYLE ar,d POOD
Far Prices and Sample* see
for the WHITE CITY"

CHAS

Ordered, That the said petitioner mve notice ;o
this
; all persons interested by causing a •■•>py
to he published three weeks successively
order
j
i in the Republican .Inurnal, a newspaper p dished
IT*
i at Belfa st, thai t hey in a v ippeai
j Court, to be he’d at Belfast, within ami tor said
County, on the bth day of May. \. 1> IS'.'.'
at ten of the clock he lore noon a ad show c.uiv,
it any they have, why the prayer ot said pe; .• i--ner should not be granted.

up

“Ti-,

P

j

Soarsinont, Me.

1

B. JAJ¥ :

HK.i.h \sr. map

j

Hatching.

Fine Brahma Kggs from AvefI-sf*leote<1
Shanghai, Feb 27. Barque Serrano, Wa- ami bred stork for 25 rents per setting,
terhouse, took ground when leaving Pajang at
K N. 1IARRI >1 VN’S,
for Hong Kong, and is a total loss. She
>w 1 (J
Stockton Springs, >le.
settled in the quicksands anti is almost en- j
tirely buried. Sails, rigging, &c, saved.
The Serrano registered 504 tons, was built
BORN.
at Harvey, NB, in 187*3, and hailed from
who
was
New York.
Waterhouse,
Capt.
Carle. In Camden, Aprii 11, to Mr. am Mis
part owner, is a native of Maine.
Hubert <1. Carle, a son.
New York, April 13.
Captain A. J. HigDenham. In Penobscot, March 20. to Mr. am
gins of Ellsworth, Me., master of the Ameri- Mrs. Ezra Dunham, a son.
Gross.
In Deer Isle, April 4, to Mr. anil Mrs
can bark Justin H. lngersoll, is under arrest
.Jason G. Gross, a son.
at Antigua, British West Indies, for attemptShepherd. In Castine, April 3, to Mr am
ed murder of one of the: crew, a seaman
Mrs. John P. Shepherd, a daughter.
named Midi!ley. Senator Hale lias requestTurner. In Brooklin, April 2, to Mr. and Mrs
ed the state department to investigate the Austin S. Turner, a daughter, Mary Eleanor.
It has been learned that Captain
matter.
Thompson. In Thnmastou, April *j, to .Mr. am
Higgins was apparently out of his mind at Mrs. Warren Thompson, twin daughters.
the time of the alleged attempted murder.
The authorities at Antigua, it is stated, are
MARRIED.
very anxious to surrender the prisoner to
the United States.
In Port Clyde, St. George
IUcklin-Nash.
Breakwater extend- j
Rockland Harbor.
A j i 1 'J. Joseph W. Bucklin of St. George am
ed, Post Light moved. The breakwater Gertie
B. Nash of Bremen.
Point
has
out
Jameson
been
from
making
Dayis-Smali.ey. In Belfast, April 12. G\ He\
extended about 700 feet (1-8 mile nearly) ; Geo. S. Mills. Bertrand L. Davis and Miss Mai > p
south and the post light, showing two fixed Smalley, both ot Beltast.
Wardwki.l-Redman. In Buck-port, Anri’
red lens-'antern lights, one above the other,
at altitudes of 20 and 23 feet, has been mov- George ’1 Wardwell and Blanche A. Redman, me 1
of
Bucksport
ed the same distance ami direction to a stout;
beacon on the present outer end of the finishDIED.
ed breakwater.
Caution.
Vessels should not approach the
Batch elder. In Belfast, April 13, Ruth M
end of the breakwater too near, as the under
Batehelder, aged 21 years and 2<i daywater enrockment extends some distance
Beroess.
In lhoinastan. Apiil 11, \\ 111 iau
south of the beacon on the end of the finish- j
Carey Burgess, aged 83 years,
ed work.
( l.KVEi and.
In Rockland. April lo. Mis lii
'1 he schooner Hannah
Booth bay, April 14.
11. Cleveland of Camden, aged 47 years. I 1 -imic
Coomer, Captaiu Anderson, bound from j and 20 days.
Boston for Stoningtou, arrived here this
Closson. In Searsport, April 15. Rayinoiui
morning with the schooner Northern Light infant son of ( apt. Israel and Karel Closson.
Farnham. In Morrill, April 14, Benjamin F
was
full of
iu tow. The Northern Light,
Farnliam, aged 58 years and 7 months.
water and Captain Norton ami her crew
(iAiiACiiAN. In Searsport, Aptil 15, Jo.-ephim
The Northern
were on board the Coomer.
Gahaghan, aged 15 years.
Heath. In Verona, April 8, Charles W. Heath
Light was bound from Millbridge for Boston
with a cargo of lumber ami yesterday when
aged 32 years, 7 months and 13 days.
1
Hartshorn. In Eincolnville, April 0, Lucy \\
15 miles southwest of .Seguin, she sprung a
leak and in a short time became water log- Hartshorn, aged 58 y ears, 5 months and 11 days
Lane. In
eliast, April 18, Daniel Lane, ague
the
was
Hannah
The
vessel
sighted
by
ged.
82 years and 1 month.
Coomer, which after taking the disabled
Rohiuns. in Belfast. April 15, Charlie, son ol
crew
on
the
board
and Mr. and Mrs. William Robbins,
schooner in tow took
aged 2 years am
The cargo of the 3 months.
made sail for this port.
Sherman.
In Portland, April 10, J. H. Slier
Northern Light will be discharged here and
man of Camden, aged 54 years and 5 months.
the vessel repaired.
Simmons. In Friendship, April 3, Mrs. Eftie H
Iu Arthur Sewall & Co.’s
Shipbuilding.
Simmons,
aged 33 years and 11 months.
shipyard at Bath, a ke»*l 315 feet in length
Smalley. In Union, April 10, Sarah H.,wift
the
four-masted
has been stretched for
ship of Charles M. Smalley, aged 47 years, 10 months
the firm will build. The new ship will be
Stephenson. In Belfast, April 14, Marion E.
completed before the year closes-The N. infant child of Russell B. and Sadie J. Stephen
to
soon
is
son,
aged 3 months and 11 days.
E. S. B. Co. of Bath
begin building
Staples. In Atlantic, Swan’s Island, April 2
a large five-masted schooner for Capt. WhitW. Staples, aged 88 years.
Joseph
man
CLase, Jr., of Taunton, Mass. The
Whitney. In Rockland, Apirl 11, George E
schooner will have a coal carrying capacity
a native of Topsliam, aged 48 years, 11
Whitney,
of over 3,000 tons, and is to be of the follow- months and 27 days. The remains were taken t<
ing dimensions: Length of keel, 233 feet; Brunswick for burial.
breadth, 46 feet; depth. 22 feet. The poop
deck will extend 8 feet forward of the mainOASTORIA.
mast and will be 4 1-2 feet high. The schoonThe Kind You Have Always Bought
Bears the
er will be launched the first of November.
Charters. Ship State of Maine 60,000
cases oil, New York to Hong Kong.
April

I.K

Vrobate Court lieluat Bellast, witiunau
the <
u
of Wald", on the 1 1 1 dav of April
A
L). 1W)U.
i-i.
-d Horace S
I SA AC J
l.KAllBKTTF.B.
1 < 1 race !•: Mcrtie 1 A r.es A., <. i.olys \ < i•• •
■'
er
rIn dire
lion,
It. and Mavnard M Lead
tc;,
,1F.\.\1F it. FKADl.l/ri F.i;. late d ICUasi.
said County «d Waldo, deceased having present
ed ;t petition praying lor license t1 >»'ii at pun h
or private .sale anti convey ce.rt.atn real est ite :relonging to said minor -, and parte id.. A dr-u-nhed in said petition.
At

beds

hundred und

>\\

DKTROI I

SALK

25 cent
>1. O. \\ I

A IA\ A V S l.\

lluUdintj Material. Carpenter9* fool*, linns and Sjnd,
an<1 Steel, Wheels. Tumps, Churns, t arnishes. Tan,:
Oils, and all h intis of Hardware.

*

New

v:

.

...HAR.XDWA.nE...
.1

Strawberry Plants
Eggs

toi;ii;s.
ll k HKsT i»i: \ is

Juvenile \\ heels.

.£

4wl8

>

v<

Hartford, Patterns 19 anti 20.
Hartford, Patterns 7 and 8.
Stormer, Models 15 anti 10
Pennant, Models 21 anti 22.

MIS( ELLANY.

Spoken. April (3, lat 30 40. Ion 72, schr
Eliza J Pendleton, from Baltimore for Porto
Plata. Shin Emily F Whitney, Pendleton,
New York for Honolulu, March 20, lat 10, N,
Ion 27 W.
Gardiner, Me., April 13. The Kennebec
is now open from Augusta to the sea. Tug
boat Atlelia towed schooner Abenaki from
Bath to Hallowed, this afternoon.

th.

Columbia, ( liainless, Models 60 and 00.
Columhia, Chain, Models 57 anti 58

|

?!! affections cf the throat

Francisco.

Barry, April

1
1

I II

Are

—:

FULLY GUARANTEED and have the CONFIDENCE of

Are

I'll

hypo- j
Although
J
nearly twenty-five
yet
j
great remedy

Nr vs Y«»rk.

BICYCl f

Stormer and Pennant,

j X

SCOTT'S
EMULSION

In port, scl: Herald,
Mataiizas, April 11.
Lowell, for North of Hatteras, to sail in a
few days.
Mac ris, April 10. Sld, seh James A Garfield, New York.
Manila, March 5. In port, ship Susqiieliana, Sewall, for Delaware Breakwater.
Guantanamo, ar prior to April 13, seh
Humaroek, Veazie, Conakry, WCA.fo load
for Nortii (>f Hatteras.
Liverpool, April 14. Sld, ship A G Ropes,
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question

p.ello, Bucksport.
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PORTS.
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STORMER

I

1

Buenos Ayres, April 11.
Ar, bark J H
Bow ers, My ers, Portland.
Trapani, March 25. Sld, barks, Baltimore,
(It,a1) Paturzo, Loekland; Glosue, (Ita!) Cap-
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plain

appetite.
agreeable fishy

Mrs.
Lena
Hatch
inflicting
which, together with the fright,
caused her great suffering and confined her

an-
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••What is home without
a wheel?”
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consumption?”

consumption they
fatty foods, yet
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“What is home without
a mother?”
To our souls once made

I

oil.”

he. ame her ah >;e.
She was at last
side tlie* grave of the child whose loss she
Last Frida> evening theCmismourned
tiai:
Endeavo; Sernty carried out the
world’s topic for tin week, "The Eternal
Morning,” 1 mnded on Isaiah (>0:1-12. Several
interesting essays wore presented,
•tmong which were “Dr. Ch-ugh au<l the
rI -doogi" s." by Mrs. Nora Pendleton. “W a:
Carey and his work,” b\ Mr. Tufts, “Dr
Jndsoti and tlie Burmese,” by Mrs II C.
Rose.
l!ie latter paper was read by Miss
Kate I virgin. as the writer was sick. The
exercises
being of unusual interest it
was Thought advisable to repeat, them on
the first Sunday evening in May, w hen additional pap. rs will he presented.... Last
Friday Mrs. Ambrose Hatch was bitten by a
a large dog owned by one of the neigh hois.
The animal’s teeth crushed through her
hand, and she is under a physician's treatment.
About ten months ago the same dog
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♦
♦
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♦
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represent-

physician

around

resting,

asfairly

FOR HEALTH

ASH YOUR
DOCTOR! i

pained
us

rates are quoted
tiie market.
Barrel

previous

arrived.

The NamI Tills The Grads!

...

When a citizen allows liis opinions to be made
Bartlett and Fred Hunt attended public in a community where he is well known he
the Grand Lodge of Good Templars in Lewis- must have incontrovertible evidence to back it
up. Whatever his neighbors estimate m.ght be
ton last week-Mr. and Mrs Joseph Higof bis ideas, one thing cannot be disproved—his
gins visited at Mr. Stephen Coffin's April
convictions as far as be is concerned cannot be
14th-Mrs. Elvira Stevens returned from
shaken. It certainly is a tribute that any ne inBangor last Friday-Henry Littlefield is terested in an article which has come to Belfast
at work for Ross C. Higgins, who has charge
to stay ought never to lose sight of and at a time
of “Lake View Farm” in North Andover,
when so many preparations are before the public,
Mass.The many friends of Mr. Geo. all claiming representations that border on the
White, who has been in California for near- miraculous it should stiffen the backbone of the
ly two years, are pleased to hear that he has timid and prove to the skeptic a bard nut to crack.
Read this:
returned to the home of his brother, Mr.
Captain S. R. Cottrell of 6 Bell street, says: “I
Charles White-Mrs. Maud Hogan visited j
had kidney trouble for years and it grew worse all
Mrs. Addie Higgins last Friday.... Mr. J.
the time. It was brought on, no doubt, by bard
H. Stevens sends the following lines, com- i
work, such as lifting heavy trunks and other
posed on the death of his little granddaugh- freight and being exposed to all kinds of weather.
ter, Josie Knowlton, who died last month:
1 did nothing to relieve it, hoping that in time it
Dearest Josie, how we miss thee
would pass off. ()u tlie contrary, my back across
As the days and weeks go by,
the kidneys pained me so that I often bad to walkAnd we hope someday to gr,jet thee
lame. At night when my day’s work was done, 1
In that land beyond the say.
my memory lingers
When I think of thy few years,
And thou passed so quickly from
Often 1 find myself in tears.

Bark Sachem, Shanghai and Houg Kong to
New York $10,000 U. S. gold. Sch. Henrv
Crosby, New York to Havana,general cargo
and back to Wilmington, Del
iron pt
Sch. Laura, same voyage, case oil, ll cemts!
Bark Alice Reed, Brunswick to New York
ties 1(3 1 2 cents. Sch. Ed. H.
Blake, Sabine
Pass to Providence, lumber $(3 50
Sch. F.
C. Pendleton, Savannah to New York lmn!
bur $5 40. Sch. Willie L.
Newton, Brunswick to New York, lumber $5 40. Sch John
0. Smith, Brunswick to New York lumber
p. t. Sch. Frank A. Palmer, Philadelphia to
Portsmouth, N. H., two trips, coal, $1 35
Freights. The Freight Circular of Brown
& Co., New York, reports for the. week ending April 15th : Large tonnage for long voyage trades has met with only moderate attention during the week. The Colonial lines
are not pressed for additions to their
engaged fleet, and the urgent requirements of case
oil shippers appear to have beeu covered.
Suitable vessels, however, are not urged for
either prompt or forward loadiug, therefore

ing
petroleum freights
April 13. Sch. P M. Bouney, Burgess, reflect an improvement. The demand for
Vinalbaven; Garland, Allen, Stouington.
tonnage is very limited, though the market
has gone to Camden for the summer....
April 15. Sch. Mary J. Elliot,|Beal, Booth- is regarded as steady at the present range of
2s« 3s as to port in the l
K
Inquiries for
Thomas Smith and M. F. Messer are paint- bay
April 19. Selis. Janies L. Maloy, Burnett, lumber tonnage to the River Plat*- am- m uping at V. Thompton’s carriage shop-G. E. Chickahomauy River; Banner, Rich, Sears- quite actively, and several addit nuial ti xture.s
are reported.
From Yarmouth to i-tiic-.ns
Nash came out from Camden last Satur- port.
Ayres $10 has been paid m two install '. *,
day.... Clifton Morse is now ready to say
SAILED.
from Sfc. .John $10 25, from Portland $'i. uni
nothing and saw wood. A horse furnishes
April 12. Sell. Henry Whitney, Welch, a ship of 1051 tons from Boston also !■: Ml.,i
A
the motive power by means of a capstan
For a medium size carrier from the
$0.
Stouington and New York.
with
April 13 Sch. A. V. S. Woodruff, Snow- latter port $9 50 could be secured. I --.age
long shaft lying near the ground
to Brazil eontinues in demand bur
s
-.s.
man,
Bucksport,
beveled gear communicates the energy to a
April 14 Sell. Maria Webster, Turner, are offered sparingly at tin- ra'.-s t>i«(
circular saw....E. F. Bickford ol East. Dix- W iseasset.
Numerous West India orders. l»..th ul and
mont was at I. G. Ricker’s last SundayApril 18. Sch. Mary J. Elliot, Beal, Booth- borne, are seeking aeeept.anee, but s!,;ta is
.i. oumg
yet experience great difficulty m
bay.
E. A. Sprowl has employed J. R. Ramsay
tbe necessary tonnage..
Full previous and
AMERICAN FOR I'M.
to paint his house.W. S. Mehuren is in
iu instances advanced, rat**s at. hid, hut
New York, April 12
Cld, soli, Jennie A vessels appear to he scattered, ami tlm.se in
Belfast this week on the jury....W. B.
Stubbs, Humauae a and Fajardo, P R; ar, position are offered reservedly in anticipaJaquith has finished wor k at 1. D. Cram’s sell Anna P Chase. Ellis, Providence; passed tion
of a further improvement in rates
and is building a shed for (J. L. Edmunds.
Heil Gate, sells Maggie Mulvey, New York (’•oastwise lumber and tie tonnage is in
do for New Bed- active demand, but vessels for this d.
for
Uahhoni,
Providence;
schools
the town
p:,laWintKitrouT
began
ford; 13, sld, selis. Sarah 1> J Rawson, Cien- ment are also scarce. Rates arc stv.mg ami
Monday. The teacher for the High school fuegos; Isaiah K Stetson, Sanchez; Jennie slightly higher. Coal tonnage to the I’, ist is
A Stubbs, Port Rico: Win H Sumner, Bruns- in very moderate demand, while rates are
is Mr Win. J Henderson of Newtou, Mass.,
The other village wick; ar, selis Anna Peudieton, Brunswick;
regarded as favoring shippers.
a Harvard
graduate.
Paul Seavey. Hurra an
Island; R F Hart,
teachers are Mr.
Alger Hall, misses Lena] Fall River; Jose Olaverri, Boston for coal
■Ml"- vH«
IIIimMIiiiib III
.Reports from port; 14, ar,selis S M Bird, Rockland ; Scotia,
Sproul and Blanche Shaw
Webster
15,
Barnard,
Newport:
Arthur N. Smith, whose accident was re- Pensacola;
ar, sch Almeda Wiley, Dodge, Briinsw.ek;
ported last week, continue favorable and it D D Haskell, Eaton, Savannah; passed Hell
is thought no permanent lameness will re- Gate, Jas R Talbot, Hoboken tor Belfast; Hi,
AbraMrs. Joseph Wardwell and daughter, ar, Deb* Herbert E.Shute, Long Cove;
sult.
ham Richardson, Newport: 17, passed Hid 1
Miss Mar it1, aud Mrs M. L. Willard have
Gate, sell Sarah L Davis, Elizabethport for
returned from Portland where they spent Belfast.
Boston, April 12 Cld, sch E-*telle, HutchWin.
the. winter....Mr
Page and Mr.
inson, Bangor and Curacoa; 13, ar, selis A
James ('.rant have gone to Vermont to
Hayford, Ryan, Belfast: R Bowers, Young,
i A:.k
work_Mrs Josia Mason has returned Fernandiua; sld, sch Mary A Hall, Feruanthis quesycur
Elizabeth
Boston-Mrs.
diua; 15, ar, sch R W Hopkins, Hichborn,
from a visit to
is the one
;
“What
sch It F I'ettigrew, Morse,
Cienfuegos;
sld,
Nelson is recovering from her recent illness
Newport News; lti, ar, Silver Heels, Quinfor
.Mrs. Clara Pinkbam aud baby are visit* lan, Ponce, P R; Daylight, Newport News;
He vviiJ answer, “Cod-liver
iug her parents, Mr. ami Mrs. Walter Haley. bark Addie Morrill, Rosario; 17, ar, bark
Levi S Andrews, Apalachicola.
_Mrs. Henry Morgan is very ill and is a
Nine out of ten will
Cld, sch Augustus
;
Philadelphia, April 12
John Sproul has Palmer, Portland; 13, ar, sell Mary E Palmgreat sufferer_Mrs
the same way.
answer
Maud
out..
sch
Snare,
been quite ill, but is now able to go
er, Haskell, Boston; 14, ar,
Mrs. A. W. Hardy is very low-Mrs. Lil- Lowell, Moutenego Bay.
Yet
when
persons have
Baltimore, April 15. Ar, bark C P Dixon,
ian W bar IT of Dan forth is spending a few
Punta Gorda.
loathe all
She will at:
days with her grandmother
Brunswick, April 11. Ar, sell Levi Hart,
fat is neces- ;
tend the conference at Rockland this week. Pendleton, New York ; 17, ar, sells Mary L
Trimm, New York; Melissa A WilAt the quarterly conference held Satur- Crosby,
:
sary for their recovery and
ley, Coombs, Boston.
of
board
the
the
official
day afternoon
Carrabelie. April 13. Ar, sch Sallie I’On
cannot take
codMethodist Church gave a unanimous invita- St Pierre, Mart.
liver
oil.
The
oii
dis- ;
sell Hattie C Luce,
17.
Mobile,
Cld,
:
April
tion to the pastor, Rev. 1). H Piper, to rePortland ; ar, sch -Etna, Chapman, Havana
the
stomach
and
tiji'bs
takes
turn tor next. year.
sch
of
the
Star
12
Norfolk, April
Sld,
Sea,
:
and New York; 15, ar, sch John
The dis- l
lsi.ESBOito. The East Side Circle had a Port Royal
away the
B Prescott, Boston.
necktie sociable and supper at Union Hall
12.
bark
St
Sld,
odor and
Hampton Roads, April
Wednesday evening, April 12th, t< raise James, Tap!**v, Norfolk for Manila.
■;
f:
it
almost
unenmake
Pascagoula, April Hi. Sld, sch Abide C
funds for repairing the side walk between
Stubbs, Whitney, Kingston, Ja.
?
is
be
<Me.
What
to
done
the post office* and the Baptist church. The
Shi, sell NaNewport News, April 12
‘'
attendance was large and the receipts good, thaniel T Palmer, Harding, Portland.
s
was
ansVineyard Haven, April 15. Ar, sch James
notwithstanding the ice cream treev- .s got
v ..red when we first made j
L Maioy, Chickaliominy Rivu*, Ya, for Po lemptied long before the, empty stomachs— fast.
and sailed; Hi, ar, sell Emma S Briggs,
craving more ire—got satisfied. .Last Wed- Osborne, Hoboken for Belfast.
Now Orleans, April 13. Ar. sell Lucia Pornesday afternoon a short fur eral service,
Mrs. Deermg ter, Farrow, Trinidad.
the grave of
eld
was
Sabine Pa-s, T< xas, April 15. Ar, sch EdBoardman. ag-*1 5b years, who died at the vard 11 Blake, Smith, Tampico.
nsarn* a.-;
urn at Augusta and was brought
New Bedford, Apri 1 14
Ar, seh Kahbcmi.
Cor!-Liver Oil with
Lord, New York.
She leaves a husband
I nine for Interment.
hark (Lad Tid15
Shi.
A
Galveston,
pril
and
two
sons.
(now in Massa< Lusetts)
that s
•••hrohites.
idgs, Masters, Punta Gorda; srh Young
About. Thirty years ago her \ oiuigest clidd,
a
s
promising lad, died; aim the mother's Brothers, Crowell, Pascagoula.
years
Jacksonville, .pul 15. Cld, sc! Celia F,
ri’i'-f WHS
giea! that She use-.! ie sit h\ hiS
Mh st, New York,
it stands alone togra\ e weeping and moaning hours at a t;me.
15.
sch
Florence
New
Ar,
London, April
ei sued ami the asvluin
At length lnsanit
i
y the one
laid be- L< land, Brunswick for Norwich.

-E. L.

Every day

fell I r NEWS.

Cain is going to the Insane Asylum this
week for treatment. He has been mentally
unbalanced for some time....I. I>- Cram’s
rotary saw now rotates daily-W. S. Davis

have sat down

|

ware.

Centre Montvilll. F. P. Benuett has
received a letter from Buffalo, N. Y., parties
asking if lie can invent and manufacture
for them au adjustable sta ve jointing machine.
Mr. Bennett thinks he can get up

Camden. Captain Clarence Bmisall, wife
and child of Tom’s River, New Jersey, are
guests at the Bay View house, where they
is
will remain until the captain’s vessel
launched, which will he about Juue 1st.
-Mr. Hooper, a cotton broker of Fall
River, has bought the lot of land on Ogier’s
hill, Chestnut street,containing five acres, of
William R. Porter of Boston, and will have
This is
erected a beautiful summer home.
one ofthe most charming lots in the town,
and the view of the Penobscot bay and Mts.
Megunticook and Battie towering above,
make an ideal picture and oue not surpassed
in Maine.... Work has begun on an addition
to the freight house of the B. & B. S. S. Co.

I

A true copy.

Attest:
( HAS. P.

H

\ZI 1

a Probate Court heldat BellaM, within
the Countv of Waldo, n the 1J m day t A;
A. 1). 1899.

At

an

iter

4

ERRED E. NICKERSON. admini-c i.e >r
estate of HilRAt I. P. P.RAGDON,

oi
late

ot

DM ! MS l'RATOR’S NOTICE. The subscriber
,\ hereby gives notice that he h is been duly ap! pointed administrator of the estate >d
4

JENNIE E. SKINNER, late of S-arsp >rt
the County of Waldo, deceased, and giv eu
bonds as the law directs,
til persons hav ing demands against the eastate ot said d» ceased arc
desired to present the same for settlement, and
ail indebted thereto arc requested to make payment immediately
W. II SKINNER
Seal sport, April 11, lS'd-d.
in

|
|

E want the addresses of bright !•••>> aud gn Is
who will sell our package Soda .uni S:it l.c
uon S\m
liable premiums. Hot a lino a H f
2wlii*
•jiiSc. N. V.
Ik
t

v

j

r.

Steamer (_tty of Bunam
lows:
For t'amden. Rockland
Thursdays and Saturdays
For Soars}!*.; r, Ruok>}
deu and Rancor, Tuesday
days, at about 7.30 a m
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at
rt. W
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Boston, M..uda\
00
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From Ro<*klaii'i I'uosda
urdays at about 0.00 a, m.
From bancor, Tuesdays,
ki-iLday s a: li.on o m.,

!
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< ALVIN Al Sl'IN,
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It HOOK s,

“LITTLE MISS NOBODY”
P

Belfast

till*

Rroihict Market.

YY,

Brice

CKRltKITF.IJ WhKKI.V

<

MAY l 2

with

1

yel’weyes,

1

Butter, p lb,
Beef, p lb,

Barley, p bu,

Cheese, p lb,
Chicken, p lb,

Calfskins,
Duck, p ft.,
Eggs, p cioz,
Fowl, p tb,
Geese, p tb,

triers

PATEN I

\i

u

>

TIEDICIN

TOILET ARTICl

Rail Rr<Ktue< rs.
e 00a,s no
7a!)
7a!)

50n75
3(\a.l4 O'Lamb Skins.
a 1 WVMutton, p tb,
4a 7
Ida 18 Oats, p bu, 32 lb, 35 a 40
l\«<7 Potatoes,
70,0.75
4a412
40(245 Round Hog,
6 00-a 7 00
11 Straw, p ton,
Ida 17
10(gl2 Turkey, p Hi,
1 l-‘2 a 3
50(2-75 Tallow.
14air» Veal, p tb,
o,a7
11 Wool, unwashed,
17
3.50,an 00
8(210 Wood, hard,
13a. 15» Wooil. soft,
3 5(Ka4 00

FANCY GOOD
STATIONERS

50

Retail Rrice.

ent.it*«‘l>

FOK THF .IdlRNA!..

••

medium,

an

DRUGS,

It

iirrent.

Apples, p l>u,
75«100|Hay. p ton,
dried, p lb, 4.nf> Hides, p tb,
1 30(2 41 Lamb, p It*.
Beans, pea,

1

Han:

the

j Probate Court to be held at Belfast, within and
said County, on the 'Jth day <f May, A.
j for
; D. 1 Shi*, at ten of the clock before noon, and
show cause, it any they have, why the prayer of
,
said petitioner should not be granted.
GEO. E. JOh NSON, Judge.
A^rue copy. Attest:
C it as. P Hazkltink, Register.

j

of

11 \

Route.

| Waldo, in said County ot Waldo, deceased, having pre.-ent.ed a petition praying t.-r a license to
sell at public or private sale and convey certain
real estate ot said deceased, which is particularly
| described in said petition.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice
to all persons interested by causing a copy of
to he published three \\ec\-, suecesj this ordei
j sively iu the Republican Journal, a newspapera
published at Belfast, that they may appear at

■

Steamer (

i.

■

:

n

</

NK, Register.

1

Retail Market

90(21 00
Beef, corned, p lb, 7(a* Lime, p bbl,
Butter salt, 14 lb bag. 18 Oat Meal, p tb,
4 25
49 Onions, p tb,
4
Corn, p bu,
Cracked Corn, p bu, 49 Oil, kerosene, gal, 9^10
49 Pollock, p tb,
Corn Meal, p bu,
;%4
14 Pork, p tb
7(a/8
Cheese, p tb,
1 12
Cotton Seed, p cwt, 1 25 Plaster, p.bbl,
3
Codfish, dry, p tb
&&8 Rye Meal, ptb
12 Shorts p cwt,
90,295
Cranberries, p qt,
5 l-2@6
Clover Seed.
11@12 Sugar, p tb,
4 50(24 75 Salt, T. I p bu,
35
Four, p bbl,
3
G H. Seed, bu. 1 75(22 00 Sweet Potatoes,
Lard, p tb,
8(a>9 Wheat
3@3
.,

Physicians’ Prescript w
Caretuilv

Compounded

A. It. I’lLI. I
4\vl3

Registered
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"SPALDING.
jwSee CARLE 4 JONES

<

“LiTTLE MISS NOBOM
FRIDAY, MAV l-1"

